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The Lincoln Library 
Responding to Readers' Questions 

Daniel Pearson 

I 
am [Jattered that my contributions to the pages of The Rail 
Splitter have generated some very positive feedback. It has 
also produced a number of specific questions regarding 
the topics I have discussed as well as questions on book 
collecting in general. The editors have seen fit to take a 
break from my usual columns and address some of these 

issues foremost in our readers' minds. 

Q: While my primary concern ln 
buying Lincoln books is the informa
tion they contain, I would prefer to 
purchase first editions that will at 
least retain some value in the long 
run. I have sometimes found it diffi
cult to tell whether a book is a first 
edition. as each publisher seems 
to use a different system for iden
tilying a first. With so many pub
lishers, how can I tell a first from a 
later edition? 

A: An excellent question! And 
you are correct when you say that 
there are as many different means 

Orville Victor's The Private and 
Public Life of Abraham Lincoln. 
This collectible book has several 
things going for it: age, scarcity, 
condition, and great graphics! 

Let me be the Hrst to admit that like any specialty hobby, 
there is a steep learning curve to book collecting. A great deal 
can be learned only with many years of experience and count
less hours poking through dusty used book shops. And while 
much of what will be discussed is concrete (how to identify a 
first edition), much ls subjective and open to interpretation and 
opinion (the best way to preserve old books). That caveat hav
ing been said, on to your questions. 

to identify first editions as there ---------
are publishers. But first, we need to get some terminology correct. 

[Editor's Note: We received far too many queries to be addressed in this 
column alone. Those who wrote with specific questions or concerns that 
are not addressed herein can expect a personal reply in the near future.] 

For book collectors, first editions are important. However. par
ticularly with modem books, one also needs to pay attention to the 
"printings" as well. Many publishers maintain a "first edition" 
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"To A BIDDER IN THE RooM" 
An Interview with Sothebys' Book and Manuscript Specialist, Selby Kiffer 

[Selby Kiffer, Sr. Vice President and head of the Books and Manuscripts Department in New York, has principal responsibility 
for historical American manuscripts, travel and atlases, and natural history books. Mr. Kiffer has been involved in the sale of 
many of the most celebrated private libraries offered at auction, most notably those of H. Bradley Martin, the Garden Ltd., Frank 
T. Siebert, and Otto Schafer. Mr. Kiffer has also played a role in the discovery 
(or rediscovery) of several bibliographical treasurM, including a previously 
unrecorded copy of the Dunlap broadside of the Declaration of Independence; 
a lost fragment of the manuscript of Abraham Lincoln's 1858 "House Divided" 
speech; and the first tialf of the manuscript of The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn. Mr. Kiffer received a bachelor of arts degree in English and history and a master of arts degree in English 
from Pennsylvania State University. After a year at the Library School of the U.N.C. at Chapel HIii, Mr. Kiffer 
transferred to Columbia University to focus his studies more directly on rare books, and there earned a mas
ter of library science degree, with honors. Mr. Kiffer first joined Sotheby's as a part-time cataloguer In 1984. 
He Is currently a featured appraiser on the Public Television series The Antiques Road Show.] 

Rail Splitter. Could you explain your job responsibilities? What is a typical day like? 
Selby Kiffer. One of the most enjoyable aspects about working at an auction house is 

that there is no "typical" day. There are recurring elements: speaking with clients, both con
signors and potential purchasers; working on appraisals; cataloguing for sale; fielding tele
phone calls; responding to information requests from branch oflices: writing sales proposals; 
and so on. Our major responsibility is to provide an elfective forum for collectors and 
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From the 
Publisher 

WHY WE BOTHER 

W 
e enjoy few privileges publish
ing this journal. We lind reward 
in lhe con5tant exchange of 
information, often with people 
we've never met face to face. 

This forum brings together those with a 
shared passion - one well-grounded by 
research, knowledge, and the insight 
gleaned from years of collective experi
ence. There is nothing "noble" in thls 
venture ... we do it because it's fun and we 
believe some appreciate the endeavor. 

F'or several years now, I've wondered 
why a specific "well-heeled" collector has 
refused to resubscribe to this periodical. 
His membership lapsed several years ago 
- every attempt to re-enroll him was 
politely rebuffed. Mind you, this individ
ual has no qualms in spending tens-of
thousands of dollars In an auction to 
acquire a piece of Llacolniana. But, for 
some reason, the trilling cost of this jour
nal is an expense he is not willing to pay. 
A short time ago, I learned why. 

It seems we have been labeled by 
some as "nay-sayers" who delight in 
deriding others, constantly knocking the 
authenticity of other people's purchases. 
Specifically, we assume a ~negative" out
look that serves no purpose save our 
own. Even though it wasn't stated, the 
implication is obvious: somehow we have 
a vested interest in "damaging" other 
people's goods. Not to get pious, but 
when needing a cogent argument, I tum 
to Lincoln: "/ never encourage deceit, and 
falsehood ... The fact is truth is your truest 
friend, no matter what the circumstances." 
(Letter to G. Pickett, February 22, 1842.) 
What we publish we believe to be gen
uine - presented, perhaps somewhat 
irreverently, but always truthfully. Still, I 
like to believe we find balance - both 
exulting great finds and questioning the 
"wisdom" found in folly. Apparently we 
questioned the authenticity of some 
pieces that found their way into this 
same individual's holding. In our defense, 
we always comment on items as they are 
publicly offered - we seldom know who 
purchases a given object and have never 

intentionally targeted a specific collector 
or commented on privately-held memora
bilia. Our attitude is simple: ii publicly 
offered, it's "fair game." And, hopefully, 
our readers learn from a presentation of 
known facts and sundry opinions. 

Lot #9144 in the June 28th "Book and 
Manuscript" auction at Butterfields best 
illustrates my point: "UNCOLN, MARY 
TODD. Photograph Signed ('Mary 
Lincoln'), sepia tone carte-de-visite, 2 by 3 
3/8 inches, n.p., 1861, slight crackling, 
minor losses around edges, lower left cor
ner missing. First Lady Mary Lincoln (1861-
1865) is pictured here in a ball gown with 
floral adornments woven in her hair, sign
ing 'Very Truly I Mary Lincoln' on the right 
margin. (No reference is made to the addi
tion of the year "1865" by the signer.) 
Docketed in pencil on the verso 'auto
graphed by Mrs. L., for Jack Sether.' Also 
on the verso is a stamp reading: From 
Negative in the pos.5ession of F.H. Meserve, 
265 Edgecombe Ave., New York." Rather 
than simply tut-tutting this item, I hope 
we contribute something more to the dis
course - and education of our members. 

Our readers might have remembered 
that Meserve used Brady's original nega
tives well alter the turn-of-the century, 
long after Mrs. Lincoln had died. They 
may recall from one of our articles that 
Lbese unmounted silverprints were made 
by Meserve in large quantities in the 
decade alter the turn-of-the-century and 
well into the I940s. They might appreci
ate that the piece is not an I860s albu
men but a much later silverprint, not in 
existence in this format before the 
Spanish-American War (the deduction of 
this being a silverprint is obvious from 
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the photograph in the color catalog as 
well as the internet scan on Butterfields' 
website - the oxidization along the edges 
gives a silver, reflective quality, not found 
in albumens). But... In the absence of 
these clues, those getting this journal 
most certainly appreciate the lesson we 
constantly reinforce - question the accu
racy of how an item is represented and, if 
not completely certaln, seek the counsel 
of others. So ... when we politely reference 
the fact that someone purchased a 
"posthumously signed" Mary Lincoln 
photograph for $5,287 (including buyer's 
premJu:m), those who read this publica
tion benefit from that coverage. 

But... while we are confident in the 
above, we are not always the authority 
on all matters great and small. To best 
illustrate this, consider the following 
anecdote. Rail Splitter Editor David Yount 
of Columbus, Indiana called last month to 
inform us he was "on the trail" of a 
Lincoln ribbon with an interesting slogan: 
"Lincoln and Hamlin - The Tall Sucker 
Against the World." Certainly calling 
someone a "sucker" did not come into 
use until the 20th century. Albeit a 
favorite epithet of W.C. Fields, we doubt
ed, quite strongly, anyone in 1860 calling 
someone a sucker. Moreover, why would 
a pro-Lincoln ribbon have any such dep
recating element to the slogan. Nahh .... it 
can't be right! Then we received the 
attached scan - very much appearing to 
be a period piece, with a note from Dave 
to go on the Internet and read "Nature 
Bulletin No. 233-A," June 4, 1966, issued 
by the Forest Preserve, District of Cook 
County. Under the headline: Illinois - The 
Sucker State, we learned the following: 

"People from Illinois are still called 
'Suckers' in some localities of neighboring 
states. There are several legends about the 
origin of this nickname. One is that on our 
prairies, during hot dry summers, the early 
travelers obtained water by sucking it up 
through straws thrust down into 'crawfish' 
holes. Another is based upon the fact that 
the first settlements, other than those of the 
early French at Cahokia and Kaskaskia, 
were made in the extreme southern por
tion and mainly by relatively poor people 
from tobacco growing southern states. A 
tobacco plant commonly sends up sprouts 
around the main stem. These 'suckers' are 
stripped off and thrown away. Hence, 
because these emigrants had left their 
home states and come to the lllinois 
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wilderness ·to perish', they 
were derisively called 
'Suckers.• The most plausi
ble explanation dates 
from the opening of the 
first lead mine, in 1824, 
about a mile north of 
Galena. By 1827 there 
were 6 or 7 thousand peo
ple in that area. most of 
them from the settlements 
in southern lllinois and 
from the lead-mining dis
trict in southwestern 
Missouri. The 1//mois men 
came up the Mississippi 
on steamboats in the 
spring and went back 
down to their homes each 
fall. The Missourians jeer
i11gly named them 
'Suckers' because the 

sucker is one of the few common fish that 
migrates upstream each spring.~ 

In this instance, our initial doubts proved 
wrong. Not only was this piece good, it is 
quite special - a unique ribbon in support or 
Lincoln issued in his home state! 

I like to believe that if we ever err in our 
judgment, we would have the integrity to cor
rect ourselves in this same forum. To once 
again find the appropriate reasoning from 
Lincoln, as he noted in a Sangamon County 
Address, March 9, 1832, "So soon as I discover 
my opinions to be erroneous 1 shall be ready to 
renounce them." So ... as long as we accom
plish some of the above, we have a reason to 
publish - and, we would hope, you have area
son to subscribe! 

l!IJJH: The current issue i• a 
double volume. We do thiB 
every other year in order to 
catch up with articles and 
news itema, a• well a• main
tain our publiBhing schedule. 
Anyone whOBe aubscrlption 
expire• with either number 
#25 or #26 repreaented by 
thiB double issue will receive 
a re-subscription notice 
with this mailing. 

PUBLIC WORKS 

Rail Splitter Keith Hallam sent us pictures of 
two interesting sites in Westfield, NY, about 
100 miles south of Buffalo. Westfield was home 
for two people who knew Lincoln personally: 
Grace Bedell and William Seward. Grace was 
the little girl who wrote to the Republican can
didate in 1860 suggesting that he grow a beard. 
Lincoln responded in a charming letter that 

___ ___. has been widely reproduced, and met with his 
little admirer while en-route to his first inauguration In February 1861. The residents 
or Westfield felt it appropriate to erect a sculptural group by the artist Don Sottile com
memorating that meeting. Both the Bedell Home and Seward Home are still standing. 
Keith has some first-hand knowledge of the Seward Home, as related in the accompa
nying story: 

Westfield, NY, site of the Lincoln-Bedell Statue Park was my home for abouJ 
a year in the early 70s. While a resident, I lived in the William Seward Home. 
Although it had been built for New York businessman and eventual governor, George 
Patterson, the home was best known as the Seward Mansion because of Seward's res
idence there beginning in 1836 as an agent of the Holland Land Company. 

Originally located in the center of town, the house was completely dismantled 
in the late 1860s and moved a couple of miles up the Chautauqua Ridge to a bluff 
overlooking lake Erie, since the land the house rested on had been purchased by 
the Welch Foods Company. With the move the house gained a spectacular view of 
lake Erie and the surrounding grape-growing region, home of Welch's Grape Juice. 

The Seward Mansion truly was a history lover's dream! Being a Lincoln buff, I 
was particularly taken with the fact that in this very house lived one of the most col
orful men in Lincoln's cabinet. Most know that early in Lincoln's presidency, Seward 
planned on being the prime-mover behind the government with Lincoln a mere fig
urehead. However, things changed rather quickly after he got to know Lincoln. Not 
only did his opinion of Uthe railsplitter from Illinois" change, buJ Seward also 
became one of Abe's most trusted friends and supporters. 

Seward, a target in the Lincoln assassination plot, remained as Andrew Johnson's 
Secretary of State and is most famous for orchestrating the purchase of Alaska. 

Many of the ilems that remained in the house when 1 resided there were from 
the Seward era and others had belonged to other presidents such as Dwight 
Eisenhower. The safe Seward used in his work with the Holland land Company was 
located in the libra,y as was a crystal chandelier Seward brought from Italy. 

The Seward Home is now a wonderful bed and breakfast, retaining much of the 
ambiance of the Seward era. If you ever happen to pass through that town, just off 
the New York State Thruway, make sure you take a ride up to the top of the ridge 
and visit William Henry's hang-out. It'll be worth the extra few minutes. 
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statement on their books through multiple printings. The key is to 
tind first edition, first printings if you are concerned with lasting 
value. In most new books, the publishing information is found on 
the copyright page, usually located on the back of the title page. 

Identifying first editions in older books is somewhat easier 
and straightforward. Publishers in the 19th and early 20th cen
turies usually did not use any sort of edition statement. Rather, 
they normally listed the year the book was printed on the title 
page, while maintaining the copyright date (which is usually the 
year the book was first published) on the copyright page. 
Therefore, the general rule of thumb when considering books 
published before 1930 or so is that a book can be considered a 
first edition If the date on the title page matches the date on the 
copyright page. 

As book collecting grew as a hobby, many publishers made 
it easier to identify non-tirst editions, as they would routinely use 
a statement like "second printing" to identify additional print 
runs. Some publishers stiJI use this system. However, many pub
lishers now use a variation of a "number line" which denotes the 
printing of a particular book. It usually looks something like this: 

1234567890 
When a second printing is run off, the "l" is erased from the 
printing plate: 

234567890 
For extremely popular books, once the tenth printing is struck 
off, additional numbers are added. Thus it is not unusual to find 
a 23rd printing, for instance, looking like: 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
While this system is used by a great majority or publishers today, 
there are exceptions. Random House, ror instance, uses such a 
number line, but the printing number is the lowest number that 
does not appear in the number line. Thus the number line in a 
Random House first printing begins with the numeral "2". 

With so many publishers and systems in use, the best tool a 
collector can have is a guidebook telllng how to identify first edl
tions. My personal favorite is first Editions: A Guide to 
Identification edited by Edward Zemple, 4th edition (Peoria, IL: 
Spoon River Press, 2001). I like this guide because not only does 
it tell you how to identify first printings for most every publish
er, but also how those publishers' methods of identification have 
changed over the years. (fhus allowing a coJJector to identify 
first editions from, say, 1938.) Bill McBride has compiled a more 
compact guide in the Pocket Guide to the Identj(jcatjon of First 
Editions, 6th edition (Hartford, CT: McBride/Publisher, 2001). As 
the title Infers, this is a small production that can easily be car
ried with you while book hunting. 

You are certainly correct in saying that It pays to learn how 
to identify first printings. This is particularly so with extremely 
popular books that run into many printings. The premium placed 
upon a first printing of such a book is significant. 

Q: In regard to William Dean Howells' 1860 campaign biog
raphy on Lincoln, was there more than one wrapper edition, and 
i( so, how many were there and how do they dlffer? The version 
at the Lincoln Museum [in Fort Wayne, IN] has a "Publisher's 
Announcement" on the inside of the back wrapper. 1 have seen 
another copy of the Howells in wraps where the last several 
pages are supplied in photocopy. While all other pages were true 
to the original at the Lincoln Museum, the Publisher's 
Announcement was not present. I am unsure whether thls page 
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was inadvertently not copied from that original version (and 
thus left blank) or whether that version simply did not have any
thing printed inside the back wrapper. Also, do you believe that 
the announcement refers to the James Quay Howard biography? 

A: I have always fancied the reference to the Howells' cam
paign biography made in the BlbUograohy of American Literature. 
After their study or the existing variants and states of the book, 
they declared it a "bibliographical morass." My own study of the 
book has found nothing to contradict this assessment. 

Your observation of a possible variant in the wrapper edi
tion is exciting, one that I had not picked up on before. To be per
fectly honest, I cannot say whether there are two different states 
of the wrapper. For what it is worth, Ernest Wesse11 noted an 
advertisement for the Political Debates on the inside of the front 
wrapper, but made no mention of an ad on the inside of the back 
wrap. There are so few copies oi the Howells in wrappers extant, 
that it will take a bit of checking to find out if you have indeed 
sourced a variant. It is certainly a lead that I will follow up on and 
I will report my findings in a future column of "The Written Word." 
Wessen did speculate that there was a variant of the wrapper 
edition bearing the Cincinnati publisher's imprint of Rickey, 
Mallory & Co. Since Wessen's study, copies bearing this imprint 
have been found, one now located in the Illinois State Historical 
Library in Springfield. 

One can say with confidence that the book that the 
Publisher's Announcement refers to is James Quay Howard's 
campaign biography, The Life of Abraham Lincoln. Howells' and 
Howard's Lincoln biographies were the only two published by 
Follett, Foster and Company. It is unlikely that the statement 
would refer to the full Howells biography, as the wrapper edition 
consisted of the biographical portion of that cloth edition. Nor 
would the advertisement be referring to the book in hand. Thus 
it must have been promoting Howard's upcoming biography. 

And there are other Instances of Follett, Foster promoting 
the release of Howard's biography. Most notable are the adver
tisements in their Political Debates. wherein they mention the 
upcoming release of a campaign Lile of Lincoln completely dis
tinct from Howells' book. All this hype brings forward another 
question: what happened to the heralded biography by James Q. 
Howard that makes it so rare today? 

Q: I know that when considering the value of collectible 
books, edition and scarcity are major factors. What other vari
ables contribute to the value of a book? 

A: You know the old saying that three things contribute to 
the value of real estate: location, location, location. Perhaps a 
similar set of criteria could be said of books: condition, condi
tion, condition. 

There is a Catch-22 to book coJlecting, and that is the very 
purpose for which books are made. The act of reading a book, 
unless you are extremely careful and diligent, can contribute to 
its devaluation. The more a book is read, handled, and used (my 
wife refers to well-used books as "well-loved") the more it suffers 
condition-wise. The true test for a real book collector is to find a 
copy of a long-sought-after title with the pages still uncut, and 
then keeping It that way. I have several such books that I have 
kept in that condition, preferring to find a different "reading 
copy" rather than spoll a collector's item. 

The presence of a dust jacket, particularly on older titles, 
can also significantly add to the value of a book. Originally, dust 
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edition) in a line dust jacket! 
I've been looking for a copy 
for years and have yet to be 
successful. 

Q: What are the three or 
four best books to collect 
that show the image of 
Lincoln in photographs and 
statues? 

A: The standard refer
ence book for Lincoln pho
tographs is Lincoln ln 
Photographs· An Album of 
Every Known Pose by 

Dust jackets were at first made of simple printed paper that - sadly, often discarded. Charles Hamilton and Lloyd 
Ostendorf (Norman: University 

of Oklahoma Press, 1963; revised edition, Dayton: Morningside, 
1985).The book was lightly revised and republished by 
Rockywood Press in 1999 under Mr. Ostendorl's name as 
Lincoln's Photoiiraphs: A Complete Album. (See my review of 
this edition in The Rail Splitter. Vol. 3 Numbers 1-2, July 1999.) 

jackets were simple affairs, used merely to protect a book during 
shipment to bookstores. Often the seller discarded the jackets 
before a book was placed on the shell. If the jacket did survive 
through tl1e book's initial sale, many owners considered the 
plaln printed wrapper unsightly and discarded them. Thus these 

• older, unillustrated Jackets are rarely found today. It was not until 
publishers saw the value of attractive illustrated jackets that col
lectors began to consider them an integral part of a book. 

It is difficult to determine which early books were published 
with dust jackets. Often, one does not know any particular title 
came with a jacket until it is discovered. Unfortunately, Lincoln 
bibliographers rarely noted the presence of a jacket. Thus, even 
booksellers are often surprised to find a certaln title in a dust 
jacket. In 1996, Dan Weinbt:rg of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop 
found a set of Carl Sandburg's Abraham Lincoln- The War Years 
in previously unknown dust jackets that announced the impend• 
ing publication of each subsequent volume. In cases such as this, 
and with older books, the value of the jacket can often equal or 
exceed the actual value of the book. 

Another variable that affects lhe value of a book is the pres
ence of the author's signature (autograph). Agaln, this is partic• 
ularly true of older books, and more so in those 
unusual cases where the author passed away short
ly after publication. Like the preservation of dust 
jackets, the concept of having an author-inscribed 
book is a relatively new development. Thus signed 
early books are rather scarce. Likewise, books that 
were published shortly before the author's death 
are also rare. (One such example is John J. Duff's A.. 
Lincoln- Prairie Lawyer [New York: Rinehardt & Co., 
1960). Duff died less than a year alter publication.) 
Recent emphasis has been placed on books signed 
and dated in the year of publication rather than those 
that may have been signed later. 

Of the three printings of thls book, I usually opt for using the 
first edition as the photographs are of better quality. Subsequent 
editions were printed using the original plates. But time, or the 
succeeding printers' methods, were not as kind to the photos. 
There is a noticeable degradation in the quality of the reproduc
tions in the 1985 and 1998 edition. I would not recommend using 
the 1998 edition for numerous reasons elucidated in my review ol 
the book in this journal in 1999. 

Those interested in the Lincoln assassination might enjoy 
another personal favorite that contains great visuals. Tuenty 
~ by Dorothy Meserve Kunhardt and Philip B. Kunhardt Jr. 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1965) tells the story of the Lincoln 
assassination in text and photographs. A book that promises to 
rival Twenty Days in graphic representations of the flight, pur
suit, capture, and punishment of the Lincoln conspirators is 
scheduled for publication this Fall. Lincoln's Assassjns: Their 

Trial and Executjon An mustrated History by James 
L. Swanson and Daniel R. Weinberg (Santa Fe: Arena 
Editions, 2001) will contaln 300 full color illustrations. 

There are two standard reference works on 
Lincoln in sculpture. Unfortunately, both are out• 
dated. The best examination of heroic statues of 
Lincoln (life-size or larger) is F. Lauriston Bullard's 
Lincoln in Marble and Bronze (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1952). Bullard provides a 
photograph of each statue as well as a detalled his
tory of the piece, its sculptor, and how it came to be 
erected. Another fine• book is Donald Durman's .l:!e 
Belongs to the Ages: The Statues of Lincoln (Ann 
Arbor, Ml: Edwards Brothers, 1951). Unlike Bullard's 
book, Durman includes major busts and other 

And of course, the ultimate challenge is to com
bine all of these attributes to find the ideal collectible 
book. Almost all collectors are familiar with Paul 
Angle's The Lincoln Reader (New Brunswick: 

The 1963 first edition of Charles sculptures, not just heroic full-length statues. 

Rutger's University Press, 1947), as any given used 
bookshop will have several copies on their shelves. 
But try to find a signed first edition (not a book club 

Hamilton and Uoyd Ostendorf's 
Lincoln In Photooraphs· An Album 
of Every Known Pose is considered 

by many to be the best edition. 
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However, with both books now more than 50 years 
old, we are in desperate need for a new study of this 
important topic. 

Q: I recently purchased a first edition set of 
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John Nicolay's and John Hay's IO-volume Abraham Uncoln: A 
Hi.filQO'. (New York: The Century Co., 1890). While there was some 
wear to the bottom of the spines, a bookbinder did an excellent job 
repairing the damage. My question regards volume 8, which is 
approximately one half inch taller than the rest of the volumes. 
Also, unlike the other volumes, the page ends in volume 8 are 
rough cut on three sides without the unilorm gold gilt on the other 
volumes; and some of the pages in volume 8 are joined together, 
whereas they were all separated in the others. Is this a variation in 
printing, or do you think that someone lost the original volume 8 
and replaced it with a later printing? Also, was this book reprinted 
in modem times, say in the 1950s or 1960s'? 

A: Unfortunately, I think your hypothesis about the original 
volume 8 being lost and replaced by a later printing is on target. 
Nicolay and Hay's opus is a gold mine of information on the Civil 
War years, but must have been a nightmare to produce for the 
printer. To reprint a single-volume book is a relatively simple 
task compared with reprinting a IO-volume tome. Therefore, 
Century Company would print a large number of sets at one time 
and bind them as they were needed. Once the supply of printed 
pages was exhausted, another batch was printed. Apparently 
this procedure was followed several times by the publisher. My 
records indicate editions of Abraham Ljncoln: A History bearing 
the publication dates 1890 (the first edition), 1904, 1914, and 
1917. Additionally, a six-volume edition printed from Century 
Company's plates was published by William V. Bottom, Los 
Angeles as the "Pacific Edition." As late as 1950, Appleton
Century-Crofts, lnc., the successor of Century Company, still 
stocked unbound sets of the work. An ad in The Abraham 
Lincoln Book Shop catalog (#14) announced the publisher's plan 
to bind and make available the last 500 sets of the book they had 
on hand. The price was listed at $35.00 for the set. 

It is not at all unusual to find "mixed sets" with volumes from 
several different printings. And each printing surely differed 
from the others. You mention differences one may encounter: 
size of the book, deckled edges (rough edges at the page end, as 
opposed to trimmed or evenly cut edges), and the absence of 
gold gilt on the edges. (Gilt edges not only make a book more 
attractive, it makes them easier to dust and keep clean.) So far as 
the edges of your volume 8 being uncut, the 1890 volumes were 
issued that way as well. When I bought my set of !st editions, all 
volumes were uncut, thus posing the problem of do I keep them 
that way or cut them open? l cut my set open only as I've need
ed to use certain sections. 

Q: I have been following your articles about the 1860 cam
paign biographies with great interest. I have several titles, but 
some are in very poor condition. I am wondering if it would pay 
for me to have them repaired or rebound, or whether I should 
leave them as they are. 

A: Ahh, a question that confronts every book collector: 
what to do with your collectible books that are in less than perfect 
condition. I'm sure if you asked this same question of ten collec
tors, you would get ten different answers. 

There are several types of repairs that can be made to 
strengthen a book or make it more cosmetically appealing. Books 
that have weak or cracked hinges can be recased. That is when 
the book block is secured into the cover with the use of new end
papers and pastedowns. Chipped spines can be strengthened by 
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adding new material at the top and bottom. When the spines are 
completely loose or too damaged to be repaired, the book can be 
"rebacked." Here, a new spine is married onto the existing boards 
and often what remains of the original spine is laid down on top. 
In the event that a book is in such deplorable condition that noth
ing can be saved, all you can do is rebind it. 

Pamphlets or books bound in wrappers offer a different set 
of challenges. Without study boards to protect them, publica
tions in these cheaper bindings are more often found in damaged 
condition. Often these collectibles are found with the cover, or 
wrapper, chipped, torn, or completely missing. Experts can often 
create reproduction wrappers that appear quite genuine. Also, 
these restoration specialists can "graft" paper onto wraps or 
pages that may have pieces missing. 

Whether you should undertake any of these repairs is very 
much a personal decision. I would caution anyone contemplat
ing a drastic repair (recasing, rebacklng, adding or grafting onto 
paper wrappers) that once done, it usually cannot be reversed. 1 

When books or pamphlets are 
severely damaged, as is the 

wrapper on this copy of Joseph 
H. Barrett's 1860 .Li1eJl1 

Abraham Lincoln, one must 
decide between 

restoration and preservation. 

When the spine on a book 
bound In boards is damaged 
beyond repair, often the only 
option one has is to have the 

book rebacked with the 
remnants of the old spine laid 

down on top of the new. 

take that advice to heart. Ninety-nine percent of the time, I opt 
for keeping books and pamphlets as they are, leaving them in as 
close to original condition as possible. 1 prefer to have a col
lectible book with a cracked hinge rather than having it repaired, 
and thus containing "new" components. For delicate publica
tions that cannot be safely stored without risking further dam
age, I protect the volume by having a custom slipcase made, or 
place it in a pre-made protective binder. (These items are avail
able from many companies that sell archival products. I regular
ly buy from Gaylord, contacting them on the Internet at 
www.gaylord.com, or calling 800-448-6160: and Archival Products 
at www.archival.com or calling 800-526-5640.) 

U I do have some repairs made, it is generally nothing that 
cannot be "undone." With pamphlets or publications in 
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wrappers, I do repair or strengthen them with archival tape. Do NOT use cellophane tape, as it is permanent and in time the adhesive 
will stain or discolor the paper. Archival tape, like Filmoplast, is pH neutral and it is reversible - it can be removed with water. Again, 
this tape can be obtained from Gaylord or Archival Products. 

Whether you choose preservation or restoration, taking care of your rare books and pamphlets will not only pay off in maintain
ing the value of tbe item, but it also preserves the history contained in them for luture generations. 

In addition to the resources already mentioned, there are several good books and Internet websites available to the collector want
ing to learn more about their hobby. Perhaps the most useful book available - considered the *Bible" of book collecting, is John Carter 
and Nicholas Barker's ABC for Book CoHectors. 7th edition (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press, 1995). It contains over 400 alphabetical
ly arranged topics related to book collecting. And, of course, an essential tool for all Lincoln book collectors is ,lay Monaghan's~ 
Bjb)jo~raphy: 1839-1939 (Springfield: Ulinois State Historical Society, 1945). 

The Internet also offers invaluable resources to beginning and advanced collectors alike. Books and Book Collecting 
(http://www.trussel.com/f_books.htm) contains literally hundreds of Links to sites and pages relating to the hobby, including book col
lecting terminology and definitions, authors, and software, as well as search forms for a large number of internet booksellers. The 
International Book Collectors Association (http://www.rarebooks.org) is a similar site that offers small sections on collecting Abraham 
Lincoln and Civil War books. Finally, my own website, The A. Lincoln Bibliophile (http://www.centurytel.net/aJJncoln) contains a list
ing of new and soon-to-be-published Lincoln books, bibliographies of all Lincoln publications issued since 1989. and featured reviews 
of new and important Lincoln books. 

We have plans to periodically offer this "question and answer" forum for book collectors. Should you have any questions or con
cerns that you want addressed, I encourage you to send them on to me care of The Rail Splitter. ~ 

[Edjtors Note: Dan's regular column will return in the next issue with his fifth installment of The Written Word. His next feature will 
include an ex.amination of the campaign biographies of 1860 featuring the work of John Locke Scripps.] 

T hree months ago, Rail Splitter Chuck Hand of Parts, IL, 
had the task of appraising two Interesting relics - a 
large lock of Llncoln 's hair and a piece of blOOCHtalned 
towel used to clean the President's wound. Needless to 
say, the value was very much tied to extensive accom

panying proveuanci::... ludu<llnii a letter that offered some 
remarkable Insight. With Chuck's guidance, Curtis and Kandi 
Ray, who Inherited these pieces through several generations, 
decided they best belonged In an appropriate repository -
Illinois State Historical. 

The relics cmne with a letter from the original owner In 
the Rumsey family (on Mr. Ray's side) who addressed the 
note: "To my children and grandchildren explaining how I 
came by the lock of hair and bandage that were taken from 
Uncoln's head the night when he was shot and killed in April 
1865." The letter reads, in part: 

~'Chm' a nickname for KJ. Eddy, (who was a nephew of 
Gen. Eddy, who was in command of the troops in Washington) 
alter he was discharged, went into the War Office and was there 
as a clerk when the President was killed, and it was he who saw 
the soldiers carrying some one down the street and he told us 
that seeing so many and some of them were doctors, he know 
something serious had occurred. He had come home and 
unlocked the door and was standing on the steps of the rooming 
house where he and a friend occupied a room together when 
they (the soldiers) came he asked them what had happened 
They said it is the President. He has been shot. He opened the 
door and said carry him in here and they did so, and laid him 
on the bed in his room. When the doctors SQl/J the wound they 
cut the hair from around the wound and threw it on the floor. 
There were two towels on the towel rack which they used in 
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treating the wound. They were stained with his blood when we 
first got them buJ are almost entirely faded out now fifty five 
years ago. The room was filled at once. Mrs. Lincoln and her son 
Robert, there were four surgeons. all of the cabinet except 
Seward who had been attacked at about the same time. 
Ministers, Officers, and many friends - promment people who 
had heard of it. a crowd all 
night, and every body 
seemed stunned and grieved, 
for the Surgeons said he 
must surely die. - At Seven 
o'clock in the morning he 
died. They soon cleaned out 
the room and the undertak
ers took charge. Dressed 
him, and put him in a coffin 
(temporarily) and carried 
him home to the White 
House. As they left the room. 
those in charge told 'Chris· 
and Clark that everything 
that was left (his clothing too 
was there) ........... ? to divide 
them, So when they went Chris said we locked the door and went 
down on our knees firsl, and picked up every hair we could find 
and each took a towel This is whaJ Chris told us soon aher it 
occurred when he visited us on his way to lllinois to be married • 

As far as "blood relics" are concerned, they don't come 
with better documentation! 
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Selby Kiffer, cont. 

dealers to sell and buy materials in their 
own areas of interest. 

RS: How did you get in this field? 
Was your passion documents, books, his
tory, library sciences ... what brought you 
to Sotheby's? 

SK: I studied English and history at 
Penn State, and had planned, though not 
very carefully, on being an English prer 
lessor. But by the time I had completed 
my Master's Degree, I realized that the 
Job market for English PhD.s was pretty 
thin. I had always been interested in 
books as artifacts as well, so I hit on the 
idea of going to Library School and 
becoming a rare book librarian as a way 
of staying in academia. I knew that 
Columbia had the best rare book prer 
gram, but I started Library School at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 
because after growing up in rural 
Pennsylvania, I was too Intimidated by 
New York City to go to Columbia. But 
UNC didn't really have the classes I want
ed, so I ended up transferring to 
Columbia after a year. As it turned out, 
New York wasn't so bad. While in school, 
I did some part-time work for a few anti
quarian booksellers and also at the 
Grolier Club. I actually also began work
ing at Sotheby's part-time, 20 hours a 
week, after I graduated in 1984 and was 
applying for a library position. 
Fortunately, it was a very busy season, 
and I went from 20 hours a week, to 40 
hours a week, to a cataloguer-trainee 
position. I never did get a library Job. 

RS: What are your personal likes 
and interests in the books and manu
scripts field? 

SK: Again, the great variety of 
important material that goes through 
Sotheby's makes it difficult to choose a 
single area. Great Americana still thrills 
me, of course, but I also really enjoy trav
el and atlases, natural history books, sci
ence, and fine bindings. 

RS: Were you ever a collector? Are 
you allowed to bid on anything that is 
offered through your auction house 
employer? 

SK: I collected books in a very ele
mentary manner before joining 
Sotheby's. Mostly Mark Twain and Booth 
Tarkington, I am embarrassed to say. But 
I found that working at Sotheby's killed 
my own appetite for book collecting 
because I was in daily contact with so 

many wonderful items that I could never 
afford to own. After a few years of not col
lecting, I returned to an earlier interest in 
presidential campaign items, and I still 
pursue that. Sotheby's has very strict 
rules about employee bidding. We can 
bid, by a written order bid only, in a sale 
in which we have no special knowledge 
about, or participated in cataloguing, the 
consigned property. I would be prohibit
ed from bidding in a book and manu
script sale, of course. 

RS: What do you think of the prolif
eration of internet sales'! Do you feel 
such sales are strictly a venue for sec
ond-tier material, or will they eventually 
replace live sales? 

SK: I certainly think the Internet has 
a place in collecting and auctioning, but I 

INCO!',GRESS.hu,. ,-. 

DECLARATION 
•• , .. a1.fl&~l"NTATl\'lJ ~, 01-

ns!Tf.l) STATF-S OF AMF.RICA, 
1• CilW&aAJ. C.O-Jtca._1111 ... , .... .._.. 

....,._.-............. , .. 
ilOkf llAkCOCI:. F•,.••••• 

•••• • ....... ••".:! -

A John Dunlap printing of the Declaration of 
Independence - last year an example sold for 
$8 million - a record for an American imprint. 

wouldn't be so bold as to say what that 
place is, let alone what it might develop 
into. Our sale of the Dunlap broadside of 
the Declaration is evidence enough, I 
would think, that the Internet is not just 
for ~second-tier" material. On the other 
hand, I do think that there wUJ always be 
a place for live sales as well. I certainly 
hope so. 

RS: We've heard occasional stories 
of great finds, such as $100,000 books/man
uscripts being bought for pennies at yard 
sales. Do you have any personal experi
ence or tales to relate along these lines? 
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SK: I do believe that there are great 
things still to be discovered, though not 
always at a flea market. The Declaration 
that I mentioned earlier, of course, is the 
flea market discovery of all time, pur
chased for $4. 1 enjoyed just as much sell
ing a copy of the very rare overland nar
rative by Zenas Leonard for an elderly 
woman in Clearfield, Pennsylvania, where 
the pamphlet was published. This was in 
about my second year at Sotheby's, and it 
only made about $8,500, but it was a for
tune for her, and very rewarding for me. 
I've also helped rediscover the first half 
of the autograph manuscript of 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. as well 
as four autograph notebooks by Walt 
Whitman which had been missing from 
the Library of Congress for more than 50 
years. 

RS: What's the most boring (least 
interesting) thing you do as part of your 
job? Do you feel compelled to respond to 
all inquiries and house calls - particular
ly offers of "Bixby Letters" or 
"Emancipation Proclamations?" 

SK: We try to help anyone who 
makes an Inquiry, but those questions do 
get tedious. The most frustrating part is 
when people, who have called for our 
opinion and advice, Just don't want to lis
ten when we give them the real scoop on 
their Ulster County Gazette and similar 
items. 
[Editor: Numerous commemorative (fac
simile) copies of the Ulster County Gazette 
which included the first announcement 
of George Washington's death plague 
antiquarian dealers. As the case with 
copies of the Emancipation Proclamation 
and other Lincoln documents, the Ulster 
County Gazette was reproduced in huge 
quantities as early as 1876. Six different 
printings are known and a checklist to 
discern the various editions has been 
published.] 

RS: Conversely - what's the most 
exciting part of your job? 

SK: Hard to choose: finding a great 
manuscript; winning a great consign
ment; auctioning a lot for a great price. 
All are exciting. 

RS: What's the most impressive col
lection you've handled and what are the 
particulars involved? 

SK: This is easy: the library of H. 
Bradley Martin, which we sold in nine 
separate sales from June I 989 through 
June 1990. It is not only the best collec-
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lion J've ever handled, it will probably 
remain the best despite how long I stay in 
the auction field. The library was really 
composed of several highly important 
subject libraries: ornithology, including 
Audubon's Birds of America: French liter
ature; American literature; Americana, 
including a Dunlap broadside and 
Washington's copy of The Federalist: chil
dren's literature; English literature; and 
then wonderful books and bindings in a 
variety of other areas. The Martin collec
tion was truly awe-inspiring, really a priv
ilege to have worked on. But I should 
mention two close runners-up: the 
Garden Ltd., also sold in 1989, which was 
the best "high spots" colleclion I've ever 
seen: and the Frank T. Siebert Library of 
the North American Indian and the 
American Frontier, sufficiently described 
by its title, which we sold in 1999. 

RS: Have you ever come across a 
significant holding in a totally unexpect
ed location, such as a bank clerk's studio 
apartment or hidden behind the wall in a 
building undergoing renovation? 

SK: Well, nothing that dramatic, but 
I did find the Whitney copy of William 
Blake's first Book of Urizen. which had 
been lost from scholarly view for some 80 
years, in a very nondescript slipcase on a 
library shelf next to a worn copy of the 
Columbia EncycJopedja. We sold it for 
more than S2,000,000. 

RS: Can you make any generalities 
about the type of people who collect 
books and manuscripts? 

SK: Nope. The world of books and 
manuscripts is too big and diverse, in 
terms of subject areas, time periods, and 
levels of value, to try to draw a compos
ite portrait of a book and manuscript col
lector. 

RS: What is your opinion of "The 
Antiques Roadshow?" Have you enjoyed 
your appearances? What has been the 
downside to these tapings? 

SK: I've enjoyed the "Antiques Road 
Show~ very much. I've been fortunate to 
usually find something interesting or 
valuable to discuss on the program. I've 
also gotten to know book and manuscript 
colleagues from working with them. I 
don't see a downside. 

RS: What makes your auction house 
better than the other "kid on the block?" 
ls it the case - given the long histories 
involved - that the world of important 
manuscripts generally gets divided into 

Sotheby's and Christies... and then all 
others? 

SK: Sotheby's has a great tradition 
ol selling books and manuscripts - we 
were founded as a book auction house. 
We have a very experienced international 
expert staff, with a strong network of con
sultants and other colleagues to assist us 
when necessary. Buyers know us and 
have confidence in us. I guess the best 
yardstick lo use when measuring us Is 
the success of our past sales and all of 
the auction records that we have set. 

RS: With so many great Lincoln doc
uments that have appeared in the market 
in recent years, Is there any one that 
stands out in your estimation? What is 
U1e single best Lincoln piece to pass 
through your hands? 

SK: Of course, our "House Divided" 
leaf from a circa-1858 speech is the 
Lincoln manuscript that stands out for 
me. I remember how exciting it was to 
realize that the call lrom the owner (a 
descendant of Mary Todd's cousin, 
Elizabeth) was from someone who knew 

The "House Divided" leaf - opinions differ on 
the date, but ii likely was part of a speech 
Lincoln delivered responding to Stephen 
Douglas's Senate speech o1 December 9, 
1857 criticizing President Buchanan's 1irst 

annual message to Congress. 

what he was talking about. And it still 
holds the auction record for Lincoln, and 
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for any American manuscript. at 
$1,540,000. 

RS: What is the oddest piece of 
Lincoh1iana (non-manuscript/book) to go 
through your office? 

SK: I've managed to avoid most 
items of memorabilia. Before I joined 
Sotheby's, we handled one of his top 
hats, as well as a pair of opera glasses. 

RS: What is the single, best piece -
non-Lincoln - you've handled in your 
years at Sotheby's? 

SK: I guess the best non-Lincoln 
manuscript I've handled was the 1 July 
1776 letter of John Adams that discussed 
the impending congressional vote for 
independence. That set a record for 
Adams and for any Signer (the latter has 
since been broken), of $635,000. It was 
gratifying the next year to set a record for 
John Quincy Adams, with an autograph 
address on the rights of slaves to petition 
Congress, which fetched $552,500. 

RS: Do you attend antiquarian book 
shows in your spare time? 

SK: Sure I go to book fairs, but I 
enjoy more just browsing in antiquarian 
and used book shops. 

RS: What is the general policy of 
your employer regarding the sale of doc
uments that later prove to be forged or 
otherwise not as represented? 

SK: Our policy is clearly stated in 
our Terms of Guarantee: we guarantee 
the authenticity of manuscripts to the 
original purcha'ier for a period of live 
years after the date of the sale. If an item 
turns out to forged, which fortunately is 
very uncommon, we, of course, make a 
lull restitution to the buyer. 

RS: Are there instances where 
accepted authorities present totally 
opposing views on the authenticity of an 
item? In your opinion, is there a method
ology to resolve such instances? Does the 
onus then rest exclusively on the buyer? 

SK: I think that getting a consensus 
of opinion from authorities in the field is 
the best way of resolving opposing views 
on authenticity. I do not have some magic 
formula or methodology for resolving 
such disputes, but 1 don't think the onus 
should rest entirely on the buyer. On the 
other hand, U someone is going to dis
pute the authenticity of a piece, I think 
they have an obligation to support their 
position rather than just remarking that 
"it looks wrong." 

RS: Do you think the legacy of the 
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forger Mark Hoffman will ever be obliterated? -,-a_ ;;,__.., ,.._,v- ~ -,-- for all the xenophobic fears that get raised 
Have you seen any of his Lincoln's? ,::-;--~-~~-:~~~ when a great item of Americana comes up for 

SK: I do believe that Hoffman pieces will t;;t... - ...._ - .._-k ~,-..c; ...-;_r-::, sale, the bidders are almost always 
J:i!.,L.,r, ✓~~~-~~..-.. 

become better known and more recognizable, ~ -~ µ. . .,. ,za u. -.z: ..,..__ Americans. 
like the works of Spring and Cosey. But I hope ""!:.: %._.~ !:;-;t:_~~ .,,.. RS: Can you every anticipate the market 
that the increased vigilance that he raised ... -~ _ ,,._,. - - ,~~,-,... - for Lincoln "dipping" with prices coming 
among both collectors and the trade wiU • ~_, ~ '"'' r •<~ ,....__ .,._ down to more affordable levels? ....c:..- .#0 IJ,,,..eu:.-~ ~ ,,.,_._;> • _,, ,.,---
remain in place. I have seen several examples 41:-, ,_,.__ ~,,,a,,___ ....:--.c.. ... ..-..... SK: I think the new market is here to 
of Hoffman's forgeries of a variety of historic #.C {.":- i.-~~~::. .~ - stay. My sense is that great Lincoln is going 
figures, but not of Lincoln. M ""'-'+'I'.~.,...,.,~.,._...._,-✓~ - to keep rising sharply In value, and more rou-

~~ .,,,e_,;,:_, ~7-,r-,..~ 
RS: U you were advising a buyer on t:: .u,,.,.. ,,._ ---= •r- tine items are going to go up as well, but a bit 

,,. ~ ·~ -- ~ ~ putting together a small, but select group of ...., -. 
7 
~ ,,.;-=--r--__,_ .,._r . more slowly. 

Lincoln books, which ones would you recom- a:-~ - ~- "1-~ I,_,_.,.-. RS: If you had a client who told you they 
- • ...,r......, - -,...,......=--.al!.. -:"-,..r-mend as "must-haves?" ~ ae. _~ .,._. __, ...u-~ - wanted a single Lincoln piece - a representa-

SK; I'm not a Lincoln "expert" and don't tG.;;....:. ~-~·, 1. • tional document or letter - what advice f&._,.._.._e,t!, ,-&11!~-=~'"r-l 
pretend to be, so I am reluctant to offer advice. -- 4,c, .-- =- 7 -=-~-~ -~ would you offer? 
But obviously, you need the Basler edition of ~ • .c;::::---,. ~ t=-" ~ ~-:-....::::: SK: I can't think of what a representative 
the Yi2ill and Lincoln Pay by Day. Ljncoln jn letter would be. If someone wanted a good, 
fhotograuhs is also indispensable. I also have Another magnificent Lincoln fragment from the but not too expensive piece, I still think that 
relied on Twenty Days and Neely's Last Best Grimsley carpetbag - where the House Divided military commissions are terrific items - they 
H@e on Earth. leaf was found. This represents one of represent the conflict that Lincoln is most 

RS: Do you feel that recent increases in Lincoln's most passionate indictments of slav- closely associated with and they are ve.ry 
the "Buyer's Premium" will impact buying in ery. It sold at Sothebys in 1993 for $992,500. attractive as well. I also think that the little 
any way? -------------- notes Lincoln wrote allowing former rebels to 

SK: Nobody is getting rich at an auction take the oath of December 8th are extremely 
house. Well, maybe somebody is, but I'm not. important despite their relatively low value. 
The increased buyer's premium is really a -r..:;.:•;·~• ;.::-'.H> .. , The same can be said of draft orders. 
necessity to cover costs, and particularly the , '""'" .,._ ,...."._....,....,.,....__ RS: What other advice can you offer to 
gradual erosion of the seller's commission._ ,. ...... .., .............. .;'.!.......,_-'.t:!;::L7;!.,--;."':;;::::;, our members regarding Lincoln collecting? 
Bidders don't like it, and complain about it, but f:,::::z.~..i!. .:::;:-~~t='.u:. SK: It's the same advice I would offer to 
I have not seen any evidence that it has affect- ~ • '!'7_,"'.-!;_-..~ ~• ... ,.,it::.-- collectors in any field: don't expend your ener-~ - -r•---',,...W• .., 

ed bidding patterns. •·,:-::.:"i.:::t7.:...':'+r 4.- ._.,_ gy hunting for great bargains, and don't save 
RS: When it comes to Lincoln and other :.!:t:'~!0 .. ,,!~•~~-~Z,~.!z money by shortchanging condition. Buy the 

greats in American history, do you have any ~;.--:..,-,1...,,_:.±;_..;:: .. :::;::=t::, very best pieces that your budget will allow. 
personal qualms in such material being sold to ~'==~~-t:~~:-:,i.!' .. '":.=:!7~-:-'.: RS: Thank you. er, 
foreigners to disappear into private holdings ;,;:;;;;;:;-~r..:::._,_-1_,._.,.,..,.,.,,.._-' 
outside the United States? 

SK: None at all. I beUeve in the private 
ownership of property, and I believe in the free 
market. Twenty-three of the known twenty-five 
Dunlap broadsides are in the United States; 
what would be so bad about having a copy on 
display somewhere outside of America? And 

Ohio draft order from the Marshall Coyne 
Collection, June 2001 - $11,400. 

SEEKING THE SouRcE 

[All photographs used in this feature courtesy 
of Sothebys, New York, and reproduced with 
their permission.] 

Do you ever wonder about the history of a piece you've found through a dealer or at an auction ... particularly when It Is truly 
ephemeral? No, not "history" associated with why an object was made or what it references, but rather the provenance - the his
tory of ownership. Don't you ask yourself how It survived all these years passing hand-to-hand over several successive generations? 
What about those instances when a small "horde" of related material surfaces? We always make It a point to ask questions ... and, 
we encourage you to do the same. Dig a little ... play detective on such matters. There might be a good story worth pursuing, or, 
even better, what you learn may lead to additional material being located! 

Two recent examples IUustrate the resurfacing of "burled collections" and what can be learned when you ask where an Item originates. 
This window card announcing the "Death of the Confederacy" has long been considered one of the best works of political sar

casm from the era. These were printed on coated stock by "Jas. 8. Rodgers, Pr., 52 & 54 North Sixth St." (we assume in Phlladelphia). 
An example of this rarity- printed In the five day period between Lee's surrender on April 9th and Uncoln's assassination - sur
faced In a dealer's binder at the Antiquarian Book Association show at the New York City Armory this year. Considered the venue for 

10 -----------------------
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high-end books with dealers setting up from all over the world, only an occa
sional seller will bring less-expensive ephemera. What made this find partic
ularly remarkable was the fact that it was but one piece in a huge binder of 
similar ephemera - all Lincoln/Civil War related! So ... naturally. we asked 
where it all came from. 

David "Scooter" Szewczyk from Philadelphia Rare Books and 
Manuscripts informed us that all the ephemera came from the long-defunct 
Philadelphia Mercantile Ubrary. Started as a private subscription library 
by Philadelphia merchants in the mid-19th century - for their private use 
as well as for the betterment of their employees - the repository was 
geared to commerce, trade, and shipping - stocking material for the work
ing-class. A great deal of ethnic material was also housed in the Library: 
Irish. Gem1an. anything related to new working-class immigrants. As v.ith 
the Athenaeum in Boston. the Philadelphia Mercantile actively sought 
Imprints and ephemera that documented activities during the Civil War . 
They enjoyed the proximity of printers In the Philadelphia area who, on 

.__ ____ -----~----------' many occasions. deposited entire extra runs of a given publication to the 
A rare coated stock card, printed in Philadelphia by James B. 

Rodgers. celebrating Lee's surrender at Appomattox. Lmco1n·s assas· 
smat1on five days later likely curtailed its further distribution. 

Library. The Mercantile went bankrupt after the city's 
merchants (subscribers) moved out of Philadelphia fol
lowing the Second World War. A great deal was sold off in 
the 1950s: most everything not deemed "valuable" went 
into storage and was warehoused until last year. Dave 

.. resrued" these treasures and has now disbursed them among dealers and collectors lutl-y enough to stumble by 
his booth in time! 

In a similar Instance of items suddenly "appearing" in the market... we found it curious that not one - but sev
eral original manuscripts by WIiiiam E. Barton came up for sale recently-all at once. Barton (1861-1930) authored 
quite a number of Uncoln bioi,iraphies and amassed a huge Lincoln collection. A member of the clergy, several of 
his studies remain necessary to a complete Lincoln library. When we saw bound copies of his original manu
scripts and pre-publication proofs for Abraham Ljncoln's Paternjty. The Soul of Uncoln. Lincoln and Whitman. and 
The Women Ljncoln Loyed, we had to ask where they came from. And we discovered another interesting tale. 

It seems the manuscripts - each custom-bound in blue cloth with titled spines - were being listed on the inter
net by an antique/jewelry/pawn shop dealer in Portland. Oregon. Upon inquiry we were told of a sell-storage 
warehouse room filled with books and related material that belonged to a woman who inherited a wsubstantial 
library." The material originated in Chicago and was collected by two generations of a prominent banking family: 
George Reynolds and his son. F.arl H. Reynolds. The collection was kept on display in the Bank President's office 
where the Reynolds' conducted business from the turn-of-the century through the 1940s. 

I 
Aviation buffs may know Earl Reynolds for helping to build and finance what became Chicago's wother" air

field - the Curtiss-Reynolds Field. Curtiss-Reynolds opened in 1929. It boasted the largest hangar in the world and served ror a 
time as a primary aviation facllity for the Chicago area and was the site for several famous air races. The facility was eventually 
taken over by the U.S. military and today is known as the former Naval Training Center, Great Lakes Region, "Hangar I. Naval Air 
Station, Glenview." I 

When Earl Reynolds and his wife passed away, they apparently left no heirs. All their possessions - Including the collection -
were inherited by a care-giver. a woman who saw to their needs until their deaths. About 1960, that woman moved to Oregon to live 
her remaining years with her sister ... all the Reynolds' material going with her to remain in storage for some forty years. The nieces 
of this woman are now making an effort to discover what their aunt had put Into storage all those years ago and are finding quite a 
few treasures. One of the first "books" they discovered was a bound collection of manuscripts and autographs from the Signers -
a little gem they sold on the Internet some time back. Somehow, Reynolds obtained from Barton several of his manuscripts and 
these are what recently came to market. 

Now ... as to what still remains ... it's anyone's guess! The family Is, understandably, quite secretive and will not allow anyone to 
visit. They have set a schedule where the proprietors of the shop taking the material on consignment will remove one box from 
storage every month or so to list on the Internet. While they don't believe there are any additional Barton volumes, they clearly 
don't know what will be found. Interestingly, one of the major components to the collection the Reynolds assembled were numer
ous books and papers that rame from the Eugene Fields estate. Fields. one of America's most popular poets and authors, was the 
father of Eugene "Plnny" Field. II - one of the greatest Lincoln forgers of all time. (Rail Splitter William Butts of Galena, IL has just 
authored the definitive study on forgeries attributed to Eugene Field. In his treatise. WAbsolutely, Mister Sickles? Positively, Mister 
Field! New Light on the Eugene 'Pinny' Field, II and Harry Dayton Forgery Case." published as an IACC/DA Autograph Study. he dis
cusses whether or not he created them or was simply the agent. This will be a topic discussed in a future Issue.) 

So ... when the opportunity to learn more as to the source for Interesting material presents itself, cape diem! ,::,;,-
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EXTRA, EXTRA! 

N 
ewspapers and journals represent both a source for information and collectibles as well. 
We picture here three examples of extremely rare, news-derived items that surfaced this 
year. The first, a centerfold from the New York Illustrated News, Saturday, October 13, 1860, 
was issued during the presidential campaig.n. It depicts the Republican candidate sur
rounded by scenes o( election activity. It is similar to the centerfold from Harper's Weekly 
that features the Wide Awake procession in New York City from the same date. We suspect, 

however, the Illustrated News enjoyed a far smaller circulation with but few examples remaining extant 
- as we have never seen it before! This is somewhat surprising, considering the availability of period
icals in general. The second item is a supplement which appeared in Cincinnati's Dollar Weekly Times in 
1860. This paper published similar sheets in prior elections, supporting the Know Nothing Party, among 
other conservative groups. This "supplement" measures 28 x 42" and, unlike the centerfold, is printed on only one 
side. It was probably inserted in an issue sent to subscribers during the election. and was meant to be attached to the wall, like the 
"political charts" that were then so popular. And, linally, we picture the front cover of a HUGE, eight-sheet: a single paper that unfolds 
four times to produce eight different panels. We know of an example offered in a Rex Stark catalog a few years ago ... another specimen 
of this desirable caricature collection surfaced this year. This paper includes large cartoons on each panel with representations of all 
the candidates - some in rather unflattering poses. (:Ne will endeavor to present all the panels in an upcoming Issue.) All of which 
brings us to a "primer" for such collectible items: 

• Extra - a sheet printed on one side, issued by a newspaper, with the name of the newspaper and 
the word "Extra" prominently displayed. These contained news of an important nature (such as 
election results) that could not wait for the regular issue to be disseminated. 

• Supplement - a sheet printed on one side, issued by a newspaper and included in the regular issue. 
These sheets could be single or double-width, and typically contained statistics and other useful 
information that did not constitute news, but which would be of particular interest to subscribers. 

• Centerfold - a sheet with printing on both sides, that was positioned in the middle of a maga
zine, at the fold, A double-width image or illustration, on either side of the fold, could be removed 
and displayed independent of the publication. 

• Broadsheet - a sheet printed on one side, issued by a newspaper, but not an "extra . ., These 
sheets typically contained the text of important speeches. Unlike the supplement, broadsheets 
were not included within regular issues of the paper. 

''The Political Demonstrations Of The Present Presidential 
Campaign. The Wide Awake Procession In The Empire City." 
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Panels from the Illustrated News. 

"Honest Old Abe Marching Forth to the White House" 

The People's National Chart. printed as one, 
large. continuous sheet. Typically, Lincoln's 
brief biography contained some erroneous 

Information: "At an early age his family migrat
ed to Illinois. He afterward removed to Indiana. 

but m 1830 returned to fllinois ... In 1857 he 
entered into his famous contest with Stephen A. 
Douglas as an opponent of the measures adopt

ed by that gentleman." The chart was free to 
subscribers of the Dollar Weekly Times who, 
approprlately, paid $1 yearly to receive the 
paper Anyone recruiting a new subscriber 

would receive a free copy for himself and the 
subscriber as well. This promotion was valid 

only through the end of the campaign No dis
tinction was made between the Douglas and 
Breckinridge tickets, each designated as the 

"Democralic Platform." 
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THE 

YOUNG 
EAGLE 

"THE 
LINCOLNPHILE" 
Kenneth J. Wmkle. The Youna Eai)e 
- The Rise of Abraham Uncoln, 
Taylor Trade PublishJng, Dallas. 
395pps., 2001. $28.95. 

Kenneth J. Winkle is a professor of 
American history at the University of 

"''NnH' w,N,ll Nebraska. He is the author of ~ 
Politics of Community. In his new vol

ume. The Young Eagle. he attempts to place Lincoln's pre-presi
dential Life in a social context. The work covers Lincoln from the 
time of his birth to his departure from Springfield to assume the 
Presidency. It is not your typical history text. It is a s.ociological 
and statistical study that explores the world of the Western 
immigrant, into which Lincoln found himself. It is a study reflect
ing on patterns of migration, the composition of families, patri
mony, ethnic makeup and geographic origins of immigrant 
groups, frontier occupations, levels of education, and 
male/female ratios within the general population. 

Winkle uses both primary and secondary sources in his 
research. Reflecting the extensive study that went into this vol
ume, the bibliography details sixteen pages of primary sources. 
These Include: twenty-three different contemporary regional 
newspapers, reminiscences, biographies, local histories, per
sonal papers, and government records (census data, state Laws 
and constitutions, marriage records, poll books, and City 
Council meeting minutes). Secondary sources utilized include 
scores of scholarly articles and books. The authors of these sec
ondary sources are quoted extensively throughout the volume. 
This deferential courtesy can occasionally be annoying - one 
suspects that the author has limited fresh insight to oUer and is 
merely presenting the conclusions reached by others. But once 
you get past the citation hyperbole, one necessarily concludes 
he quotes other scholars with such frequency to lend credence 
and authority to his own hypothesis. The fifty pages of notes is 
further indication of the intensive effort that went into the writ
ing of this book. As "armchair scholars," we may not appreciate 
the long hours involved in pouring over research material, orga
nizing It, and synthesizing it into a coherent and flowing narra
tive. The logistics in sourcing material, selecting germane infor
mation, and keeping it all in focus are tasks no doubt underesti
mated by many. 

Most of us are already aware of the basic details and events 
in the Lincoln story. It is quite another thing to have an appreci
ation of what it might have been like to live in a frontier area like 
Kentucky, Indiana, or Illinois. The purpose of this book is to 
describe the times in which Lincoln lived ... to paint in the back
ground details. [n doing so, we better understand the factors 
that helped to mold Lincoln. We can see where he fil in the trend 
of things, how many aspects of his life were typical. In other 
respects, he was part of an elite group that were in the vanguard 
of economic and social transition. By tying Lincoln's story with 
social realities of the time, we can see that story in a purer light, 
stripping it of anachronistic values and judgments. 

The book deals with a vast spectrum of topics. These 
include: the role of husband and wife; changing attitudes 
towards marriage; the intervals between having children; the 
average size of families; the divorce rate; how often people 
changed occupations; the percentage of skilled to unskilled 
workers; and the mix of farmers, professionals, and merchants. 
A notable sea change involved the transition from subsistence 
farming (to which Lincoln's father and ancestors belonged) to 
commercial activities. This entailed issues of transportation, 
credit, the rise of cities, and the rise of a professional class. It 
also had an impact on demographics and migration patterns. 

Politics is naturally a topic for discussion. The book relates 
the rise of political parties and conventions (the Whigs of nlinois 
were initially opponents ol this Democratic innovation, but 
adapted and eventually embraced the convention system). Prior 
to conventions, people simply voted for a pe.rson they knew as 
their representative, as opposed to the selected nominee of a 
party. Voting patterns are another topic. Lincoln's understand
ing of them and his use of them in planning election campaigns 
and insuring voter turnout is detailed at length. Lincoln knew 
what groups he could count on and which districts were "swing" 
meriting more of his attention. The nominating process for state 
office in which newspaper endorsements were critical is likewise 
revealed. Lincoln knew how the game was played and became 
adept at writing well-timed letters to influential editors. The 
prominence of the Know Nothing Party and the Temperance 
movement is mentioned, and Lincoln's protracted transforma
tion from a Whig to a Republican explained. 

This study also paints a revealing picture of life in 
Springfield. Issues such as gambling, overcrowding, poor sanita
tion, crime, and arson were serious concerns to the residents at 
the time Lincoln lived in the city. The minority population of 
Springfield, their percentages, and where they lived are themes 
the book covers, as well as laws directed against and attitudes 
towards African-Americans. Indeed, reading these sordid statis
tics dispels any romantic notions one might have about being 
one of Lincoln's neighbors. The place sounds like it was a real pit. 

Although The Young Eagle reads like a sociological study in 
which Lincoln seems, at times, like a peripheral character, it ls a 
worthwhile book that wilJ lead to a fuller and more objective 
understanding of him. It is a fresh look at the development of 
Lincoln from an entirely new perspective. 

Jay Wlnlk. April 1865 - The Month That 
Sayed America. Harper Collins Publishers, 
New York. 46Ipp., 2001, $32.50. 

The press release for this new book indi
cates it has been "hailed by seven top his
torians and by Publishers Weekly." It also 
received favorable notice in The New York 
Times. In spite of that, I must take the 
position that this work is disappointing, 
with little to offer. 

Mr. Winik has fine credentials. In 
________ _. addition to two advanced degrees, he is 
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currently a "senior scholar at the University of Maryland's 
School for Public Affairs." He was an advisor to Defense 
Secretary Les Aspin, a United Nations consultant in the resolu-
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tion of the Cambodian civil war, and a contributor to many dis
tinguished journals. He is the author of one other book, Qn..1M 
.!kink (1996), which chronicles the end of the Cold War. He has 
also been an observer to numerous civil wars of recent years, 
from Yugoslavia to El Salvador. Perhaps Wlnik feels his familiari
ty with contemporary civil wars qualifies him as an expert on the 
American Civil War, even though he freely admits that the 
American version has little in common with other conflicts. 

The premise of his book is actually promising. Winik asserts 
that the events of April 1865 (the Fall of Richmond, Lee's surren
der at Appomattox, and Lincoln's assassination with its aftermath) 
helped to create a nation where one did not exist before. He points 
out that the Founding Fathers, based on their Classical frame--of
reference, did not believe a republic could exist in a vast geo
graphic area, nor persist over any e,x:tended length of time. The 
Constitution does not contain the word "nation" anywhere in its 
text. Washington and his contemporaries saw America as an 
experiment - It was a federation created through abstract ideas 
contained in some legal documents ... something pieced together 
on paper. People saw it as a Union, not a "nation." They referred to 
it in the plural, the United States. (fhe United States are, as against 
the United States is ... ) And, prior to the Civil War, there were many 
precarious situations that could have precipitated a break up. 
These included: the Whisky Rebellion of 1793; the Hartford 
Convention of 1814: the Nullification Crisis of 1833; and anarchy in 
the Kansas Territory. A long tradition of "independence" (the 
California and Texas Republics, a Mormon theocracy in Utah, talks 
of secession by New York City) renected a logical continuum con
sistent with Southern independence. The events of April 1865, 
however, preempted these proclivities, transforming the Union 
into a Nation. (It seems Americans at the time felt this as well. U 
you refer to the photo of a July 4th 1865 parade provided by Rail 
Sp/ii/er Chuck Bechtloff, seen elsewhere in this issue, you will note 
the banner is inscribed Nationality Established 1865 Lincoln.) 

Another aspect of the book is the author's contention that the 
events of April 1865 had special significance in determining the 
future of the country - events that could easily have turned out 
different and altered the course of our history in ways dilficult to 
imagine. This concept is hardly original and not worth pursuing. 
Still, he feels it necessary to elaborate on the key players, their 
decisions, and the alternative scenarios had other roads been 
taken. He argues that, in spite of prior mistakes, several people 
made the right decisions at the right time. under great pressure, 
and sometimes out-of-character or contrary lo popular views. Had 
the author restricted himself to the theme of American nation
hood - its history and development - the book might have been 
more worthwhile. As it stands, 1 am at a loss to understand why it 
was even written. As a Civil War history, it contains no new infor
mation. ln addition to several scattered historical inaccuracies, he 
uses imagery and adjectives that are not quite appropriate, 
rep~ts quotations, uses more words and phrases than are neces
sary, and often repeats the same idea using different phrasing. 

The dust cover to the book describes it as a "Civil War Saga." 
A saga, it definitely is not, although the author attempts to write 
in the epic style associated with sagas (a "narrative ... dealing 
with heroic action and written in elevated style.") The descrip
tions of Confederate soldiers are florid and familiar at the same 
time. The soldiers are death-defying, courageous, loyal to a fault, 
unselfish, emaciated, yet capable of unending superhuman 

efforts for the cause of Southern independence. If the author is 
trying to write a historical work appealing to readers of romance 
novels, he may have succeeded, although it lacks sex. In trying 
to point out the alternative scenarios and yet remain historical
ly accurate, the author presents contradictory material. He men
tions that the North was bankrupt and was not in a position to 
prosecute the War much beyond April 1865. In point of fact, the 
North was able to pay off the War debt and have a surplus with
in twenty years. He addresses ruinous desertion rates in the 
Union army but overlooks desertion rates and attrition in the 
Southern army that were so bad, Jeff Davis took the unheard-of
step of offering freedom to slaves who would enlist. The author 
goes into great detail about the possibility of protracted guerril
la warfare which Grant feared and Jeff Davis advocated. Yet, at 
the same time, he gives the history of Mosby and Quantrill, and 
other Confederate practitioners of guerrilla warfare. As devas
tating as these men were over a long period of Lime, they still 
could not forestall the dire straits of the Confederacy in 1865. So, 
how convincing is the argument that continued guerrilla activi
ties were a viable option? Winik excoriates Andrew Johnson as a 
vengeful and hateful man. Yet, after the assassination, he 
retained all of Lincoln's Cabinet. Despite speeches by Johnson 
demanding severe punishment for traitors, no one was hanged 
except the conspirators and Col. Wirz of Andersonville Prison. 

Winik asserts that the events of April 1865 finally created a 
nation, yet he describes the deep-rooted hatred by many of the 
defeated Confederates. For such men as Robert E. Lee, however, the 
political question of the right to secede had been answered once
and-for-all on the battlefield. He set the tone for possible reconcilia
tion and nation building, urging all to be good citizens in the Union. 
So, the Civil War settled two questions: namely, the legality of seces
sion and slavery. Yet, simmering resentment and sectional hatreds 
continued to linger in the general populace, begging the question 
"Was a nation truly established in April 1865?" The impact of our 
Civil War continues to this day - witness the controversy over the 
Confederate nag being nown over state capitol buildings. The 
defeated South thwarted Civil Rights Jaws, establishing the KKK and 
laws aimed at segregation and denial of voting rights. Secessionists 
sought independence and preservation of their way of life. With 
independence and slave-holding no longer options. they still found 
ways to retain some sort of control over their social order. ls that 
consistent with nation building and being good citizens? 

Towards the end of the book, the author gives a litany of tal
ented people - industrialists, inventors, authors, and artists - who 
were alive at the time of the War, but grew up and flourished in the 
post-War period. Although unspoken, a thread lurks between the 
lines. I perceive that theme as the foundation for nationhood was 
laid in April 1865, but other factors brought it to fruition. These 
include the industrialization of American society, scientific inno
vations, expansion of the population to all sections of the country, 
expanded immigration, and accessibility of cheap transportation. 
No longer was the United States strictly North and South. People 
no longer were born, lived, and died in the same region. The per
ception of what it meant to be an American was transfigured. The 
South itself was transligured, although the legacy of the Civil War 
lingered. But, that's the subject for a different book. 

~~~ 
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LETTERS 
}~EDITOR 

[The following letter arrived too late to accompany our "In the Market" cov
erage of the Christie's sale ottering the "Abraham Lincoln White House 
Chair" back in January (Rail Splitter, Spring 2001 ). To remind our readers, 
the piece sold for $24,000.] 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

In reply to your letter of April 12. on several occasions this 
office has answered letters and telephone calls about the sup
posed "Hildene" chairs, the use of which at the White House can
not be documented. In 1976 our concerns were shared with 
Jerold Beverland, who then owned the full set of 14, and again In 
1977 with Lindsay Durham, who had bought eight of the side 
chairs from him. 

There is no reason to assume that the armchairs In the pho
tos of President Lincoln and of Robert Todd Lincoln taken at 
Mathew Brady's studio - which are not even an exact match to 
the "Hildene" chairs, having circular crest corner buttons rather 
than square floral devices-were ever White House chairs. Thus 
their presence in the photos adds nothing to a reputed White 
House provenance for the chair in question. 

There is no record that Mrs. Lincoln purchased dining fur
niture with appropriated funds nor that she brought the family's 
personal furniture to the White House from Springfield. In fact, 
we believe that the State Dining Room, to which the suite has 
long been attributed. was furnished from 1845 to 1882 with 
heartback rosewood side chairs purchased from J. & J. W. Meeks 
of New York. The leg of one of those chairs shows in an 1846 
photo of President James K Polk and his cabinet taken in the 
dining room. Although there are no prints or photographs of the 
dining room in the Lincoln years, the chairs show clearly in such 
images of the Grant administration. An inventory taken on May 
26, 1865, just three days after Mrs. Lincoln left the White House, 
lists a full complement of chairs in both the State and Family Dining 

Rooms. Although ii is possible that 
older chairs were returned to one or 
both of these rooms if Mrs. Lincoln had 
removed newer ones, it does not seem 
very likely. That new chairs had been 
purchased to fill gaps is alS<> extremely 
unlikely since the chairs were complete
ly refurbished but a year later in 1866. 

The Kennedy-era letter from 
White House Curator Loraine Pearce 
to Edward Hincks, December 20, 
1961, declining the chairs (then 
owned by Pearl Williams) for the 
White House does suggest a belief 

_______ _, that they might be authentic. 
Although she clalmed there was no 

suitable place for them in a collection already strong in Lincoln 
furniture, she did recommend the Lincoln Museum at Ford's 

Theater as a possible recipient. The alleged descent from Robert 
Todd Lincoln and the Brady photos probably influenced this 
opinion, although no extensive research was conducted into 
their history and nothing more than photos of them seems to 
have been examined. A large number of things with claims to 
interesting provenances were offered to Mrs. Kennedy for the 
refurbishing of the White House. 

I hope this information is of assistance. 

William G. Allman 
Assistant Curator, Office of the Curator 
The White House 

+ 
[The following two letters relate to an "In the Marketplace" report in the last 
Rall Splitter, Spring 2001] 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

Read your review of Stack's January Americana sale. Didn't 
like it. 

What's so special about Lincolnlana that it "can't be trans
posed into other collecting disciplines?" Do you mean that, if 
one doesn't seem to make a profit on a sale, one should not 
include Lincoln items in one's collecting discipline? Remember, 
there's more to professional numismatics than making a profit 
on every item handled. There's the educational aspect that so 
many dealers overlook nowadays. 

Stack's is an old line dealership. Stack's believes that the 
best way to build a collector base in new areas is to educate col
lectors about the benefits and pleasures of the new areas. This 
takes time and can cost money. 

There's nothing so different about your particular area that 
stops it from being enjoyed by others not yet familiar with it. 
Slave tags. assay ingots, militaria, these were other areas that 
traditional coin collectors hadn't considered very often before 
Stack's began offering them regularly. Now, they're nearly main
stream numismatic items! 

You gain nothing by pretending there's a wall around your 
part of the hobby that is too high for newcomers to cllmb. In the 
long rw1, you will only be seen to have been wrong. 

Mike Hodder 
Stack's. New York City 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

~: Reporting errors and fallacious reasoning In latest R.S. 
(Got your attention , huh?) 

While I continue to be enthralled by each kail Splitter issue 
and read it cover to cover upon arrival, I must address the 
reporting inaccuracies and fallacious reasoning your editors 
used in the Marketplace's coverage of the silver Lincoln tokens, 
ex- Capt. Andrew Zabriskie Sotheby June 1999 NYC sale, then 
resold in the January 2001 Stack's auction. 

First of all, I was a major buyer in that noted century old 
Zabriskie sale and not all of the prices were high - there were 
some genuine bargains. 
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But to the point. All three prices you quoted as results in the 
Stack's January 2001 sale were notably inaccurate. I am looking 
at the prices realized as I write this and the $1,300 was $1,495, 
the $1,500 was in fact $1,725 and the $1.800 was $2,070. 

Your reasoning that the silver Lincoln tokens resold at auc
tion for less than cost because Stack's paid "very strong prices -
over retail" is fallacious as it does not take into account the fol
lowing factors, some of which indeed affected my decision (and 
no doubt others) to bid: 

- Potential bidders will refrain from bidding on an item real
izing that the consignor (io this case, Stack's) paid more and the 
potential bidder doesn't want to be embarrassed or thinks the 
consignor just will not let the Item go at a loss and indeed wants 
a profit. And /or -

- The Zabriskie Sale was a landmark offering of Lincoln 
medals and tokens, hidden and unknown for over a century, and 
the sale attracted the attention of most serious Lincoln collec
tors. The Stacie's sale had only a few selected Lincoln tokens and 
so Lincoln specialists' attention was not alerted. The competi
tion for the few items was not there. 

The economy and financial health of collectors' wallets were 
in serious question since January of this year - bidding and 
prices were certainly affected by this uncertainty. An element 
not present during the June 1999 Sotheby Zabriskie Sale. 

The Stack's ads in various antique publications, notably the 
Maine Antique Digest, were classy, imaginative and an attempt to 
attract and develop new collectors and expose Lbis historic but 
underpriced field to collectors of overpriced furniture, art and 
the like. And, if you've followed eBay bidding trends, you should 
know you can indeed "transpose" (your words) any collecting 

discipline into different related areas. More and more collectors 
are getting into related fields, only tangentially related to their 
original interest. So the "moral of your tale" evaporates. 

I should point out that I have no connection with the Stack's 
firm and have no interest to protect. 1 just like fair and accurate 
reporting - for which you guys are usually noted. 

Alan V. Weinberg 
Woodland Hills, Ca 

[fuiitill.: The prices reported in the journal were the "hammer 
prices" and did not include the buyer's premium. If you factor in 
the buyer's premium, the amounts arrived at would match the 
numbers you refer to. The point of the write-up was to show the 
difference in prices between what was paid at the Zabriskie auc
tion and what the same item sold for at the Stack's sale. By listing 
the hammer prices for each item, this differential was made clear. 

We never asserted that they were no bargains to be found at 
the Zabriskie auction - although such a characterization remains 
subjective. The coordinator of the sale, David Tripp, and the con
signor, were extremely pleased with the strong prices realized. 
Not only did Stack's pay all-time high prices, but most everybody 
else did as well. While we are not experts on Civil War tokens or 
storecards, as far as politicals are concerned, the prices paid 
were beyond "strong.• 

Whether or not eBay is bringing new collectors into Lhe mar
ket remains a topic for discussion. We have heard people char
acterize eBay as an "electronic flea market." While it is true that 
numerous reputable and knowledgeable dealers utilize eBay to 
market their inventory, an even larger number of sellers - and a 
great many buyers too - show unbelievable ignorance. It is 

continued next page 
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doubtful that new collectors will gain an education in this venue. 
They may overpay, buy reproductions, acquire items that have 
been misrepresented ... but they will not become educated col
lectors. The road to education still remains membership in a col
lector organization, personal contact with other collectors, 
research, and doing business with reputable dealers. 

Your points regarding the timing of Stacie's sale, the lack of 
collector awareness, etc. are well-taken. Perhaps, though, you 
missed two points we were trying to make which we still main
tain. Stack's advertised these items repeatedly in antique jour
nals. Some of these items showed up at their January Americana 
sale. The inevitable conc.lusion? The effort to market these 
pieces to collectors of art and antiques was less-than-successful. 
Was the apparent lack of success due to overpricing or lack of 
interest'? Who can say? Had the items been priced at levels com
mensurate with the "traditional" marketplace, it's likely some 
would have been purchased. We certainly don't condemn Stack's 
for making the effort and expect they will persevere in the future. 
Our second point is that Stack's is to be commended for selling 
some of these items at a loss. How many dealers out tthere wou.ld 
permit items placed at public auction to sell at a loss, sometimes 
a substantial one at that? Having committed items to auction, 
Stacie's had the integrity to "let the marketplace" decide the 
worth and abide by the results. Like yoursell, we had suspected 
that they would not be willing to sell any of these items al a loss. 
We have to admit to being proven totally wrong. We can only 
hope that other dealers would follow their example. Auctions 
should be auctions, and not fixed-price sales in disguise. 

Finally, in response to Mike's criticism, we are certainly not 
trying to build a wall around our collecting community and pre
clude outsiders from participating. Indeed, anyone familiar with 
our journal since its inception wou.ld realize our primary objec
tive has always been to cultivate new collectors and furnish 
information that will be both entertaloing and useful to our read
ership! But... we accept your criticism and trust you appreciate 
that no offense was ever intended!] 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

I can't resist adding to Wayne Temple's information printed 
in the Spring 2000 issue (don't ask me how I managed to miss the 
original reference in the Fall 2000 issue!). My interest in Lincoln 
- which started in second grade - relates back to the Portuguese 
Presbyterian communities of Springfield and Jacksonville, IL. 

The first Portuguese came to Illinois from the island of 
Madeira in 1849. They had been promised jobs and housing by 
the American Hemp Company, an arrangement that fell through 
prior to their arrival. Local Springfield and Jacksonville church 
groups came to the immigrants' rescue. They had left Madeira 
seeking religious freedom as the Catholic government there was 
persecuting the converts to the Presbyterian religion. A short 
article entitled "Mr. Lincoln's Portuguese Neighbors" can be 
found in Lincoln Herald Fall 1971. 

My grandmother's grandfather, John A. Sylvester, came to 
Illinois from Madeira in 1853 and settled in Springfield. He was a 
cabinetmaker and did some of the interior woodwork when the 
Lincoln home was converted to a two-story home ln 1856. Years 

later, he made a lady's workbox 
out of walnut boards he had 
been given by Mrs. Lincoln. It 
was this box and story that 
started my interest in Lincoln. 
My grandmother's other grand
father, Joaquin "Jackson" 
Martin, was part of the 
Jacksonville Portuguese com
munity. He served in Company 
C of the 101st Infantry Regiment 
Illinois Volunteers, from the reg
iment's inception in September 
1862 until June 1865. The reg.i
ment was organized in 
Jacksonville. Many Portuguese 
names can be found in the rolls 
of Company C. The regiment served along the Mississippi and 
later took part in Sherman's March to the Sea. 

As you can imagine, this area of Portuguese Presbyterian 
history is quite obscure. If you hear from anyone on the subject, 
I'd be interested In corresponding with them. 

Luann Elvey 
East Tawas, Ml 

[.Eru.t.Qr: The inlaid box crafted by your ancestor is indeed a love
ly piece - and no doubt was widely admired when it was exhibit
ed at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893. Wouldn't it be nice when 
rummaging around in your family papers to discover some paid 
receipts or canceled checks for the work done by John Sylvester 
at the Lincoln home!] 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

Your arUcle on a Lincoln 
monument association made . 
me think of a stereo card l , 
have. Judging from the 
Imposed image by the 
Capitol, it seems to have at _ ..... !"""",_.. ..... ~,,.;;;:::--

least made it to some model 
stage. The names on the 
back are impressive, i.e., 
Clark Mills, Harlan, Spinner, 
and others. 

Mike Grirfith 
Lilburn, GA 

[E.d.ilQr: This stereoview 
appears to be circa 1870-5. 
Clark Mills had a previous 
association with Lincoln, having produced a life mask. Based on 
the inscription on the verso of this card (" ... The pedestal to be gran
ite, and figures bronze ... "), it appears this monument was in the 
planning stages and may never have been produced. Given that its 
planners proposed a monument " ... seventy feet [high}, sunnounted 
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by thirty-flue colossal figures ... ", it's probably a good thing the pro
ject never got off the ground (or did it?). In this _photo-montage, 
the monument appears taller than the dome of the Capitol! 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

I love your web site ... one that has been very helpful to me on 
several occasions. I have sent you a photo of a I/6th plate tintype 
that I have owned for many years. I feel sure you will recognize it 
as one identical to one in the book Twenty Days (page 165) by 
Dorothy Merserve Kunhardt & Philip B. Kunhardt - though the 
man's position in my specimen appears slightly dilferent. 

I am interested 
in leami.ng more 
about the photo and 
would even be inter
ested in selling it... 
but only if the price 
is too good to pass 
up. I have really 
enjoyed having it 
and amazing my 
friends with it, all of 
whom at first glance 

believe it to be the ·'Real McCoy." Any help that you can give me 
would be most appreciated. 

Louis Herthum 

[Ew.mr: We've reviewed material in our reference library for 
some additional mention of your supposed "death portrait" with
out any luck. We can only assume that your photograph - pro
vided it Is another example aside from that pictured in the 
Kunhardt book - is another copy of a tintype under glass of 
someone who happened to look remarkably like our sixteenth 
President. We did find, however, a few references to similar spu
rious portraits being "in the market." Two examples quite similar 
to your specimen have traded hands - one belonging to Rex 
Stark (a prominent Massachusetts dealer) and another selling 
from the Joseph Rose Collection at Harmer Rooke la 1994 (a 
sLxth-plate selling for $280). But, hoaxes of this nature were quite 
commonplace in the late 19th century. The Victorians loved spir
it photographs, death portraits, and anything that "might be" 
Lincoln! As to value ... i[ your image were not cataloged in the 
Kunhardt book, we would have to say that it would have only 

nominal value - perhaps $200 as an interesting death portrait. 
Given the association it now enjoys, we could see it selling for as 
much as $1,000. But, once again, It is merely a fun curiosity piece. 
As to identifying the photographer or actual subject, we are 
afraid that information is "lost to the ages." There is just nothing 
more we could discern about its history or origin.] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splilfer. 

I've recently discovered your web site, and noted with inter
est the offer of assistance regarding identification or research. 
Enclosed are photocopies of a CDV ol an abandoned, unidenti
fied log cabin, by G. Moses & Co., Photographic Art Gallery, 
Quincy, IL. Given the geographical location of the photographer, 
and that it appears the subject of the photograph is the cabin 
itself - and as such, of what commercial value might such an 
image have bad - my hope is that it may be one of Lincoln's sev
eral cabins. Although the cabin depicted in the Moses CDV does 
not appear to match several of 
those illustrated in the works I've 
consulted, most illustrations of 
Lincoln cabins tend to be accompa
nied by expressions of uncertainty 
as to the cabins themselves, and the 
exact physical location. 

The Lincoln Memorial Building 
near Hodgenville is described as 
"where Lincoln may have been 
born" (Kunhardt, pp. 32-33); "it has 
an obscure history, and extensive 
research has failed to prove that it 
is indisputably Lincoln's birth 
cabin." The cabin presently at Knob 
Creek "presumably stands on the 
site of the original Lincoln cabin" 
and is constructed of logs "taken from another old cabin and 
recut to the size of the original cabin in 1931" (Byrd and Moore, 
p. 3); its appearance, however, differs substantially from that 
which is depicted in Kunhardt (p. 37). 

There does appear to be some similarity, however, between 
the cabin depicted in the Moses CDV and the "house where 
Lincoln 'kept batch' during his seven years at New Salem" 
(Kunhardt, p. 48). Each appear to be of somewhat similar dimen
sions, and the roofs of each are covered in vertical strips (versus 
the wood shingles depicted in the other cabins). 

All that having been said, certainly, any assistance you may 
be able to provide will be greatly appreciated. 

(Name Withheld by Request) 

(full.tQr: We are hoping there are some "cabin specialists" out 
there who can sort through the morass of information and make 
sense of it all. Sounds like the basis for an interesting article. If 
you have "cabin lever," please submit an article, but don't make 
it too syrupy.] 

++ 
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MR. HERNDON, PERHAPS? 
ership - if that can be traced - is obvi
ously desirable, but at rock-bottom 
provenance seems to be a matter of faith. 
Regardless of how much documentation 
an object has, unless you were there to 

S 
o many spurious photographs of their context and provenance, thus cost- personally keep an eye on it from its ere-
Abraham Lincoln have surfaced in ing them much of their historical value." ation, you're really only left with the 
the last few decades - publicized From what information could be pieced choice of believing in it, or not." 
in print and electronic media, together, it appeared that both the Any previously unknown photo-
touted with incredible fanfare by daguerreotype and the advertising-card graph of a historical personality must 
hopeful owners and auctioneers - album originated with the family of Robert contain an element of self-proof: it has to 

that it is quite refreshing to present this Taylor Jones, a Greencastle photographer. convincingly resemble other images of 
heretofore unpublished image. No. not Among the contents of the album was a the supposed subject, and should reflect 
Abraham Lincoln - but perhaps a portrait set of handsome oversized cards issued what is known about that person and 
of an individual who played an integral by Jones, probably in the 1880s. their milieu. From this standpoint, Tim's 
role in the Lincoln story. Among those approached for an photo seems to have merit, and he has 

Reproduced here, courtesy of Rail opinion on the portrait was the late Dr. R. consented to its publication so that our 
Splitter Editor Timothy H. Bakken (owner -~-~ ...... ..,.,._.,,__...----~--- --~ ___ readers may have the fun of drawing 
of the original plate), is a daguerreotype I~: '·----~~ _,_ j their own conclusions (and. perhaps, 
many believe to be a study of Lincoln's 

I 
provide further clues or research sugges-

devoted law partner and biographer tions). Shown here for comparison are 
William Henry Herndon. It is Herndon's three images: Tim's daguerreotype (of a 
research and correspondence that com- bearded, top-hatted young gentleman 
prise the richest resource for the study of holding two boys in his lap); a three-quar-
Abraham Lincoln's pre-Civil War years. ters profile bust portrait of William 
His materials, which have informed a Herndon (probably taken in 1866, and his 
huge number of titles in the Lincoln most-often reproduced portrait); and a 
canon, were the basis of his own classic full-face photograph of an elderly 
biography Herndon's Lincoln (1889), Herndon (dated to circa 1888). Aside 
written in collaboration with Jesse Weik from evident facial similarities between 
of Greencastle, Indiana. Greencastle the three images, the physical character-
forms a link in the provenance of the istics and dress of the young gentleman 
daguerreotype, which Tim acquired in the daguerreotype comport with what 
many years ago from an antique dealer. we know of the rather slight, five-foot-
Tirn first met the woman who sold him nine Herndon, whom Dr. David Donald 
the dag when he was in the fifth grade. said "cut a much more distinguished fig-
and later became her good friend and ure" than his famous partner. In his excel-
neighbor. Tim would often visit her shop lent biography Lincoln's Herndon (1948), 
in search of old color-lithographed adver- for which he interviewed surviving mem-
tising cards (now often mistakenly called hers of the immediate family, Donald indi-
"trade" cards) as well as books and © Copyright 1971, Timothy H. Baken cates that Herndon was something of a 
ephemera related to Illinois history and flashy dresser, given to top hats among 
Abraham Lincoln. He was somewhere Gerald McMurtry, Director of the Lincoln other accouterment. He quoted George 
along in high school when she offered National Life Foundation (now tbe Alfred Townsend's 1867 eyewitness 
him this image, as well as a large album of Lincoln Library and Museum) in Ft. description of Herndon as "blue-black 
advertising cards, nearly all of them from Wayne, Indiana. "Dr. McMurtry was often haired ... bearded bushily at the throat... 
Greencastle businesses. Almost immedi- called upon for opinions on all sorts of [with] angular features, which suggest 
ately Tim was struck by the resemblance Llncolniana," Tim says, "and I'm sure he Mr. Lincoln's in ampleness and shape, the 
between the daguerreotype's adult sitter had to contend with more than his fair same half-tender melancholy." 
and the few known photographs of share of bad 'Lincoln' photos. I suspect Uthe adult in Tim's picture is indeed 
Wi.lllam Herndon. that when I wrote to him about my Herndon, the two little boys would in all 

Unfortunately, Tim's friend could do 'Herndon' daguerreotype he thought it likelihood be his sons, Beverly and James 
little to help establish a solid history and was something he would be able to dis- Nathaniel (or Nathaniel James; sources 
identification for the image. "Apparently it miss at a glance." Instead, McMurtry was differ, though the family called him "Nat," 
had only been casually mentioned to her favorably impressed and "very interest- as recorded in Lincoln's Herndon). The 
that the plate had a Lincoln connection," ed" in the piece. Like other authorities, known relative ages of the sitters would 
Tim says, "and like the vast majority of however, he stressed provenance. "That date the image to just about 1847. 
antique dealers, she handled objects for left me back where I started," Tim says Herndon's sons did not lead lives that 
themselves and took little or no note of with a r•esigned laugh. "A history of own- brought them any public notice. Nat once 
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0 
disrupted a Republica. n rally his father was addressing by shouting "Hurrah for the 
Democrats!" and got a licking for his trouble. Both sons served briefly in the Civil 
War, Beverly for a month with a militia unit guarding Confederate prisoners at 
Camp Butler in Springfield, and Nat for little less than a year with a volunteer cav-

r ('. alry regiment, from which he was discharged for disability, Nat spent his later 
I~~·• years as a farmer outside of Springfield. 
' • • Even if this daguerreotype does indeed show William H. Herndon, the story 

1 

of its first hundred-odd years seems bound to remain conjectural. That it could I have passed directly to RT. Jones lrom Herndon is quite possible, since Herndon , 
visited Greencastle in the summer of 1887 to help Jesse Weik write their Lincoln 
biography, The two men labored i111 a room above the store and bakery owned by 
Weik's lather, located on the public square, upon which Jones' studio was also 

located. Jones, born in Maryland in 1848, learned photography in Baltimore and settled in Greencastle '-
in 1879. That Jones and Weik were personally acquainted is all but certain, and in the latter's book The Real Ljncoln -A Portrajt (l 922) 
may be found a portrait of Sarah Rickard - one of Lincoln's supposed Springfield sweethearts - credited as "From a woodcut after a 
photograph by RT. Jones." That Herndon might have given away a daguerreotype of himself, either to Jones or Weik, seems perfect
ly in character. "He was a very generous giver of materials," Tim notes, "as even modem collectors are beneficiaries of his generosi• 
ty,., he gave away Lincoln autographs, pictures, and many personal relics that survive In these holdings today." 

Ultimately, though, Tim views the daguerreotype only as "an intriguing mystery, one you'd love to solve bul probably never can." 
What will he do with it now? "Put it back in the drawer, I guess. At the very least it's a nice image in itself, and one with some senti
mental associations for me.ft He adds with a laugh: "Besides, what could possibly top having it published in the Rail Splitter?" -;a;-

LINCOLN BANK Born.ES 
A ubiquitous Lincoln collectible is the Lincoln "bank bot

tle." Several varieties were made by the Lincoln Food 
Company of Lawrence, Massachusetts between 1951 and 
1967. Originally Intended to hold flavored syrups, unused bot
tles were later resold, either empty, or containing witch hazel. 
Sadly. the company destroyed the molds for the bottles in 
1970. 

Seven different bank bottles are known. They Include: 

• 8 1/2" tall with cut slot and no label. 
• 8 1/2" tall with cut slot and label picturing Lincoln 
inscribed Lincoln Strawberry Milk Shake. 
• 8 3/4" tall with uncut slot and label inscribed Yankee 
Witch Hazel. 
• 8 7 /8" tall with uncut slot and label inscribed Lincoln 
Orange Syrup. 
• 8 7/8" tall with uncut slot and stovepipe-hat cap, label 
inscribed Your Lincoln Bank Bottle For Your Lincoln 

Pennies. 
• 8 7/8" tall with no slot and same label as above. 
• 9 5/8" tall with no label. Cap has a precut slot and says 

Lincoln Bank Bottle 25-cents. 

Another variant Includes a label that advertises Lemon
Lime Syrup. Each of the above bottles were produced from 
different molds. The owner of Lincoln Foods at the time these 
bottles were first produced, Daniel lssenberg. later recalled 
for one of our members, Donald Benham, the manufacturing 
run: 

"The Lincoln bank bc>«les were in production in the follow
ing sizes and approximate quantities: 

/. 16 oz. with slotted screw-on cap with paper liner that 
could be removed .~o bank was reusable for pennies. nickels, 
and dimes (/951-55 ... 25 million) 

2. /2 oz, with same cap as the /6 oz. (1953-59 ... 20 million) 
3. 12 oz. with vapor-vacuum twist-off cap that had a printed 

indentation to simulate a slot, but could not be punctured. Cap 
had to be removed if used as a bank, each time a coin was put 
in. (1964~7 ... 15 million.)" 

With such large quantities being produced, this quirky 
display piece - true Americana kitsch - remains readily found. 
From a cultural perspective, It represents a time, long-past, 
when children were encouraged to save small change. For 
Lincoln collectors, it represents the timeless appeal and uni
versal recognition for our 16th president. :<:-

Photo: The Donald Benham Collect/on 
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SAN FRANCISCO: 
THE LINCOLN 
MONUMENT THAT WAS 

Robert J. Chandler 

When it came to honoring Abraham 
Lincoln, San Francisco claimed two firsts: 
the first school named for the President, 
and the first statue erected in his memo
ry. The latter praised the Civil War leader 
as an Emancipator and Preserver o[ the 
Union. While school and statue appeared 
in different months in 1865, they died 
together in the same fiery holocaust of 
April 18, I 906. 

According to Milton H. Shutes, 
author of Lincoln and CalHornia 
(Stanford, 1943), the most thorough and 
still unsurpassed study of the President's 
relations with the Far West, on January 
13, 1865, the Board of Education resolved 
to name the new Boys Grammar School 
after the incumbent President. William 
Craine designed a three-story, cruciform 
building, 142 feet Jong with wings extend
ing 18 feet, to accommodate 300 schol
ars. Two floors divided twelve recitation 
rooms, the basement served as a gymna
sium, and an assembly room ran the full 
length of the top floor. Architect Craine 

engraver Pascal Loomis took a few liber
ties in a cut made for the 1864-1865 city 
municipal reports. Meanwhile, proposals 
for a Lincoln statue brewed and bubbled 
with controversy. 

Samuel H. Henry (1835-1912), the son 
of Rabbi, Henry A. Henry of Congregation 
Sherith Israel, was at the center of the 
debate. After his arrival lo 1857, young 
Henry became a Republican in politics, 
an attorney, and briefly edited the short
lLved Jewish paper, the weekly True 
Pacific Messenger in 1860-1861. lo the 
1850s, German workers controlled the 
cigar-making trade until 1859, when a 
manufacturer Introduced Chinese work
men. By 1865, the Chinese controlled 90 
percent of the trade. From 1862 to 1865, 
Henry served as president of the Anti
Coolie Association, battling Chinese 
labor. H!e also associated with the fire
breathing American Flag and, In 1866, 
would serve as one of its trustees. A 
younger brother, Dr. Morris H. Henry, 
M.D., served on Admiral David Glasgow 
Farragut's flagship, the Hartford. 

Samuel Brannan, and William C. Ralston, 
cashier of the mighty Bank of California. 

A jealous clique, accordlng to Henry, 
voted for his impeachment. Fifteen years 
ago In a book shop, I found a copy of the 
Defense of S.H. Henry before Union 
League, San Francisco. As I was to learn, 
Henry argued that though he had broken 
the "oath of secrecy," the Lincoln 
Monument was an important "subject of 
public concern." He asked the League to 
reverse his impeachment before it 
became final. I do not know the outcome. 
but the League itself dissolved soon after 
the end of the War. 

In spite of the controversy over 
Henry, a Lincoln Testimonial fund 
appeared, with Mayor Coon as President, 
banker Ralston, Treasurer, and hardware 
merchant L.B. Benchley as Secretary. The 
lamed California lithographer Joseph 
Britton & Company produced receipts for 
$1 donations. By late September, Ralston 
had collected $2,100. For a while the 
funds were going to be diverted to aid 
Mrs. Lincoln. 

Henry was a member of the Union ir..,.. r _-_-~-=:=-~-_-_-_-_---~-:!!'-_- ~-~ ....... - ~= !!:!-... -~- ~~~= _= _=_= _"" ~~~..., 
League, Washington Council No. I in San 0 ~ ..-,,.·v - ~fiWi~' ~ A 
Francisco. On May 8, 1865, only three ~ ~-= =--'flt~ • 
weeks following Lincoln's death, a • i; '-'-d-"illlfq~~ • • ' • 

a tribute. Perhaps the League formed its r7 /:::J • 

League committee reported on plans for ~mr;,,c?J,&,,~,,., t'l)!#'~),Jlt -

r:--.. ....Z. ,u. . e,.,,,, ';1 
--------------------~ committee as early as a 

supervised the construction of two-foot 
thick brick walls for the basement and 
ground floor, and 18-inch walls for the 
superstructure on the site at 5th and 
Market Streets, where Nordstrom's 
stands today. 

Festive ceremonies dedicated the 
building on June 29, 1865, and it opened 
for classes July 24. Photographers 
George S. Lawrence & Thomas 
Houseworth shot a view while wood 

meeting on April 17. On a 
site in the Bay City, the 
League asked the people of 
the Pacific Slope to erect 
"a monument conspicuous 
as Nature and Art can 
secure, magnificent and 
beautiful as genius and skill 
can execute, and imperish
able as the world." All of 
this was to be accom
plished for a mere 
$250,000, given $1 at a time. 

Henry, In violation of 
the League's code of secrecy, gave the 
report to the newspapers. On May 19, the 
press spread the League's flowery phras
es before the public. "The Pacific Lincoln 
Monument Association" would consist of 
75 men, including all of the Pacific Slope 
governors and military commanders, and 
50 of San Francisco's most prominent 
merchants, civic leaders, and federal olfi
cials. Among the usual suspects were 
Mayor Henry P. Coon, the flamboyant 

Meantime, in mid-July 1865, at the 
time the Lincoln Grammar School was 
opening, papers reported that French
born sculptor Pietro Mezzara, (1820-83), 
had created a 9.5 foot tall figure of the 
martyred president. Especially in the 
facial features, it was an "excellent like
ness." Of particular note, Mezzara, 
though from an Italian family, did not 
dress Lincoln in a traditional Roman 
toga. The Bulletin reported that the Great 
Emancipator was "represented in mod
em citizen's dress [and] is exceedingly 
life-like." Mezzara portrayed Lincoln 
"standing beside the tree of liberty, with 
his right foot firmly planted on the reptile 
of Secession that issues from the roots 
[and the broken chains of slavery]. The 
left arm being stretched out at full length 
with the hand grasping the scroll of the 
Emancipation Proclamation. His right 
hand with open palm spread out as a pro
tection to the Constitution and the 
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emblem of Union that rest upon the trunk 
of the tree of liberty." From the first, San 
Franciscans equated in importance the 
freeing of Southern slaves with the 
preservation of the Union. 

San Franciscans would soon have a 
chance to see the first statue made to the 
martyred president in the Mechanics' 
Pavilion at the appropriately-named 
Union Square. The Mechanics' Institute 
Fair opened August 10, 1865, at 8:15 P.M., 
and unveiled the cast plaster statue with 
appropriate jubilation. A journalist 
attempted to describe its grandeur: "The 
statue of Lincoln, larger than life, stand- , 
ing In the center of the pavilion, under 
the great dome. Elevated about 10 feet 
above the floor [on its pedestal in a large 
basin of water], and placed under a bril
liant light, made an imposing appear
ance." CaJifornla General Henry W. 
Halleck, commanding the military 
Department of the Pacific, was one of 
those making speeches. This pioneering 
sculpture earned the artist a gold medal. 

When the fair closed after a month, 
the sculptor offered to donate the plaster 
statue to the Board of Education to be 
erected in front of the Lincoln School if it 
would reimburse him for expenses. Again 
Ralston acted as a fund-raising treasurer. 

The Board resolved to inaugurate 

LlNOOLtl' •011001 .. , 11ova-. 

the Lincoln statue on the first anniver
sary of the assassination, April 14, 1866. 
Flags flew at half mast while bands 
played, singers harmonized somber 
tunes, and speeches by Governor 

Frederick F. Low, State Superintendent 
John Swett, and Generals Halleck and 
Irvin McDowell were delivered in the 
third floor auditorium. 

Then came the unveiling of the stat
ue. George W.R. King, son of the Bulletin's 
crusading editor, James King, who was 
assassinated by a corrupt Democratic 
politician in 1856, had a most poignant 
role. He had shaken hands with the 
President on April 11, 1865, and now he 
helped pull away the bunting. 

Plaster is not the most durable sub
stance, nor is San Francisco's weather 
the most kind. In 1888, the outreached 

0 left arm fell off - but not for long. William 
T. Garratt's brass foundry cast a replica 
statue in a white metal known as "French 

• Bronze." New ceremonies dedicated the 
~ Lincoln statue, placing it on its original 

base on January 5, 1889. 
There Lincoln stood in front of the 

Lincoln Grammar School at 5th and 
Market until April 18, 1906, when a mas
sive 8.3 earthquake hit San Francisco. 
The resulting fire destroyed the school 
house and melted the statue. '"""' 

[Ew.m[: Refer to the Summer 2000 Rail 
Splitter, p. 18, for a photograph of 
Mezzara's San Francisco Lincoln statue.) 

or 
" • m 

lfyouareSdllng ... We buy autograph.<i, documema, manuscripts, family conapondence, 
signed books, signed pbor_,.1 relics usociat<.-d with famous people. 
statbp collecdo&a,cola collecdoas. etc. We have paid out over $20 mlDloa 
in the last five years alone for ..... of thJs nature. Whether Y,our' 
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In The Market12lace 
"Lincoln's Mug on a Jugf' W e might call this one 

This 9" crockery piece recently sold 
on e-Bay for but $88. We under-

stand the artist, Sandy Cole, is a direct 
descendent of the "famous Cole pottery 
family." She is a 9th generation potter. 

Sandy and her husband Kevin Brown own 
and operate North Cole Pottery in Sanford, NC. 
Sandy has a reputation for being one of the for-

This previously unknown 
Bell & Everett 1860 rib
bon sold on e-Bay for 
$935 ... we can only spec
ulate that "Fossils" ref
eres to candidates' ages! 

most face makers in pottery. She manages to put 
personality into every face she makes! 

Joe Levine of Alexandria, VA, 
has held auctions 
("Presidential Coin") of exon
umia and numismatica for 

quite a few years. He always has 
something of interest to Lincoln 
collectors. His June sale included: 
the classic Lincoln & Johnson 
"gault frame" ferrotype in near 
mint condition (not pictured -
$2,275); a 4" square bronze 
plaque issued as a souvenir of a 
"Lincoln Dinner" held In 1900 
($200); a 6" bronze plaque sculpt
ed by "M. Peinlich" possibly 
issued as a Centennial piece, 
which also comes in a 10 1/2" 
size ($350); a 4 1/2 x 7 1/4" 
bronze plaque issued in 1922 
based on the famous Gardner 
photo of Lincoln and Tad ($315); and 
an 8 x 1 O" oval bronze plaque of William 
Seward, from the "National Bronze Picture Gallery" 
issued in 1865 by sculptor Franklin Simmons 
($635). The series also featured Lincoln, Grant, 
Sheridan, and Farragut, and was Issued In both the 
small, oval format and 22" diameter roundels. 

E 
ast Coast Books' December sale included an interesting piece of 
ephemera related to the Republican National Convention of 1864: a 
Document Signed by G. Volney Dorsey (Ohio politician) on "Union 

Executive Committee Rooms" stationery announcing the slate of Ohio dele-
gates-at-large to the Baltimore Convention - including Dorsey himself! ($143.) 
Also sold was one of the famous John Boos letters, this written In 1946 by a 
100-year old widow of a veteran of the Battle of Gettysburg. The correspondent 
relates: "When I was a young girl, I can recall hearing that Abraham Lincoln was 
going to pass through Little Falls, New York on a train. Many of the young folks 
of our community drove 13 miles to catch a glimpse of him. He came out on the 
rear platform and tipped his high silk hat -- but I can't recall his words now." 
(probably because he said little, if anything). " ... My husband ... saw Lincoln on 
several occasions. His impression was that of great sympathy and understand
ing, especially for the soldiers and their familles." ($110.) 

0 .Id Barn Auctions of Findley, OH has been in the business for close to fifty 
years specializing in Civil War memorabilia, Native American arti
facts, and militaria. Their May sale featured a 

"Hurrah for Lincoln 1864" campaign 
torch. This nickle-plated torch 1s 
not of a design that existed in polit

ical campaigns of the 1860s. 
We suspect that someone took 
notice of the genuine "Hurrah 
for Lincoln" torch in the Ralph 
Becker Collection of the 
Smithsonian lnsfrtution - which 
has been widely illustrated. 
Inscriptions such as this were 
always painted or stenciled on 
torch surfaces, not etched, as in the 
case here. Our conclusion ... a fantasy 
piece incorporating a late-nineteenth 
century torch, originally uninscribed, 
but recently enhanced. ($990.) 
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W
es Cowan's May auc- ~ -~- ::..t 7 
tion included a rare I y; _. N• 

1862 ("off-year'') Ohio I 
ballot with an interest· / 

ing woodcut on a green back-/i 
ground. The reverse includes a 
notation of the election results: 
"Rebels 52 - Unionists 158." 
($475) And, this impressive, 32" i 
plaster bust by Leonard W. Volk 
commanded $3,575. 

Rare Stephen Douglas "President's 
House" medal, considered a Civil War 
token by some, a political by others, 

sold for $450 on eBay. 

arilyn Monroe and Abraham 
Lincoln are both American 
icons who tragically died 

before their time. Still, we normally 
would have little reason to mention Ms. 
Monroe in this journal. We can't resist 
reporting on a photograph of Marilyn that 
traded hands in Swann's Photography 
Sale last April. In It, she Is shown clutch
ing a copy of Stefan Lorant's Lincoln: A 
Picture Story of His Ute. It sold for $460 
Including the buyer's premium. We knew 
Marilyn admired Einstein - now we can 
add Lincoln to that list. 

W hen Skinner's of 
Bolton, MA sells 
a political item, 
it tends to be 

old and valuable. In June, 
they sold this large, home
made, Lincoln and Johnson 
campaign flag - a healthy 
40 x 70" with thirty-six 
applique stars in the can
ton. Most collectors of 
political flags favor man
ufactured examples. 
often shying away from 
homemade flags that 

are questioned for authenticity. 
This particular flag, however, was clearly of the 

period with wonderful folk art elements. A great display piece 
from the pivotal election ot 1864 in our book! $13,800. 

M artin Willis of Portsmouth, 
NH sold a signed Lincoln 
document last May. No 
big deal, you say? 

Interestingly, the document was 
dated April 14, 1865, one of the very 
last things Lincoln h~ ;« JVU'. 
signed. The item r-----l\'vr~r~ - -_ _,..--~====-j 
offered was a peti- .0 
tion from the a 
Governor of New 
Hampshire asking 
for an "advance" of 
monies due from _ 
the federal govem-

'd (,; ,.._ «... ?;.. ~ ,#; ....,,._. 

ment to aI the _,..~ ,_ ;:::-:._ ·-·=-
"Imp ove ri shed ;._ ~:":."-- '·-~-',; ,::':;._ 
condition of the .,._.., .. :-s ·,; .,.., ~"'--

~ ·::-~-. ·-~:Ir-~ :. 
state treasury." ""-$ -1~"';"4.""' _,,_ ...,._ 

, .... ,;,.- .,.,.,. ~
""' - -+-4"', -· .,,... 

&; ... -~ f-- "4- <,.._...._ - ._, __ , -·--

- - - ...... ~... --~· _...._ .. _ ~ 
AJ .U.., ~,.__1....,_ --

Governor Gilman -1- - .,... ~ ....... -:;-: ;:;::_ 
complained that ---.....::.~=-.:...:~"::::-J.-~~~-:,,l_ __ -j 

the sale of state bonds would not correct the condition: "No State has 
responded more promptly and enthusiastically than New Hampshire to all 
the demands of the authorities at Washington. It is mainly because of our 
people absorbing with such alacrity the seven-thirty bonds that we are 
reduced to such financial straits." The State's Representatives In Congress 
were directed by the Governor to present the petition to the President. 
Congressman Edward H. Rollins had the honor to make the presentation. 
Lincoln endorsed the petition "Hon. Secretary of War. please see and hear 
Hon. Mr. Rollins, and oblige him if you conveniently can. A. Lincoln April 14, 
1865." The research provided with the lot Indicated Lincoln endorsed the peti
tion at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, placing it on his knee to sign. Lincoln is 
known to have signed or written at least thirty different pieces on the last day 
of his life ... three of which from this fateful date have traded hands In the last 
five years. This specimen went for an astounding $99,000. 

J oe Slezik of Sterling, MA alternates conventiOnal antique auctions with spe
cialized ephemera sales. ~------------~ 
In May, he sold this 8 x ,. 
10" anti-Lincoln cartoon ~r;:-.&. 

from 1860 that depicts Lincoln _..:~ 
as a two-faced politician (what :--
an original concept!). On the • 
one hand, he addresses a -:.;,r,,-.::.;.,,,""~ 
Springfield audience in 1858, 
disclaiming his qualifications to 
be president while, on the other, 
he addresses a crowd shortly 
after receiving notification of his 
nomination as Republican can
didate for president. stating ''I 
come to see and be seen." No 
publisher indicated, but proba
bly originating from that 
"hotbed" of anti-Lincoln senti
ment, Cincinnati. $360. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
C hristie's continues to amaze us with their incredible historic American autographs 

and manuscripts. There seems to be an unending well of this material at the major 
auction houses. A 4-page ALS by former President John Quincy Adams, while in 
Congress in 1836 (Adams was the only President to serve in the House after being 

President), contained an amazing passage that presaged Lincoln's Emancipation 
Proclamation: "I did not start the question whether In the event of a servile Insurrection and 
war, Congress would not have complete unlimited control over the whole subject of Slavery 
even to the emancipation of all Slaves where such Insurrection should break out, and for 
the suppression of which the freemen of Plymouth and Norfolk Counties Massachusetts '" "" ..... "'"' • ... 
should be called by Acts of Congress to pour out their treasures and to shed their blood. -~~------r----- llr1111■1n11. • 
Had I spoken my mind on those two points, the sturdiest of the abolitionists would have disavowed the sentiments .::..~~"'"".=-.,"";'i-,:-.:.:..':':.::. 
of their champion." ($116,000) A fascinating manuscript and Journal related to the 1860 Republican National _,;::::i==-~-=--=~ ... ~--
Convention revealed many interesting facets to the nominating procedure. The record was kept by John Keyes of the ~~~;2.:~i~ 
Massachusetts Delegation. Keyes sent out requests to the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Indiana, and Illinois Delegations :.:.:.::;~:::z€,~:§ 
to take informal polls of their top three choices for the presidency. The response of the New Jersey Delegation was --------:;.-:...-::.:-:::-=:.::-
included in the archive - WIiiiam L. Dayton with no second or third choice specified. Oddly, Lincoln was nobody's :=-7.::.:.-=:..'":~==:..-u-: 
first choice. ($5,875) An ALS written by Lincoln shortly after being nominated In 1860 revealed an Interest in the ~.:t;;.k.~~~4~~ 

goings-on of his election effort " ... Allow me to thank you for the lnformation ... and also ~r§:""1f~ 
the clubs mentioned, for the good work they are doing." ($8,225) The official document ~=-===?~~-:: 
signed by Lincoln authorizing " ... the Secretary of State to affix the Seal of the United §;-°3"1..~&--":;::-f..~:k':: 
States to my Proclamation dated this day ... 1 January, 1863' was estimated at $400,000- --:-~.--'?"-='" ........... ,_ 
600,000. It sold for $886,000. Speaking of the Emancipation Proclamation, a "Boker" ~=.i::_=.:_~-~-=~:;.~_:;:_~ 
copy of the-Proclamation, also signed by Seward and John Nicolay, realized $611,000. - - _ 
An ALS written by Lincoln to Alexander Gardner, August 18, 1863, (the only known let- ...:.-::--·---------·-◄•-
ter between these two) followed a formal sitting for the photographer on Sunday, ... , -:::~~':::="::.=·--..:= 
August 9th. Sunday was chosen for the sitting in the hope of avoiding curiosity seek- A-f,. 1•- &:,_.:, 

ers. Lincoln wrote: "Allow me to return my sincere thanks for the cards and pictures 
which you have kindly sent me. I think they are generally very successful. The imper
ial photograph in which the head leans upon the hand I regard as the best that I have 
yet seen." Lotted with the original envelope, this unique lot failed to sell against an esti
mate $35-55,000. (We have to wonder if Lincoln ordered any wallet-sized portraits!) 
The next lot In the catalog, a leather-upholstered, Renaissance Revival carved oak 

chair that Gardner used when photographing Lincoln found a buyer for $44,650. A 

·----------

large oval albumen portrait ''Signed" by Lincoln included an inscription on the ,,_.,~""-
reverse: "In June 1864 I took this picture to the 'White House' and procured this ..,.. -;~~~".:: 
autograph--to be sold for the benefit of the Union soldiers. Franklin W. Pitcher." 
(A likely story!) It sold for but $49,350-less than half the estimate of a simi
lar piece cataloged last year. The reason? Many of the dealers and agents had 
qualms about this piece questioning the authenticity of the signature. Finally, .._ _________ _. 
an Executive Order from April 13, 1915, signed by President Woodrow Wilson, declared "As an evidence of profound 
affection of the American people for the memory of Abraham Lincoln, it is hereby ordered that the executive offices of 

the United States shall be closed and that the national nag be displayed at half-mast upon all Federal bulldings ... on 
Thursday, April 15, 1915, the fiftieth anniversary of his death." This proclamation is particularly ironic given that Wilson was 

a Southern Democrat who refused to take any direct action against the lynching of Blacks - he enjoyed the distinction of being 
the first president to enjoy seeing a movie at the White House ... appropriately, in this case, "The Birth of A Nation". $2,585. 

Our report on the Guernsey Sale of the Brackin Collection (R.S., Spring 2001) contained one Item that, In hindsight, was pi'esclent. The "Jefferson Davis 
dueling pistols· that sold for $140,000 (top lot of the sale) have been returned by the buyer due to Inconclusive prownance. At the 11me, we pointed out 
that provenance was "thin.· It seems the buyer should have done his homework before bidding, but we are not privy to all the details. 

Harlan J. Berk, Ltd., a Chicago-based autograph dealer, issued his premier fixed-price catalog. (Dennis J. Forgue Is a partner in the concern.) Descriptions 
are brief but detailed wrlteups and photographs of each Item are posted on their web site. Their catalog states "We warantee [sic] Everything We sell 
To Be Genuine With A Full Money Back Guarantee.• Some random offerings: Edward Everett LS ($200), cut signature of Hannibal Hamlin ($100), Andrew 
Johnson D.S. {$1,000), document with endorsement signed by Lincoln {$4,500). and an Autograph Letter Signed by Horatio Seymour ($100). 
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S otheby's sold the Library of Marshall B. Coyne this past June. Coyne built the famed Madison Hotel in 
Washington, DC and collected rare books, manuscripts, and autographs - most brokered by the late Ralph 
Newman who enjoyed the use ot his own private suite in Coyne's Washington townhouse. The collection 
included some very important material, the result of forty years of collecting. A 2 1/2 page ALS by John 

t•AJCtJSTOi, 

lfJ:Jl~UI! ~. Wilkes Booth, February 18, 1862, to John Simonds, concerned Booth's appearance In his home town of 
Baltimore as well as prospects for additional bookings " ... But I do not think - -.. A..~-"•_ · _ -. -- I my success here will be very great as one's native place Is the last place to 

...Pl!--~ ~--'-<., look tor such a thing." A postscript signed "John" refers to some pictures 
6-:7~~ '- (CDVs, perhaps) that Simonds had sent him " ... I enclose $5 In this, what 

.. ~ .• were those pictures? This may not be enough." ($5 for some Booth CDVs? 
~ Definitely not enough!) This prime rarity, estimated at $12,000-18,000, 

.. cleared $27,200. The famed Charleston Mercury "The Union Is 
...... Dissolved!" extra-broadside sold for $27,900, way below its record. A 

Lincoln Autograph Letter Signed to Major Thomas T. Eckert, February 7, 
1865, listing correspondence related to the Hampton Roads Conference 
(Eckert had met with Confederate representatives before-tiand) that 

UNION 
Lincoln wished to assemble in order to comply with a Congressional res- II " 
olution for information, was hammered down for $69,750. A copy of lJ 
Goldsmith's Miscellaneous Works that belonged to Lincoln had some --==-:IL: 

-
11 

interesting notations on the flyleafs: Lincoln's signature, a note from Lincoln Indicating he had 
received the book from Ninian W. Edwards, and an 1866 presentation inscription from Wllllam Herndon who had 
been given the book when Lincoln left Springfield in February 1861. This was not a second-hand book. but a 
fourth-hand book! No matter, it sold for $16,800. A Typed Letter Signed by former President Harry S. Truman, 
June 17, 1959, discussing the reaction to Lincoln's Gettysburg Address by the press with a postscript quip " ... You 
should also look at the snide remark of the Chicago Tribune. Old man Medill [the Trib's Editor] didn't like Lincoln. 

I don't think the Tribune ever liked any President]" The Chicago Tribune is forever remembered as the publication that 
made the embarrassing mistake of declaring "Dewey Beats Truman!" in 1948. Here, "Give 'Em Hell Harry" gives them 
a little dig! ($3,300.) Finally, a manuscript fair copy of Walt Whitman's famous poem O Captain! My Captain! written 
to memorialize the slain President, signed by Whitman, sold for $64,000. According to the catalog, Whitman gave 
memorial lectures on Lincoln for thirty-five years, with each program ending with an obligatory recitation of this poem. 

--------::--:---7 While it is the poem by which he is best remembered, it is neither typi· 
:;:;:.-~ cal of nor considered his best work, prompting Whitman to have con· 

tided "I am almost sorry I wrote the poem." Well, we like it...so there! 

Offered by E.A.C. Gallery via Sothebys.Com: An extren1'!Y sr.an:e llQcUment .rGned by PrBskfent Llncoln's _. IQ the IJox at t=onr• .,.,...,._. "'°"1 
he was assassinated, Major H8Jlry Rathbone (1&17-1911). As John Wilkes Booth burst Into the President's bolC ~ ~111 ~ him and 
was slashed In the arm. He cried out 'Stop that man!" alerting the audience that the shot ttiey heard was not part ottbe play. Hefatar l'nO\/ed to~. 
went Insane, murdered his wife, IMng out his final days In an Insane asylum! lhls piece was an endorsement, Oclobllr 6, 1866 on V8l'$(I of a letter from 
the Paymaster General's ofllce to Brigadier General McKeever. Tbe tettar QUer1ed "Has any bounty been advallced to Pvt. Jacob L Kfslne'/ ... ?' Rathbone 
signed the conclusion of a secretarlally-wn statament Indicating he has no Information relallve to the soldier's bounty. With an aggllSSlw estimate 
of $1,500-2.000, one bid was executed at the open of $900- plus 15% ~ premium. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
nder the headline "Scary Stock Market Boosts Solid Collectibles." Dana Linett asserted in his April 
catalog " ... It seemed that we were experiencing the opposite effect that one might expect from a • decline in 'consumer confidence' in the stock market...Early American History Auctions received a i , d. 
near all time record of bid forms ... perhaps many had sold some of their stocks or chose to Invest ' /.. ' t 

their freshly earned funds with Early American." Sales optimism or an accurate assessment of the market? ' ~~. .l 
We'll let the results of the April sale speak for themselves! A signed carte-de•visite of Col. Elmer Ellsworth t::'-~ 

in uniform as a Chicago Zouave. described as "exceedingly rare," sold for 
S6,300. Less expensive was a signed Brady carte-<fe-visite of ·u. S. Grant, Lt. Gen. U.S.A." which made $3,800. A most 
unusual Lincoln memorial presentation featured an engraving of the marble bust of Lincoln done by Thomas Dow Jones. 

"The whole has been framed in a hand-carved and ebonized molding with red silk or damask liner, 
~~---- highlighted with a silver plated bezel." This lovely piece of Victoriana

Lincolniana realized $4,000. An 11 x 18" advertisement for a New England 
U, S, M, R, ft, hotel & resort, masquerading as a Lincoln Civil War recruitment broadside. 

didn't fool anyone, falllng to sell against an aggressive estimate of S2,500· 
3,500. A mourning ribbon issued in conjunction with the escort for Lincoln's 
funeral train (U.S.M.R.R.. or United States Military Railroad) left the station 
at $1.200 ... quite a bargain as it is but one of four extant specimens! 

ALElANall,VA. 

R M. Smythe held their Spring Autograph sale at the historic Algonquin Hotel in New York 
City. We don't know 1f any poker or gm-rummy games were held (the Algonquin was 
famous for a private card club that Included such luminaries as George Gershwin, 
Dorothy Parker. and Harpo Marx) but bidders were dealt some choice historical materi· 

• 

al. The most unusual offering was an ALS by a sixteen-year old John Wilkes Booth. Written from 
the family home, Tudor Hall, to William O'laughlin (brother of the conspirator Michael O'Laughlin), r 
November 8, 1854. the future assassin apologizes for not writing sooner " ... When next I see you I 
w/11 give you my reasons for not calling on you. but as for the former excuse have had so ~ 
much work all day. and am so tired at night that I can not find time to wate." e1 .... ~ 
Described as a ·rare letter .. one of only eight surviving from his earliest known , " , , , , 1 ,., ,....R ::..-,.=·1-~• ... •-~-----=c--:a='., 1 f;.!,.,.,..- ............ "•I'' 
writings ... " It sold for $31,050. A four-page ALS by Secretary of War Edwin M. , ~ J _J !t.~1;.. ;:. ')., "~ 
Stanton detailed war-related Intelligence for its recipient. Gen Ambrose Burnside. ., ~.; 1?.. 1. i11. J;A~, .. .?:, ;; 
Written on May 11, 1862 from Fort Monroe, Virginia, Stanton described the evacu- ,.. _ •• f: 11'i:1 • "1;;.~ •;:,. 
ation and capture of Norfolk and the sc~ttling of the C.S.S. Merrimac. " ... I regret to •~ :!-::,)..--:' _;:~;:. •:;.:~f-;Lt'il .. : 
say that the Government has not at this moment any troops that can be sent you. •--~ .. j .• ;;;-11-;... .:; • ,, J 
General McClellan & Halleck are both urgent for reinforcements which cannot be • ; l:ft;. "f ... "fi/ f.:. .. ,.::;/• 
given. When your cavalry and artillery arrive nothing further can be sent until the :-{'i. .J,•.r::1-:/:Jj.;::/1. _ 
recruits are reviewed. The co-operation of yourself and General Wool and the opera- 1;:/':. 1',:l~~/')-: .. ;_J't,,.~ • 
tions to be conducted by you are left to your discretion under the circumstances in ' .. ..:.::.:-1.,:.,;.~.j. ~• 
______ which you may be placed Frequent advices are desired. The ,. 1- __ 

President, Secretary Chase and I have been here five days and 
expect to retum today." ($4,890.) Smythe also hosted an all-photography sale In June. In that 
auction, a mounted albumen entitled "The Aztec Club" (presumably a MeXJcan-War veterans asso
ciation) depicting President Grant and nineteen former military officers. including his son. Lt. Fred - ---.,~= 
D. Grant, sold for S925 (including 15% buyer's premium). Also across the block was an unusual I 
large, mounted albumen portrait of General and Mrs. Grant and, guess who?--their son.Col. Fred D. Grant, " ... taken immediately after 
their arrival from their Tour around the World. The likeness of Mrs. Grant is pronounced by Col. Grant to be the most accurate ever taken 

1 
of h,s Mother." (Didn't they ever hear the expression ... 'Toe camera doesn't lie?") This cozy family grouping sold for $520. . 

This 4 by 8" photogravure. inscribed UFor Catherine McCarltey. an authority on Uncoln photograph$ who should have this one - Carl 
Sandburo." McCarttey was Sandburg's personal secretary and wOl1<ed with him on numerous Lincoln studies. E-Bay, July 2001: $280. 
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S ome recent "offerings" on e-Bay further proving the maxim you don't ALWAYS get what you pay tori A 
"Lincoln" free-franked envelope (presentation enhanced with the addition of a private express-company stamp) 
"signed" twice sold for $3,022. (We'll gladly pay for this "customer's" name and address!) A carte cataloged 
as "John Wilkes Booth CDV photo RAREST OF ALL! This CDV would make a great addition to any Booth col

lection. It is VERY RARE and I have only seen one more like ,t m the past. It ,s guarenteed original and period and 
has been protected in a non PVC cover since my original purchase: The portrait (more closely resembling George 
Francis Train!) failed to meet the reserve - despite the addition of the PCV cover! And, what would have 
been accurately represented as a great. theatrical tintype took on additional Import as being a "Rare John 

Wilkes Booth tintype of the actor in a role playing what appears to be a villain. 
1------• Probably from one of the Spanish romantic roles he 

played. As you can see from the comparative pose 
who we have provided, there is no doubt who this villain is. n ($250.) And, an 
autograph ACCURATELY represented as "a rare, great forgery of ,......,_._-,--r,:..,,-,,__.--., 

the autograph of John 
Wilkes Booth... hand
written in dark brown 
Ink and is NOT printed 
like a facsimile ... sold 
for "reference purpos
es" went for $50. 

M & S Rare Books of Providence, RI issues well-researched flXed-price catalogs. An archive of material relating to Civil War news correspondent 
Thomas Wallace Knox is priced at $15,000. Knox worked for the New York Herald and published dispatches critical of General William T. 
Sherman, describing him as "erratic." That prompted Sherman to Institute a General Court Martial against Knox charging him with giving intel
ligence to the enemy, being a spy, and violating a general order prohibiting civilians from following the campaign. The trial convened at Young's 

Point, Louisiana on February 5, 1863 and remains the only such trial of a war journalist m American history. Knox was acquitted on the first two charges. 
but Indicted on the third, although no punishment was recommended. Sherman felt all reporting on military matters compromised the war effort, and 
wished to control or censor It He wrote to Grant "If the press be allowed to run riot, and write up and write down at their pleasure, there Is an end to a 
constitutional government in America. and anarchy must result" Constitutional issues were not discussed at the trial, and Knox's colleagues remained omi
nously silent and failed to rally to his cause. Although defeated In court, Sherman accomplished his goal by intimidating the press. The group consisted of 
Knox's original manuscript transcript of the trial, signed by Judge Advocate Joseph Holt, a bound-in leaf written by Knox explaining the origins and results 
of the case, as well as ephemera related to Knox's later career (author of childrens books and travelogues) which includes an oll portrait, an albumen por
trait, and the "Royal Order of the White Elephant of Siam" decoration given Knox by that country's king. Also offered was an 1860 Lincoln campaign song
sheet. 7 x 8.5", printed In Western lllinols, and "Offered for Sale by the Meredosia Wide-Awakes.· Asking price here: $4.500. The author of the song was 
a Republican operative named Benjamin Henry Grierson who abandoned the music business in 1861 and launched a miBtary career that included the 
famous wGrterson's Rakr in 1863 and the routing of the Mescarlaro Apache, Victoria, In the Department of the Pecos, twenty-five years later. 

A rchie Steenburgh of Pike, NH sold a pair of oil-on-canvas 
portraits of Mr. & Mrs. Judah P. Benjamin this past July. 
Measuring 24 x 30" (with some restoration) they realized 

$2,100 (Including buyer's). Benjamin remains one of the more com· 
palling figures of the Civil War. Born in the British West Indies, his fam
ily relocated shortly thereafter to Charleston, SC. Benjamin practiced law 
In New Orleans before being elected as a Whig to the United States 
Senate, serving from 1852-61 He switched to the Democratic Party in 
1856 and supported Buchanan for the Presidency. After resigning his 
seat following Secession, he was appointed Attorney General of the 
Confederate Stales by Jefferson Davis. He would also serve as both 
Confederate Secretary of War and Sec. of State. Considered by many the brains of the 
Confederacy, he was both a realist and pragmatist - Benjamin was an early 
advocate for the use of slaves as combat soldiers (with a promise of eman
cipation.) Toward the end of the War. a $50,000 reward for his capture was 
offered by Union authorities. As the War ended, Benjamin remained in the 
Davis entourage until the last moments before escaping to Florida and the 
Bahamas, and thence to England. In England. his fortunes rose considerably, 
and he became an eminently successful and respected barrister. His 1868 
work Treatise on the Law of Sale of Personal property. became a standard 
text book in the US and Britain for many years. He retains the distinction of 
being the most prominent Jewish-American statesman of the 19th century. 

C ivil War dealers are increasingly selling 
items from their inventory via on-line web
pages - hoping to reach a wider pool of 
buyers. Len Rosa, of War Between the 

States has a CDV of Lincoln's receiving tomb at 
Oak Ridge Cemetery ($1,000.) The Horse Soldier, 
also of Gettysburg, PA. has a signed CDV of 
Schuyler Colfax for $350 on their webpage. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
D ana Linett (the "Big D") Is expanding! No -- he hasn't opened a branch office, nor 

added additional staff (despite our offer to come work for him in La Jollal). He 
has, however, grown somewhat manageable auctions Into behemoth sales of 

more than 2,000 lots! Among the Items that caught our attention 
in the June calvacade was the cover lot: the Holy Grail of politi

cal-Lincolniana - a Lincoln & Johnson ferrotype jugate. This 
is only the second auction appearance of this rarity. Dana is 

modest in his description of this item as the rarest 19th centu
ry political jugate; it is, in fact, the rarest major party polltical 
jugate from any century! We know of only four in private collec
tions and one in an institutional collection. There may very well 

be no more than ten still in existence! Estimated realistically at 
$30,000-40,000, this blockbuster was hammered down for $34,500. 

Some other items, perhaps more affordable for us "poor working slobs," 
included: an inscribed CDV of Major Robert Anderson, signed twice, "For my 

sweet little friend 'Daisy' ... " (somebody please dig up the dirt on this Daisy!) 
$2,875; a May 6, 1865 ALS by Naval Commander Edward McCauley of the U.S.S. Benton, 
commenting on the search for Jeff Davis " ... We are at present hard worked trying to pre
vent Jeff Davis and the other Booth-ltes from getting across the river. .. I have about a dozen 
vessels in my division, strung along the stream, with boats In the intervals and pickets of 
men at crossings ... but I can hardly hope for his capture ... Mismanagement on his part, or 
good luck on our side alone can do it..." (Passed); and an extremely rare colored lithograph 

of Lincoln published by Ehrgott, 

i 
Forbriger & Co. in Cincinnati, enti
tled "President Lincoln, Writing 
the Proclamation of Freedom", 
was far from complimentary 
depicting the President in his slip
pers using the American flag as a 
window shade! Cincinnati, a 
Copperhead city directly opposite 
Covington, produced a great deal 
of material antagonistic to Lincoln 
and his Administration. A shrewd 
bidder picked up on the rarity of 
this treasure. acquiring it for an 
extremely reasonable $4,730. 

S teven S. Raab Autographs of Ardmore, PA offers 
an interesting McClellan item in his current 
fixed-price catalog. An Autograph Telegram 
Signed by George McClellan, sent to his wife In 

NYC on May 15, 1862, reflects the General's optimism for 
the success of his assault upon Richmond. His Peninsula 
Campaign had reached its apex and Union troops were in 
their closest proximity to their goal, Richmond. "Your let
ter and photographs received this morning. All are splen
did-the best I have had. My troops are in motion, all in 
splendid spirits. We may have a severe battle to fight, but 
I know that I will win it and we 'II be together again. God 
knows that is what I most desire. Send me a picture of 
Mary and my album will be complete. G. B. McClellan, 
Major General." At the 
same time, Mac sent a 
telegram to Stanton 
informing him that his 
troops were continually 
advancing - a letterpress 
copy of same was 
included in the offering. 
($5,995.) Also for sale 
were two Civil War sol
dier letters from 1864, 
one of which referred 
pointedly to the presi
dential contest: " ... What 
'chivalry' I have seen have not had a prepossessing 
appearance generally speaking, they have a gun or some 
Instrument of death i11 their hands... I have got lots of 
them and they are all for Lincoln and Joh11son, tor the 
Union and for an honorable peace .. .I am not willing yet to 
cry peace in the language of a copperhead ... I desire the 
election of Abraham Lincoln. With his election the success 
of our cause is made sure... The hopes of nine tenths of 
our soldiers are fixed on Lincoln... From conversations 
with Rebels In Atlanta, i know their only hope of success 
lies in the defeat of Lincoln ... This Is reason why the sol
diers are so nearly unanimous for Lincoln ... " ($895.) 

M ax Rambod of Encino, CA offered twenty-five lots of Lincoln memorabilia in his December sale. We 
noticed numerous "orphans" - pieces with a history of popping up here and there in search of a home. 
The fresh faces included: a two-sided poll book page from the presidential contest of 1840 In which 
Lincoln's name appears as an elector for the Whig Ticket ($850); a legal document from 1842, written 

entirely in Lincoln's hand and signed twice by him. being an affi
davit that a defendant in a divorce has left the state and there
fore cannot be served papers (unsold against an estimate of 
$15-20,000); and this 7 x 8" albumen photo catalogued as a 
"Large Albumen Photo of President Lincoln's Funeral" with 
imprint of "Boehl & Koenig Photo. 707 N. 4th St." 
(Philadelphia?) We would be willing to wager this photograph 
was incorrectly attributed - the caisson and coffin in the photo 
do not match the elaborate hearse and catafalque normally seen; 
many of the spectators are wearing bowler hats (not in style in 
1865); plus there appear to be telephone poles along the sidewalk! 
Someone must have shared this insight - the lot was withdrawn. 
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G ary Hendershott's June fixed-price catalog of "Historical Civil War Memorabilia" included several Lincoln-
related works of art. A life-size Lincoln bust executed in bronze by George Bissell In 1899, is priced at , 
S17,500. The same price buys you a 14" bronze entitled The Union Forever by Alexander Weinman (you 
numfsmatists out there will recognize him as the designer of the Mercury dime and "Walking Liberty" half 

dollar). A from-life bronze bust by Thomas Dow Jones, described by the cataloger as "the finest bust of Abraham 
Lincoln in existence" weighs in at 90 lbs. and is "tagged" at $35,000. The catalog entry mentions that Lincoln sat 
for this work on December 30, 1860 while passing through Cincinnati en-route to his inauguration.and that it was 
commissioned by Ohio Republican leaders. Lincoln actually visited Cincinnati on his birthday, February 12, 1861. 

The bust is inscribed "T. 0. 
Jones esq. sculptor 1861.", cor
roborating this date. And, a 20 x 
24" oil-on-panel of Lincoln by 
historical painter Franklin C. 
Courter which was exhibited at the 1893 Columbian Exposition Is 
$25,000, Another work by Courter, Lincoln Showing Sojourner Truth 
the Bible Presented Him by the Colored People of Baltimore, was 
exhibited, along with this portrait, at the fair. 

B ruce Gimelson of Garrison, NY has offered Lincoln memorabilia in 
antiques publications for some time now. His recent listing In the Maine Antique Digest included this 
set of oak chairs with bas-relief carved busts of Lincoln and Washington. ($18,500). He also has an 
exquisite gold locket housing a large tuft of Lincoln's hair removed by one of the doctors attending him 

the night of April 14th, Robert King Stone. ($85,000.) The case Is Inscribed President Lincoln's Hair cut from his 
head while the wound was being examined. The Hair Presented by General A. E. King. Bruce notes that in addi
tion to absolutely perfect provenance, he speculates this is the first such locket removed and saved. 

R obert Siegel Auctions 
In NYC held two phi-

~ latellc sales last 
fl!I ~ tl/../tif:'~ ,-..... November and March. A 

• r.P!:- 'ltb';-> j,.::.1 ft. Confederate cover with letter 
"' ~ .. , --- ' postmarked April 24, 1861 in 

Clarksville, TN, written on board 
a steamship near Paducah, 
Kentucky realized $3,750. 
Written to an Illinois Whig edi
tor, the correspondent obvious-
ly had a personal 
agenda .. ." Hurrah for the 
Southern Confederacy. Send on 
your swarms of nigger-stealers. 
We w/11 soon be ready for them 
like hogs. This is for your private 
pipe." A Lincoln "Rail Splitter" 
campaign cover mailed in 1861 
to England sold for $3,750. An 
unusual Lincoln memorial cover 
was $950. Another Confederate 
cover with the rather blunt admo
nition "Run, Yank, or Dier' rallied 
for $1,000. Prices quoted do not 

r-----"-l..:;,~~2_j include the 15% buyer's premium. 
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P roflles In History's latest catalog featured a most revealing letter 
written by President James Buchanan (with the recent spat of 
presidential biographies, we wonder when someone will get 
around to "Old Buck"). Written on August 4, 1859 to a 

Massachusetts Democratic politician, Mr. W. C. N. Swift: "I have received 
your favor of the 26th ultimo and regret to learn of any difficulty in har
monizing the Democracy of Massachusetts. I feel a deep interest in the 
Selection of a Sound national man as a Candidate for the next Presidency, 
without feeling a decided preference 
for any individual and am, therefore, 
anxious that the Delegation from 
Massachusetts should be composed 
of sound national men who will act in 
unison in accomplishing this great 
and patriotic object ... A conciliatory 
Spirit ought to prevall among all to 
produce union and harmony; and I 
confess that the programme which .._ __ _ 
you presented to me In conversation 
for this purpose appeared to be reasonable and 
wise and well calculated to accomplish the object. •• From this letter, it 
appears that Buchanan had already made his mind up a year in advance that 
he would not seek a second term. For someone who hankered after the 
Presidency for practically his entire career, it is Ironic that he wanted out after 
21/2 years-prior to the secession crisis. Unable to handle a crisis, Buchanan 
was nonetheless sawy enough to foresee the threat of a dMded Democratic 
party and the need to avoid a sectional candidate-fears which came to real
ization despite his early concerns. A great piece of history! ($2,950.) 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

R emember When Auctions of Wells, ME had twenty lots of Lincolniana in their 
January sale. Among the better items: an unusual Brady carte-de-visite showing 
Lincoln in a contemplative pose. taken in 1862, realized a thoughtful $2.130. 

Another CDV, this without photographer's credit or imprint, depicting 
...,,.,.,....,,,..,,,..._...,... Boston Corbett the "avenger of Lincoln", sold for $800. The definitive 

Lincoln portrait ballot, from "Ward 7" of Boston, made $720. A 2-
page circular signed by Charles Francis Adams, U. S. Minister to r p... ~ _;:;,,, 
Great Britain, May 2, 1865, formally announcing the death of ~1..x,,, ~ ..u......,, 
President Lincoln and ordering American diplomatic stations to I --~-~ 
observe a six-month period of mourning, went for $2,300. Finally, 
a pencil sketch of President Andrew Johnson's feet, signed twice by Johnson, 
sold together with two similar sketches of White House military staff, all three 
accomplished in December 1865, "sole-d" for $2,000. Lincoln also submitted 
to this rather silly exercise in souvenir-hunting. His shoe sketches - as the three 

u.;.....:.... ___ ...._......;;:::...._... offered here - were originally collected by a Dr. P. Kahler. 

-~--...-......... _,,...,.,, __ ..... "'ht'-'-
_......,,- .. -· ..... ~-
·-••.-- ...... 1111J,,.._...,.,._.,. ..,..,-.-·-~-~-·- ....... 

·--.-~ ............ -r•~,,,,_,--•~•~ -• _,..,..._,_..,...,.,...., ~-_..,.......,. ___ ."""' __ _ 
.._,.,.__ 

R are Lincoln polllicals on the net! Finding a com
position or "lava" rnedalet for Lincoln is tough; 
acquiring a pair in mint condition is unheard 

of! But that's exactly what happened when this pair sold on 
e-Bay for a very reasonable $750. The large oval Lincoln 

•~e.iiii- ferrotype with the much coveted "Cooper Union" portrait 
Is likewise difficult to source, especially in excellent condition. This example, the key piece in a Delaware collection, sold for only 
$4,600. Despite a "huge" pool of buyers, It often appears that prices with internet auctions have yet to reach their potential. 

,,Jns-;_"3Fvm~w. 
J1111:-.7:7~7:iimc11 

--·-_,..___ --~---....... __ -
..._,._ ,.,._ 
.......:.......-.:-................ _ 
·------'-.,._ . ..,._ ·-~---·-· -!-

D r. Norm Boas (d.b.a. Seaport Autographs) has issued his third catalog devoted exclusively to Lincoln 
and his associates (why would you consider issuing any other kind of catalog?) It consists of 336 
lots, all fixed-price. One offering features two prominent figures in the Lincoln story. Albert Bledsoe 
was a Springfield lawyer who practiced In partnership with Edward D. Baker. Along with Lincoln, he 

was a member of the Executive Committee of the "Clay Club" which unsuccessfully attempted to persuade '--i.: ..... ;.-..,. ._ ~ ..... ___ ..:. ".'T~w -...-..., 

Henry Clay to visit Springfield in 1842. Elias Merryman was a Springfield doctor who was Lincoln's "second" -.:. ""$"-71':-··~ -•~ _ 
in the famous aborted duel with James Shields (fortunately. his services were not required). A manuscript - •,-.. ~ -- ;u-;~--1 ~ .,~ , 
receipt signed by Bledsoe on behalf of Dr. Merryman, collecting ten dollars due from an estate, is priced at ,__...,.._,_ - = •F-'"-' -~~ 
$275. An 1852 marriage certificate signed by Charles Dresser, the Episcopal minister who married Abraham .:.:.J , /,. , • .,.,. ,-4-h 

1 

..r--"7.27~ 13 ,- - "" / 
and Mary Todd Lincoln, is $250. An 1838 ADS by John J. Hardin, a Lincoln relation and col- .___-;,, ----~ 
league who took turns with Lincoln In being elected to Congress, Is significant in that it involves -----
a suit against Stephen A. Douglas for a debt of $232. Price: $350. An Autographed Document 4-,Jt-, ..hPi 
Signed by John McNamar, in his capacity as treasurer of Menard County in 1850, is likewise ~;~':~~ J,'(;J{Jr,,,.,'!".:r"' -
$350. McNamar (a.k.a. McNeil), you will recall, was Ann Rutledge's fiance, and a romantic J= ~- ,4,.1/ff.._fc- ~4-✓/-
"rival" to Lincoln who went back East for a period of years, only to return after Ann's death. ✓,,, ,/;"',,'«-= ;.:r. ~ ,1,.. ____ ~~ ' 

Some neat association material! ✓-'--

C hapel Hill Rare Books [Doug & Maureen O'Dell, Proprietors) recently issued a catalog with some four hundred books and imprints related to 
the Civil War. Adelbert Volck's Confederate war Etchings is $4,000. This second edition. limited to 100 sets, consists of 29 plates plus an index 
loosely housed in a portfolio. Volek originally published 30 anti-Northern cartoons entitled Sketches from the Civil war, but the work was sup
pressed by the author himself as the subject matter was considered treasonable. (The first issue is today virtually unobtainable.) The second 

Issue lacks only one plate. Meeting of the Southern Emissaries with Lincoln, whose original plate was evidently lost In storage. Also offered rs a 6 x 
10" broadside, Cincinnati, July 31, 1863, that declares martial law In Kentucky per order of General Burnside. ( $1,850.) The order reads, in part: 
"Whereas, the State of Kentucky Is invaded by a rebel force, with the avowed intention of over-awing the Judges of Elections. of intimidating the loyal 
voters. keeping them from the polls, and forcing the election of dis/oyalist candidates, at the election on the 3rd of August: and whereas, the military 
power of the Government is the only force that can defeat this attempt, the State of Kentucky is hereby DECLARED UNDER MARTIAL LAW." A minia
ture copy of The Constitution of the Confederate States of America.,. Passed by the Louisiana State Convention March 21st 1861. Together with the 
Yeas and Nays Thereon , measuring a scant 3 x 4" and totaling but 29 pages, has a grown-up price ... $5,000. For those collecting on a budget, fear 
not! Scattered throughout the catalog are numerous entries for under $100. 
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B ob and Ethan Raynor's "Historical Collectible Auctions" hosted two recent sales. In January, they offered: an anti
Lincoln handbill A Prayer To Be Said By All Good Citizens On The Day Of Fasting & Prayer Ordered By President Lincoln, 
measuring 5 x 7'' with the name Jefferson Davis spelled out in an acrostic ($200) and a soft paste mug with black trans

& 11a&Taa ----A.T.1~ ooan omT,JD,l.-

fbr \lrager. ,, _______ .,. __ _ _ ... ___ _ 
---·--··----·-------E--;Ez===--~_ .. ___ ,, ____ _ ,,,_._.._ ... _., __ __ ., ____ ~ 
------·--..,._ .. ____ _ ~------

fer portrait of President Abraham Lincoln, circa 1862 ($1,840). In H.C.A.'s May sale, a wide assortment of 
interesting collectibles included: an idealized and sentimental print entitled "True Blue" depicting an 

African-American family wistfully gazing upon the mantelpiece portrait of a World 
_.,------ War I doughboy while a portrait of Lincoln hangs nearby ($288); a dramatic 

broadside, February 21, 1863, announcing a "Grand Rally of Union Men in Mass 
Convention at Fairfield, Iowa ... " that includes inspirational quotes by Lincoln asso
ciates Stephen Douglas and Joseph Holt ($1,265); another bold broadside, undat
ed, but probably 1860, advertises a "Young Mens' Democratic Union Rally at Goshen!" [NY] ($460); an 1865 
piece of sheet music entitled "That's What's the Matter with the Purps" depicts bulldogs Lincoln and Jeff Davis 
nipping at the trouser legs of the perplexed slave ($750); a well-executed pair of bronze stat

ues of Lincoln and Washington, each standing 23" In height, appeared to be of Victorian vin
tage ($2,300); and a 3-page letter written May 22, 1861 by a Jewish resident 

of Binghamton, NY to Philadelphia Rabbi Isaac Lesser, makes a novel suggestion " ... write President Lincoln and exert 
your reasoning powers to stay this outrageous war. .. If they think these difficulties cannot be settled except at the point 
of the bayonet ... would It not be far better that a Champion be selected on each side and let victory be assigned on the 

side of the one who proved victorious in the 
contest. It certainly would be far more 
humane that one or two be sacrificed in our 
Country's cause than that the blood of many 
be shed ... "We would have gladly paid to see 
Old Abe "rassle" Jeff Davis in such a contest, 
but the idea never got too far. Rabbi Lesser 
probably read this letter and exclaimed 
"Does this guy think I'm meshuga?" ($605.) 

T om Slater's recent catalog represented the final installment of the Chick Harris Collection. The eight catalogs willl no doubt serve 
as a valuable reference source. As with other "single owner'' sales, however, one cannot help wondering if the strong prices are truly 
reflective of the market. A Lincoln-Johnson ferrotype sold for $5,400 (prices do not include 10% buyer'spremium). An 18 x 22" mount-

ed photograph of the "Rail Splitters of the Lincoln Club, Toledo, Ohio" posing for Theodore 
Roosevelt's inauguration in 1905 sold for $330. None of the participants appeared to be old 
enough to have been original members of the fabled marching club. A "Lincoln Wide 
Awake" badge, a variant of Sullivan-DeWitt AL-1860-44 with a different style of lettering 
for the words WIDE AWAKE, made $1,570. The highly sought-after Currier & Ives 
Lincoln-Johnson Grand National Banner, with wide margins and bold colors, real

ized $10,000. A gilded, black lacquer box with 
mounted ferrotype of 
Lincoln, probably 
issued post-assassina
tion, brought a solid 
$1,200. Making anoth- The left edge of the ad includes a rebus: 
er appearance was a "Send (one dime) for our (cat) alogue." 
Lincoln-Johnson lnau- ------------, 
guralion facsimilie $5 note featuring a clever rebus offering of a cat 
"alogue" for ten-cents. It has previously sold for $1,050. This lime 
around, the winner bidder had to shell out $1,350. 

G ary Combs is a New York City autograph dealer who issues fixed-price lists. His current catalog includes vfr:-"'"" ~ /c~ 
an ALS by Robert Todd Lincoln as U.S. Minister to Great Britain, January 1, 1891: "I am not so happy as 

,.,' .._ &., I J-.2.r-11-?4 
to have Mrs. Lincoln with me - She & our girls will cross the water later reaching London at the end of 
February ... " Written on mourning stationery, in memory of the death of his own son, Abraham Lincoln 

A. .,._ .,___,.,_......._ .._ 

11, and offered together with the original transmittal envelope for $500. Also available: an Autographed Quote ti.:- -~~- ~ 
Signed by Charles Sumner, March 14, 1865, on his abolitionist point-of-view "A queen on the scaffold is a less C(""V-, .,z...,,-<..q_, 

pitiful sight than a woman on the auction-block." $450. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
E phemera auctions are becoming more com

monplace. Some firms have even scheduled 
annual paper auctions. Merrill's Auction Gallery WO IIIJ■ UI.l,f 
of Williston, VT had an ephemera sale last April Lf,fll{I -t ,·B-J'OHCnl 

that advertised what appeared to be a substantial _:_I II J 110.JlllJ ! 
Lincoln and Johnson broadside. (Rarest of the rare!) F. e. Tt:R'\tR ~ el' 'l1 -
It turns out the piece - either a small broadside, or, n T _,.;_ ' ril\ 

~-• t_!_P~_lfE.~_iT\t"OltTil, more likely, a "circular," measured but 4 x 6''. It sold - -
for $440, proving again that size does matter! TltisT lllll<'nNo-l'O)f ~-

'---------------------f ......... !~~-Evening, 
•:..,,, .... .._.,,, .. ""' ........ !:» 

-=~------ ....... 

U . S. Grant is almost as 
popular on e-Bay as Lincoln! A 
few recent examples include a 
handsome carte-de-vlsite 

($450); an unusual chromollthograph 
{failed to sell with bids reaching $350); 

-~::..~-;;=----~~t::: ...... -~ ... ~ ~ 
-----If.-- ; :~..:::;-

and .. a most unusual relic. As detailed in the description: "It's kind 
of hard to know where to start with this one. Anyway, this is an .!......--'===-~ 

incredible auction for the advanced Civil War collector or any U.S. Grant collector as well. I 
aquired this from a collector about 2 weeks ago, as an untouched attic find. Inside a cloth 
(which I relaized much later is a well-worn inner bag from a haversack} was a partially 
smoked tobacco cigar and two letters. The first letter is dated July 3, 1864: 'My Love, I must 
request this cigar to be held as a keepsake. Our own Gen. Grant let this cigar fall to the 
ground, prior to our engagement at Cold Harbor. He promptly asked me for a fresh cigar. I 
miss you dearly, and I am in good health. I am in need of socks. I All my affections, George' 
Also written on the letter in different handwriting Is 'Letter from George Clark, adjunct to 
Gen. George Stannard'. Ok, so at this point I was a little skepitcal. I did my homework and 
I did find that yes, General Stannard did meet with General Grant for a few moments before 
the engagement at Cold Harbor. So at this point, I figured here would be the best time for 
this George Clark to aquire this cigar. The next letter Is dated July 17th, 1893: 'The Clark 
Family: I We at the Gen. Robert L. Bodine G.A.R. Post 306 of Doylestown, Pennsylvania 
would like to take the time to thank your family for remembering your home state and 
donating to our post, momentos of the late Lt. George Clark. It is grand to have such dona
tions as the cigar of the late Gen. and president U.S. Grant. Our post thanks you for your 
generosity. May God keep your family safe. I Sincerely, Matthew Camp, for Post 306.' With 
this documentation I was really happy to purchase this cigar. It is partially smoked, which 
Is hard to see in 1he photo. It is still very much there. It is still tighly rolled." ($725) 

A lexander Autographs 
sold close to fifteen I 
hundred lots last 

April, divided equally between j 

a live sale held at NYC's I 
Shelburne Hotel, and a mail, 
phone, & fax auction. If the 
following tot is any indication, I 
Elmer Ellsworth was quite the 
promoter! A two-page manu
script, written and signed by 
the "Martyr," one of a handful of 
similar "press releases" to recently sell. was intended for 
publication In the Chicago papers. " ... Occasionally a man 
starts up ... who differs from others of the same age or sta
tion, who is eternally at work-who never hesitates or fal
ters ... if he undertakes any thing no matter what, it will be 
carried through if human energy can accomplish it ... one of 
these happy instances of combination of talent, tact, sagac• 
ity & determined energy ... such a one is Colonel Ellsworth ... 
he has determined to tum his attention to the work of plac
ing the militia of the country on a proper footing without any 
prospect of reward ... if any faith can be placed in 'Pluck' 
backed by rare talents we shall see glorious fruits of his 
determination. Wherever he goes he carries with him the 
best wishes of our citizens .. : Although Ellsworth and 
Lincoln were good friends, the Colonel tacked at leas1 one 
attribute the President is credited with - modesty. ($2,300.) 
Also In the sale, a 3-page letter written just three days after 
the Draft Riots in New York City were suppressed, July 20, 
1863, gives a wrenching eye-witness account" ... 100 [sol
diers] were fired upon by the rioters from housetops killing 
several before they had time to get their cannons in posi
tion ... they fired up the avenue killing and wounding a great 
many rioters... The negroes suffered terribly, as the rioters 
are chiefly ignorant Irish, [they) have a great hatred for the 
dark/es. They would run after one whenever they see them. 
Two innocent negroes they hung for no other reason than 
they are of the black race ... " ($750.) 

C ongratulations (we think?I) to Rail Splitter Editor 
Curtis Lindner who has "taken the plunge" to 
become a full-time dealer of historical 

Americana. Curtis travels the backroads of New England 
and frequents out-of-the-way auction houses in his quest 
to provide fresh material to the marketplace (and if he 
happens to pick up something for his collection in the 
process - well, that's allrgiht, too!) The chosen outlet for 
his acquisitions is his website: www.HistoryGuild.com. 
Everything is divided Into neat categories, and pictured in 
full color. Check it out! Now available: a bevy of beautiful 
caries - Johnson by Brady, $400; Jeff Davis cartoon, 
$325; Mary by Brady in 1862, $325; Lincoln and Tad by 
G.F. Bouve of Boston - after the photo by Gardner, $725; 
a parian bust of Grant, 8" tall, $295; and an 1864 circular 
(not pictured) announcing a McClellan campaign meeting 
at "the McClellan Headquarters, in Meadville ... • Printed on 
light blue paper, 5 x 8", the piece is priced at $175. 
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~ A-, ~ .., g ~ u nlversity Archives, under the milltary command of John Reznikoff (John's idea of a "relaxing vacation" was 
..t' if-, ~ _ ,._.,..£. .,..r to test his meta/with the official Navy Seal Training program last month!) offers a huge Inventory of hls-
.i ~ ~ ,. ... ~ ce ~ torical documents through their website. Among the items currently listed: An 1889 letter from a Charles 
~ .J.:r ~ tff. Nougues to John Bunn, Treasurer of the Lincoln Monument Association, regarding the execution of a will: 

rf .... - 2::: .,...... .I/:. ,,., " ... twenty-five hundred dollars received by me ... be/ng the amount of the legacy left by the said Last Will and 
:R. ~ J-, r-; ,I.; r-:- c I?- Testament to the 'Resting place of the martyred President Abraham Lincoln' ... " ($200): a fabulous letter written just 
.,,.~ ... /- t£ .L ___, after the assassination on April 17th from a T.C. Steele to his mother, Jane Freur, "I sit down to write a few thoughts 
,- .t". ~ I to you on the enormous calamity which has so recently befallen our great and beloved nation. Perhaps I am not right 

J:, 
11

, 1 f<.t in calling it a calamfty for it may prove to be a great blessing. It was certainly a Providential act. .. We might have 
--- been too lenient, too forbearing towards a revengeful foe who are thirsting for our very lite-blood. But let us take con

solation in the words 'Whom the lord loveth He chasteneth, • truly He must love our nation for a heavier blow could not have been dealt to any government than 
that which has been dealt to us in the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. A man kind, simple, plain, loving, humble, noble, honest. a statesman, a patriot. a chris
tian, greater than Washington. A man who loved his country better than self and who was ever ready to sacrifice all to his country's good. That a mean, cow
ardly. sneaking, revengeful wretch should be the means of depriving us of such a leader is sad indeed but let us hope for the best Atonement is impossible, ten 
million such fives as Booth's would not approach to satisfaction. His little hellish heart does not contain blood enough to atone for the shadow of one drop of 
Abraham Lincoln's. Justice will be the cry of the people, not vengeance ... our mercy might have been too great beforB, but now we have nothing to fear from 
that. Traitors will now receive their just deserts: hanging, expatriation, or the Joss of citizenship are the alternatives ... you w/11 see how nearly alike are the histo
ries of Moses and President Lincoln ... let us hope that Johnston [sic} is our Joshua and that he will lead us safely through to the land which our beloved Moses 
has so nearly brought us ... we have our seminary draped in mouming, and each student wears a badge of crape [sic}. Ali the churches were draped yesterday 

I 
and almost every house. The spectacle on Broadway is grand; every store is draped in mouming and every flag is bordered with black and at half mast; I never 
saw so much weeping as I saw in the churches here yesterday, every head was bowed in grief, every face was bathed in tears ... " ($1,250); a Lincoln birthday 
program from 1910, signed by the keynote speaker, Booker T. Washington, who gave an address entitled 'Some Results of Abraham Lincoln's Emancipation 
Proclamation', ($2,500) a Lincoln note in response to news of Maryland's pro-Union support for the draft, May 6, 1861 - 'Have the men mentioned within made 
their appearance yet? And has anything been done for them? May 6, 1861 A. Uncoln." ($6,800) On May 3, Lincoln asked the Northern states for 42,034 volun
teers to help suppress the insurrection that began three weeks earlier with the bombing of Fort Sumter. Lincoln undoubtedly referred to this draft call in this note; 
and a lengthy autograph pass (in the form of an Aulograph Endorsement Signed • AES - on the verso of a document) written by the President to allow General 
Franz Sigel's kin to see him, September 11. 1861, • The bearer of this is a brother of Gen. Sigel, and wishes to go to him. He will show the Sec. of War a dis
charge from his Regiment here, and I hope a R.R. pass may be given to him westward, as far as the Sec. can give it -A. Lincoln Sep. 11, 1861.' ($9,875) 
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..... ._~l,,;..i r•~c:~-
._ ";;r.:..~- ~ ~-- --~·;..=-., These mounted albumens of the conspirators, most likely 

~!':.~~~- printed post-1870, all poppped up recently on eBay. John and Mary Surratt, 
- each 4 x 5 1/2" and mounted on a single board, sold for $675. Photos of Michael 

O'Laughlin and Davy Herold. each with inked identifications, sold together for S750. Finally, a photo of 
Joao Celestino, held captive with the other conspirators aboard the U.S.S. Montauk, the ship that trans
ported the body of John Wilkes Booth, achieved $560. (Celestino apparently had once threatened the life 
of William H. Seward in a passing remark - one that was, unfortunately, remembered in April of 1865.) 

I f at first you don't sell... 
list, list. and refist! This 
great Lincoln and 
Johnson ferrotype 
in pristine condi· 

lion has been listed 

1 
L_,r 
.·-~ 

j:.~.-
on eBay three times 
now ... without chang

'--._...--' n," 
..... < 

ing hands once! The most 
recent "effort" saw it reach S1 ,860 without 
meeting the reserve. Normally such a piece 
might bring $1,000-1,200. Tweek that a bit 
because of the superior condition, and say 
S1.500 might be fair But it takes a willing 
buyer AND a w/11/ng seller. Reserves are 
fine .. when reasonable! 

E AC Gallery of Roslyn Heights, NY auctions autograph material In all categories. Their July sale Included an Interest- ~ 
Ing TlS from "Utlle Round Top" hero, Joshua Chamberlaln. Oal8d May 1, 1911, It refers to his "address on Lincoln" ,c;. L .r-. 
(probably Abraham Unco/n s,,,, from the Reid In the ..- for the Union) as well as having occasion to "Visit z """-""' 

Gettysburg soon.• n held the line at$2.875. An 1868 ALS from Judge David Davis. Uncoln's 1860 campaign manager and .._ .., A. _a.,: 
axacutor of his estala, Informing a correspondent that he had "given &Wa:J all of the letters In my possession of Mr. Uncoln's" .:.t''"'-r. ~ ~ -.,,.rt-II 
(DUMB!) and, refenlng to his role as Exlcutor • ... the papers left by Mr. Uncoln..J1111 In my custody.• brought an extremely t:; t", ~ 
raonable $240. Also on Long Island Is an autograph auction operating under the name Empire. Til8Y sold one 111m In July i....-- ~ 
that stood out from the crowd: an 1884 Lincoln ALS In which the Presldant responds to a personal requ.t for a mllllary -, IG"::it I..
dlseharge by the wife of the man In question - "Hon. Sec. of war. The wife of Ale>Cander Tllomas Is here with a crazy child, -..c:- ~ .. ~ 
saying that he Is near fifty years of age, la In Forest Han, & unfit tor service. Please haw the case tracked up & 88Clltaln --..: ~ 
what Is to be done about It• ($15.525.) Imagine that happening today-someone bringing an uruty ehlld lnlo the 0val Offlce 
whlll the President Is trYlno to conduct a war! No way! 
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N ot everything that appears in the market is in good taste 
much less aesthetically appealing, yet It's all a part of 
our history. Two Items of a scataloglcal nature, both 
originating in the campaign of 1860, just sold on eBay. 

A small cartoon, a mounted salt print has a man exclaiming "I'll 
Bet My Pile on Little Giant. It is appropriately entitled "Squatter 

---=~- Sovereignty" and alludes to the mess that occured in Kansas 
where Douglas's idea of "Popular Sovereignty" ran amock. The other piece, a small handbill, 
depicts Lincoln m a similar position. His boots hang on a tree, he is smoking a cigar, and a jug 

of whisky rests nearby. It is entitled "The Rail Splitter.· It is a subject of con1ecture were these where distributed 
It is unlikely too many voters chose to hang onto them. These are unpublished and apparently unique. They sold 
for $125 and $210 respectively. (We don't expect to be publishing items of this nature on a regular basis!) 

A rarely-selln cabinet photo of 
Alexander Stephens. late in lite, 
with his trusted man-servant, 

sold for $500 on eBay. 

R ex Stark of Gardner. MA Is a consistent source 
for quality and authentic Americana. His latest 
fixed-price list pictured over eight hundred 
items - at all price levels. A miniature brass 

photo-locket. like the type normally seen with albu
mens of Union notables. but containing Confederate 
military chieftains (Breckinridge, Beauregard, 
Longstreet, and one other) sold quickly for $600. A 
Harrison & Tyler silk campaign ribbon promoting the 
candidacy of William Seward for Governor of New 
York is S1.000. A July 15. 1865 issue of The Police 
Gazette with illustrated front page depicting the exe
cution of the conspirators Is $350. Rnally, a Punch 
extra. Britannia Sympathizes with Columbia depicts 
the famous car
toon of Britanma 
laying a wreath 
on Lincoln's bier, 
above a laudatory 
poem (quite a 
turnaround from 
their previous 
anti-Lincoln 
stance!) and is 
priced at S350. 

B. F. D. 

i ...... --. 
_.,__., ...... 
... -·•---
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$350 on e-Bay. 
A mourning 
ribbon from 

Boston, 
Brooklyn ... 
you tell us! 

A "pricey" pose for the 
actor ... $3,850 tor this 
scarce carte from the 

Abraham Lincoln Book 
Shop m Chicago 

Sold at the reserve of $2,000-an orig
inal assassination threat sent to Lincoln 
as President-elect • This Is to mform 
you that there is a club of 100 young 
men in this place who have swom to 
murder you." What makes this particu
larly special is the provenance - a piece 
from the Barrett Collection that was pic
tured by Carl Sandburg in his homage 
to Barrett. The Lincoln Collector. II is 
told that Lincoln collected and kept In 
his desk threats made on his life. 

D avid Lesser of Woodbridge, CT sells hiStoric imprints through fixed-price catalogs. His newest includes some interesting pieces. An 1864 
speech by Jefferson Davis. Message of the President To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Confederate States of America. rais
es the possibility of the use of Negro troops: • ... should the alternative ever be presented of subJugation or the employment of the stave as a 

soldier, there seems to be no reason to doubt what should then be our decision." ($450) A pro-Breckinridge & Lane campaign pamphlet. Address to 
the Democracy and the People of the United States by the National Democratic Executive Committee, attacks Douglas, claiming the only difference 
between him and Lincoln is ·making insidious, instead of open, war upon the South." ($275) A pro-Douglas & Johnson campaign pamphlet. The 
Presidential Controversy. The True Policy for the South. Letters of Mssrs. Taylor. Bouligny, and Hamilton. on the Political Questions of the Day, presents 
the arguments of three Southerners that Douglas's election Is the only hope to prevent Ctvll War: "The enemies of the South and Southern institutions , 
must be put down by their fellow-citizens of the Northern States In the approaching eleetions, or the South must withdraw from the existing Union, and 
establish a new government for hersele ($250) An 1861 Maryland imprint. Address of the Union State Central Committee of Maryland, argues that 
Maryland's best interests lie with the Union and that no moral justification exists for secession. Referring to Southern fears about Lincoln's intentions, 
they declare "Was there ever an executive of so great a nation, so completely under the watch of eager sentinels of the Constitution?" ($175) And, to 
represent the opposing point of view in Maryland is an 1861 imprint from Frederick, Report of the Committee On Federal Relations Upon the Messages 
of the Governor. In Regard to the Arbitrary Proceedings of the United States Authorities and the Governor's Correspondence with the United States 
Govemment ... which attacks the Governor's cooperation with Lincoln's call for troops and criticizes the arrest of state legislators and suspenStOn of the 
writ of habeas corpus: "Mr. Merryman still lies a prisoner at Fort McHenry, the victim of military lawlessness and arbitrary power--the great remedial 
writ of habeas corpus, and all the guaranties of freedom which It embodies, having been stricken down at one blow. for his oppression." ($250) 
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----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------

A POLITICAL NURSERY RHYME 

In 1860. a Chicago-based Lincoln partisan decided to publish a small booklet 
chronicling the expected de[eat or Stephen Douglas. Patterned after "chap books" used 
in primary education, this work was not intended [or small chlldren! The rhymes are 
replete with thinly-veiled vulgarities. One panel shows three of Douglas's friends, 
including an African-American and an Irishman admiring his ass. Another panel has 
President Buchanan, with whom Douglas had a much-publicized falling-out, attempting 
to irritate his ass. The final panel, illustrating the moral or the story, shows a deceased 
Douglas, sprawled in the road with a bottle of booze, while Lincoln, the "Rail Splitter", 
appears on the horizon. The implication might be that Douglas used poor judgment in 
riding the "Popular Sovereignty" ass for so long. This compact booklet, measuring 2 3/4 
x 4 1/4", might also classify as a campaign bio. This piece, unrecorded in any of the stan
dard reference sources, helps illustrate some of the humorous aspects of 19th century 
campaigning. We suspect that it was also tailored towards a "frontier" audience whose 
taste in humor was somewhat unrefined. Lincoln bimseH was criticized as partial 
towards off-color stories. We have to wonder if Old Abe managed to obtain a copy of 
this tale. It was sure to remind him of a little story or two! 
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---------------- THE R.AILSPLITTER ----------------

Rail Splinters 
~ In the "unmitigated gall" category, we notice that there 

- are items now being offered on e-Bay that entail the pay
ment of a buyer's premium. These items are consigned by e-Bay 
Premiere - a division of Butterfield's. for those not "in the know." 
e-Bay owns Butterfield's. The seller offers a11 explanation of this 
surcharge: The buyer's premium is a service fee traditionally 
charged for authenticated merchandise sold at auction. Winning 
bidders must pay an additional 10% to the seller, which is includ
ed In the final bid amount. 

Exxcuuse me!!! Aren't the items they sell supposed to be real? 
Are we to pay an additional 10'~ for the privilege of buying real 
merchandise? By inference, sellers not charging the buyer's pre
mium are oUerlng questionable material. Using this line of reason
ing, any seller who has "authenticated" his material is likewise 
entitled to charge a buyer's premium. We would argue that this is 
all hard to justify in the world of non "brick and mortar" auctions. 

~ Congratulations to Rail Sp/titer Carol Ayres who has 
~ Just written Lincoln and 
Kansas: Partnership for freedom. The 
236-page work is published by 
Sunflower University Press (P.O. Box 
1009, Manhattan, KS 66505). Carol did a 
great deal of her research while serving 
as the Special Collections Librarian at 
the De Paul Library, Saint Mary College, 
in Leavenworth, KS. Their outstanding 
Lincoln collection consists of over 10,000 
items given by Dr. Bernard Hall, former 
Director of the Department of 
Psychiatry at the Menninger foundation 
in Topeka. (fhe late Dr. Hall was also the cousin of Rail Splitter Ed 
Gillette - a longtime collector of political memorabilia.) 

The main focus of the book is Lincoln's visit to Kansas in 
December 1859. Lincoln was sympathetic to the free-state move
ment in Kansas and interested in promoting the Republican 
Party in that state (perhaps with an eye toward capturing the 
votes of the Kansas Delegation at the upcoming Republican 
National Convention). Lincoln traveled to Kansas during bitterly 
cold weather and spoke at several venues, finishing at 
Leavenworth. The speech he gave in that city mirrors, in many 
respects, the Cooper Union Address he was to give two months 
later. The event no doubt served as a trial run for the more 
important speech in New York. 

The book gives background material on the settlement of 
Kansas and the disturbances between Free-Staters and Border 
Ruffians that resulted in the appellation "Bleeding Kansas." Carol 
makes good use of primary source material including newspaper 
accounts. photographs. correspondence, and reminiscences. 
The background "cast of characters" is fascinating, including: 
Senator James Lane, William Quantrill, Jesse and Frank James, 
"Buffalo Bill" Cody, "Wild Blll" Hickok, William T. Sherman, 

Horace Greeley, Susan B. Anthony, Boston Corbutt, and John 
Wilkes Booth. All visited or lived in Kansas at one time or anoth
er. 1n fact, John Wilkes Booth performed at the same hall In 
Leavenworth where Lincoln spoke four years prior. He enjoyed 
very good press performing in seven different plays over the 
course of thirteen days, but a scenery designer working there at 
the time had a far from favorable impression. His comments, 
written years later, are quite revealing. (Read Lhe book If you 
want to know!) 

Although the book sometimes presents tangential material, 
it's all still very interesting. The decision to expand the scope of 
this study beyond Lincoln's brief visit to put iL in context and 
flesh-it-out, was well-founded. Most readers have little knowledge 
of Lincoln's connection to Kansas and have never read the source 
material the book contains. Regarding this segment of Uncoln's 
life, the information is both fresh, entertaining, and thorough. IL 
should appeal to those not only Interested in Lincoln, but 
American history in general, and the West in particular! 

~ The terms "Rail Splitter· and 
~ "Little Giant" survived the 
campaign of 1860 in various reincar
nations. We constantly see products 
labeled Little Giant - none of which 
have anything to do with Stephen 
Douglas. In the case of Rail Splitter, 
however, the connection is almost 
always an evocation of our 16th presi
dent. Case In point: we recently learned from 
one of our members, a militaria specialist, that during World War 
Two, the 84th Division - formed in lllinois - choose tile name 
"Rail Splitters• for their unit. Their insignia or patch depicts a log 
with an imbedded ax. We don·t know anything as to their battle 
record or theaters of engagement, but expect they served their 
country herlocally. 

Housed in Museums but Still Somehow Lost! 

~ Vexillology is the scientific and historical study of 
- !lags and related emblems. The word Is derived from 

the Latin vexil/um, a term used by the Romans to refer to a stan
dard with fabric hung from a horizontal crossbar on a pole. It is 
the nearest equivalent in the classical languages to what we call 
a flag today. 

In the last eighteen months, Lwo separate flags - both from 
the President's box al Ford's Theatre - have made news with 
their ·rediscovery.~ Lori Strelecki. Consultant to the Pike County 
Historical Society, wrote to us regarding the flag used to cradle 
the President's head just after the shooting. That standard, long 
housed In Pike County's collection with a history already known, 
enjoyed a measure of publicity about two years back following 
the analysis on the blood stains. Strelecki wrote: 

·1 came across the town of Milford, PA while attending a wed
ding in nearby New Jersey. I was instantly taken in by the charm 
of the small town and quite amazed to find that a museum rw, by 
the Pike County Historical Society. called The Columns, housed 
what was called The Lincoln Flag. This is the flag that ls stained 
with Abraham Lincoln's blood and was placed under the dying 
president's head that fateful night at Ford's Theatre. 
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---------------- THE RAILSPLITTER ----------------

"The Columns," home of the Pike County Historical Society. 

The story of the nag is told quite tastefully in what is desig
nated The Lincoln Room. Among other artifacts of significance 
contained within the walls of the lovely 1904, twenty-four room, 
Neo--Gothic house, are dresses worn by Jeannie Gourlay (an 
actress in the play Our American Cousin which was being per
formed the night of the assassination), and a wonderful collec
tion of books on Lincoln. 

The flag came into the hands of Thomas Gourlay, a stage 
manager, the night of the assassination. He, in turn, gave it to 

Jeannie, who then moved 
to Milford and left it to her 
son who realized the signif
icance of the flag and 
donated it to the Pike 
County Historical Society 
in the 1950s. It has been 
endeared by members of 
the Society, and prominent
ly displayed at The 
Columns for many years. 

Recently it was sent 
out on loan to the Lincoln 
Museum of Ft. Wayne, CN, 
to be part of their exhibit 
entitled Now He Belongs to 
the Ages: The Assassination 
of Abraham Lincoln. The 

Pike County Historical Society is proud to have its Lincoln Clag, 
along with the Gourlay gowns, as the focal point of that exhibit. 
The llag is due to return to Pike County in January 2002." 

And, if all this wasn't enough to satiate your quest for flags 
from Ford's Theatre. another story recently made national head
lines, appropriately enough, on the Fourth of July. It detailed the 
"discovery" of another flag from the night of Lincoln's assassina
tion. How can that be possible? Simple - there were several 
flags used to adorn the Presidential Box - according to reports, 
five in total. Theatre owner John T. Ford borrowed two from the 
Treasury Department, acquired one from a local bookshop, and 
augmented those with two others to make the "final" presenta
tion. The two Treasury flags were returned to the Treasury the 
day after Lincoln's passing. Both flags were subsequently flown 
in parades honoring Civil War veterans in Washington and dis
played at President Andrew Johnson's Review of the Army. One 
of these flags was le.It in the custody of Henry A. Cobaugh, 
Captain of the Watch, Treasury Dept. In 1907, he gave it to Edgar 

S. Yergason, a Civil War vet
eran from Hartford. Mr. 
Yergason bequeathed the 
nag to his son, Dr. Robert M. 
Yergason, who donated it to 
the Connecticut Historical 
Society in 1922, where it 
remained in storage and 
basically "unknown" until 
rediscovered in I 998. It has 
since undergone delicate 
restoration and repair. The 
flag, quite large, has a hand
painted patriotic American eagle in the canton, surrounded by a 
riband with an inscription indicting it was a gift from the "Ladies 
of the Treasury" to the United States Treasury Guard in 1864. The 
society curator asserts it was the very flag that hung on a pole to 
Lincoln's immediate left. There are no blood stains, which seems 
logical enough, as the flags that draped the balcony railing would 
have been the ones to become stained. Three of the five flags used 
to decorate the presidential box are now accounted for. The other 
Treasury Guard flag is housed at the Ford's Theatre National 
Historic Site in Washington. This leaves two yet to be found! 

~ Mission ... impossible! It seems almost lmpossi-
12Z3½LK ble that tourists to the Spanish mission at San Juan 
Capistrano, California, would encounter anything related to 
Abraham Lincoln. Touted as the "Jewel of the Missions", the 
Mission was originally built as a self sufficient community by 
Spanish padres and Indians - to serve as a center for agriculture, 
industry, education and religion. And, of course, today tourists 
flock there every year to observe the celebrated swallows 
returning each March from their Argentinean migration. The 
Mission was founded in 1776 by Father Junipero Serra. The main 
sanctuary, built in 1806, was 
destroyed in 1812 by a mas
sive earthquake. After Mexico 
gained independence from 
Spain, the Mission was seized 
by the Mexican authorities. In 
1845, it was put up for auction, 
and sold for $710 to John 
Forster, an English expatriate, 
whose brother-in-law, Pio Pico, 
was the last Mexican governor 
of California. (Clearly an 
"inside" deal.) The territory 
became part of the United 
States at the conclusion of the 
Mexic:an War. Shortly there
after, the Church asserted its 
claim on the Mission taking the 
position that ownership had 
been transferred illegally. The United States General Land Office 
sided with the Church in 1855; however, the decision was not 
finalized and deemed ~official" until ten years later. On March 18, 
1865, Abraham Lincoln signed a state document authorizing 
Joseph Alemany, Bishop of Monterey, to hold all Mission proper
ty in trust for the use of parishioners: "In testimony whereof/, 
Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, have caused these 
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Splinters, cont. 

letters to be made patent, 
and the Seal of the General 
land Office to be hereunto 
affixed." The original docu
ment signed by the 
President was rediscov
ered in the 1920s in the 
files of the Archdiocese of 
Los Angeles and ownership 
transferred to the Mission 
at San Juan Capistrano, 
where it is currently on 

view. (Interestingly, 
document is not found in ~ 
the Collected Works.) " 
Perhaps Lincoln, the 
lawyer, weighed the legal
ities of the case, and 
found In the Church's 
favor. Or, he may have 
taken pleasure at righting 
a wrong perpetrated by a government unconcerned with due 
process and individual rights. So, it appears that Lincoln's influ
ence is felt and seen in surprising places. Thanks to Rail Splitter 
Chuck Bechtloff and Sandy Wheeler, Administrator at Mission San 
Juan Capistrano, for this story and photos. The Mission is a regis
tered Historic Landmark and designated as a National Historical 
Treasure. The oldest church in California, today it is considered a 
monument to California's multi-cultural history, embracing its 
Native American, Spanish, Mexican and European heritage. Don't 
miss this ~jewel" when traveling in the Orange County area. It is 
well worth the trip! 

~ Rail Splitter Michael Cardin wrote 
~ regarding a rather substantive 
"piece" of Lincoln folk art in his collection (per
haps "piece" is not quite the right word). It is a 
life-size wood carving of Lincoln "in-the-round" 
probably meant to be displayed in front of some 
commercial establishment. Unfortunately, It 
looks like someone took an ax to the ol' Rail 
Splitter and heaved off his nose and hali of one 
arm. Mike wonders 
whether it is worth
while restoring his 
wooden figure before 
offering it for sale. 
That's a question we, 
as collectors, face 
from time-Lo-time. 
There are many quali
fied restorers and craftsmen who would be glad to undertake 
such a project, but the cost must be weighed against the value of 

the object. We believe that, in this case, It 
might be best to forego additional expense 
leaving that decision to the taste of the next 
owner. People have attempted to chop Lincoln 
down to size, but he continues to stand tall in 
our eyes. Michael invites those interested in 
purchasing this Impressive work to contact 
him via his e-mail address: mcardin@snet.net. 
For what it's worth ... another large folk art 
Lincoln changed hands recently - the carved 
and painted figure pictured at right, standing 6' 
4" tall, and believed to date from the tum-of
the-century. It sold in June for $7,050 at 
Christie's East in their American Furniture, Folk 
Art and Decorative Arts sale. 

~ Elsewhere in this journal, we dis-
~ cuss the dual nature of newspapers - that they are 
both a source of information and artifacts to be collected. 
Evidence of the former is found in the discovery of an interest
ing "Letter to Abraham Lincoln" that was published In a scarce 
newspaper entitled The Occident. The Occident was an Influential 
Jewish newspaper in the mid-19th century. While scholars have 
long investigated Lincoln's personal beliefs, his tolerance for 
other faiths and religious views Is well-documented. The discov
ery of this letter, brought to our attention by Rail Splitter Stuart 
Lutz, is worth citing lo any discussion of Jews during the War. 

To His Excellency the President of the United States. 

By your order of the 16th day of November, 1862, you recom
mend that the officers and men of the anny shall observe the 
Sabbath and do no work on Sunday, because we are a Christian 
people. But according to the Declaration of Independence and 
according to the constitution of the United States, the people of the 
United States is not a Christian people, but a free, sovereign people 
with equal rights, and each and every cilizen of the United States 
has the right and liberty to live according to his own consciousness 
in religious matters, and no one religious denomination, be it a 
majority or minority of the people, can have a privilege before the 
other under this our beloved constitution. 

Now by the order of your Excellency you give the privilege to 
those officers and men in the army who by their religious creed do 
observe the Sunday as a holy day and a day of rest; but you make 
no provision for those officers and men in the army who do not 
want to observe the Sunday as a holy day, (as for instance those 
Christians called the Seventh-day Baptists and the Jews, who 
observe the Saturday as a holy day and a day of rest,) that they 
may enjoy the same privilege as those who observe the Sunday as 
a holy day, as well as for the heathen or the so called infidels, who 
do not want to celebrate either the Sunday or the Saturday as a 
Sabbath, but choose perhaps some other day as a day of rest. 

Now I stand before you as your namesake Abraham stood 
before G.<f Almighty in days of yore, and asked, "Shall not the Judge 
of all earth do justice?" so I ask your Excellency, the first man and 
President of all the Un iced States, Shall you not do justice? shall you 
not give the same privilege to a minority of the army that you give 
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to the ma1ority of it? I beseech you to make provision, and to pro
claim in another order, that also all those in the army who cele
brate another day as the Sunday may be allowed to celebrate that 
day which they think is the right day according to their own con
science; and this will be exactly lawful, as the Constitution of the 
United States ordains it, and at the same time it will be exactly 
according to the teaching of the Bible, as recorded in Leviticus xix 
18: 'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." 

I gave my consent to my son, who was yet a minor, that he 
should enlist in the United States army: I thought it was his duty, 
and I gave him my advice to fulfill his duty as a good citizen, and 
he has done so. At the same time I taught him also to observe the 
Sabboth on Saturday, when it would not hinder him from fulfilling 
his duty m the army Now I do not want that he shall be dragged 
either to the stake or the church to observe the Sunday as a 
Sabbath. Your Excellency will observe in this my writing that I am 
not very well versed in the English language, and If there should be 
found a word which is not right, pardon it, and never such a word 
shall be construed so as if I would offend your Excellency or the 
people; for I love my country, the Constitution, and the Union, and 
I try to be always a loyal citizen. 

I remain, respectfully, your most obedient servant and fellow 
citizen, 

B.BEHREND 
Narrowsburg, Sullivan Co. N. Y. Dec. 4, 1862 
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This extremely scarce bust, signed •John Rogers' 
NY", solid bronze about 8" tall, was stolen this sum-

mer from an anllQues dealer in Terre Haute, IN 
Given the rarity of this piece. it is Quite easilly identi
fied by the owner If anyone learns anything of this 
piece being offered, please contact The Rail Splitter 
with whatever Information you have. Thank you. 

Ralf Splitter Chuck Bechlloff sent photos of two 
pieces of July 4th 1865 ephemera, responding to 
the article in our last Issue. The mounted albumen 
shows a parade scene from Auburn, NY. Overhead, 

a banner reads "Nationality Established 1865 
Uncoln."The July 4th ribbon Includes attached 

albumen photos on pink silk. 
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AsK THE ExPERTS 
After numerous petitions over several 
decades, Dr. Richard Mudd of Saginaw, 
Michigan, the 100-year-old grandson of 
Dr. Samuel Mudd, has now flied his final 
federal brief in hope of overturning his 
grandfather's conviction. Dr. Samuel 
Mudd was found guilty in the assassi
nation conspiracy having set Booth's 
broken leg the early morning of April 
15, 1865. While a great deal has been 
written on this subject - debating the 
extent of Mudd's Involvement In the 
conspiracy, the fact that he had met 
with Booth on at least two occasions 
prior to that fateful night (giving little 
credibility to Mudd's claim that he dicl
n 't recognized the disguised assassin), 
we thought to assess the merits of this 
final petition. We put the question to 
two of the leading scholars on the sub
ject Ed Steers of West Virginia and 
Michael Kaufbnan of Maryland -

Is there any credibil
ity to Dr. Richard 
Mudd's claim that 
his grandfather, Dr. 
Samuel Mudd, was 
innocent of charges 
leveled against him 
in the 1865 conspiracy trial? 

Edward Steers, Jr. 

Dr. Richard Mudd's law suit (filed in 
1998) in Federal District Court for the 
District of Columbia asked that the Court 
order the Secretary of the Army to 
expunge the trial record of the military 
commission that convicted Samuel 
Mudd, and rule that the military commis
sion lacked legal jurisdiction to try and 
convict Mudd. Richard Mudd also sought 
to have the judge declare Samuel Mudd 
innocent. ln deliberations that concluded 
in March of 2001, the judge denied aU of 
three counts and upheld the legal juris
diction of the military commission and 
the conviction of Samuel Mudd. Richard 
Mudd had until July, 2001, to file an 
appeal. He did not. He has now been 
ordered by the court to show cause why 

the case should not be dismissed entirely. 
He has until August 27 to file his reasons. 

In my opinion, Dr. Richard Mudd has 
no case, and had none to begin with, for 
the simple reason that his grandfather, 
Samuel Mudd, filed an appeal in the 
Federal district for the District of 
Southern Florida in 1868 and lost. The 
Federal judge, In 1869, ruled that the mil
itary commission was legal and upheld 
Mudd's conviction by the military com
mission that found him guilty. Of course, 
Richard Mudd may appeal the latest ruJ. 
ing to the Supreme Court, but in my opin
ion, the Supreme Court will not hear the 
case, in part, because previous Supreme 
Courts have ruled in favor of military com
missions and their right to try civilians 
when charged as enemy belligerents who 
violate the laws of war (ex parte Quirin 
and ex parte Yamashita). Dr. Mudd was an 
enemy belligerent who, in conspiring with 
John Wilkes Booth, violated the laws of 
war. Two Federal judges (in 1869 and in 
2001) have now agreed with that opinion. 

Samuel Mudd has had his case 
argued in three courts and lost 
in all three. It is time to turn his 
fate over to the historians 
where it belongs, not in the 
Federal courts. 

As to Dr. Samuel Mudd 
receiving a pardon, be 
already has. President 
Andrew Johnson granted 
Mudd a full pardon in 

February of 1869 and Mudd accepted. 
Case closed! As 

same author. It will be published by The 
University Press of Kentucky and is 
scheduled for release in mid-October, 
2001. It covers Dr. Mudd in detail. 

Michael W. Kauffman 

The case of Dr. Samuel Mudd is com
plicated by the overlapping of politics 
(both contemporary and modern) and 
law. Far too many people confuse the 
two. The legal appeals process is 
designed to right past wrongs by striking 
out a conviction that was obtained by 
illegal methods. The underlying principle 
is that the government shall not win by 
cheating, and it is the bedrock of the 
entire judicial system. 

Long before the Uncoln assassina
tion, attorneys all across the political 
spectrum argued that trials of civilians 
by military commission were illegal. This 
was no mere technicality. Since the 
Supreme Court had already ruled (in 
Vallandigham's case) that com.missions 
did not constitute a legal court, anyone 
convicted by one had no means of 
appeal. The president, through his par
doning power, was the sole source of 
relief. Knowing this, Joseph Holt made up 
his own brand of law, charging each of 
the defendants with "traitorously" con
spiring with Booth and others to kill the 
president. Until that time, the law 
demanded precision in tbe way a defen
dant was charged. Leave out the word 
''feloniously", for example, and the defen-

dant could not be 
Presidents Jimmy 
Carter and Ronald 
Reagan wrote in their 
letters to Richard 
Mudd, all that can be 
done by a President 
has been done (by 
Andrew Johnson). 
There is nothing more 

"Previous Supreme 
Courts have ruled in 

favor of military 
commissions and their 
right to try civilians ... " 

convicted of a felony, 
even if the charge was 
murder. So Holt's 
innovative charge left 
the defense attorneys 
baffled. They didn't 
know whether to 

that a President can do. 
As to entire books having been writ

ten on the topic, only one bas been writ
ten discussing all of the legal aspects of 
Mudd's case together with the evidence 
supporting his guilL. That book is entitled 
His Name Is SUH Mudd (Gettysburg: 
Thomas Publications, 1997), by Edward 
Steers, Jr. I recommend it to anyone inter
ested in Mudd's case. I also recommend 
reading Blood On The Moon, The 
Assassination of Abraham Lincoln by the 

defend against a 
charge of treason, or 

of conspiracy, or both. Nor was Holt 
inclined to offer a clarification. Under the 
commission's own improvised rules, he 
didn't have to. 

In 1866, a unanimous Supreme Court 
decided that such trials of civilians were 
illegal. The Milligan decision nailed down 
the principle established by General 
Winfield Scott when he convened the 
original military commissions during the 
Mexican War: If civilian courts are open, 
they alone exercise jurisdiction. Military 
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commissions are a creature of necessity, 
and as defined by the Milligan court, that 
meant that nobody else was available lo 
stage a trial. The court left no room for 
argument, loopholes, or 

cases. The point is Lo prove that the trial 
wasn't legal. but Mudd opponents have 
clouded the issue by arguing through his
tory (or their version of it) and not law. 

They write back
exceptions of any kind, 
even with the Lincoln 
conspiracy trial very 
much on their minds at 
the time. Yet in 1868, a 
political hack in Florida 
carved out an exception 
anyway. Judge Thomas 

"The point is to prove 
that the trial wasn't 

legal, but Mudd 
opponents have 

clouded the issue ... " 

channel memoran
da to politicians. 
They lobby histori
cal groups. They 
flood the periodi
cals with articles 
that purport to 

J. Boynton said that the 
assassination had been a military crime 
(contradicting Judge Holt himself, who 
said it was a political one) and refused to 
grant an opportunity for a new trial. 

Ultimately, Dr. Mudd accepted a par
don (forgiveness) to secure his freedom. 
He never had a chance to show the real 
nature of the charges against him. or to 
prove before a Jury of his peers that the 
accusations could not be substantiated. 
As time passed and witnesses died, this 
became impossible. So it has remained. 

The Mudd family has sought legal 
redress in a process, belatedly discov
ered, that was designed to handle such 

reveal "facts" that 
"prove" Dr. Mudd 

had been guilty as charged all along. But 
in doing so, they miss the whole point. 
Legal appeals aren't supposed lo hinge 
on historical facts, because such things 
will never have the exactitude of a crimi
nal statute or a given set of legal circum
stances. Indeed, their "facts" and those of 
the opposition will always be in dispute. 
Why? Because they are all hearsay, based 
on stale Information from questionable 
sources drawn selectively from a moun
tain of nearly worthless papers - which 
were gathered, in the first place, for the 
sole use of prosecutors. To put it another 
way, their information is not evidence, 

and could not possibly represent a bal
anced picture of what really happened In 
1865. Nor do journalists' accounts of con
versations, reported many years after the 
fact, help in the least. 

Historically, the case of Dr. Mudd is 
complex and multi-layered. In recent 
years It has been simplified (and trivial
ized) with a wealth of "new" revelations 
that supposedly put an end to all further 
cl.aims of innocence. But I urge everyone 
to go back and read the original record. 
In truth, there Is nothing new here at all; 
these claims have all been made and 
answered before. As commission presi
dent David Hunter was said to have told 
an old friend after the trial, the bottom 
line was that they never found any evi
dence against Dr. Mudd. but they always 
knew he was hiding something. That Is a 
fair statement, and probably an accurate 
one. But as Gary Condit would say, eva
siveness is not murder. 

Had a real trial been held in 1865, the 
true story, based on legitimate sources, 
might have come to light. For the sake of 
history and justice, there is simply no 
other way to go. _,..,..._ 
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BATTLEFIELDS 
UNDER SIEGE 

signed a letter of intent to 
sell the property for 
$5,000 an acre to La Plata 
developer Kent Chadwick. 
"I signed a contract, and I 
will uphold my end of it." 

-------------------- Another news item 

W 
e have noticed with some 
sense of foreboding various 
news reports related to the 
"threatened" development of 
land adjacent to historic sites. 
Stories have recently been 

published about the possible sale of 190 
acres surrounding the Dr. Samuel A. 
Mudd House, located in Beantown, 
Maryland. The site is on the National 
Register of Historic Places and is admin
istered by the National Park Service. "You 
can easily transport yourself back 135 
years when you go out there. A housing 
development around the [Dr. Samuel A. 
Mudd House] would destroy that feel
ing," says an opponent of development 
plans. Unfortunately, bureaucratic delays 
and unrealistic appraisals, exhausted the 
owner's patience. Joseph Alan Mudd, the 
great-grandson of Dr. Samuel Mudd, has 

warns of the possible development of a 
98-acre site outside of Harper's Ferry, WV, 
the location of the surrender of 12,500 
Union troops to Stonewall Jackson in 
1862. A !housing development of 188 new 
homes is planned for the area. A non
profit organization, the Civil War 
Preservation Trust (CWPT), with some 
32,000 members, attempts to mitigate the 
problem by making private purchases or 
by arranging conservation easements or 
partnerships among government agen
cies and private groups. In most 
instances, however, offers by govern
ment agencies to purchase privately-held 
land are made below market value, giving 
an unnecessary advantage to developers. 
Some modest successes have been 
achieved by the group, including the 
anticipated purchase of eight acres in 
Allatoona Pass, Georgia. Still, the pres-

ARENA 
EDITIONS 

www.arenaeditions.com 
Announces ... 

sures of the housing market and subur
ban sprawl seem Inexorable. If the trend 
continues, in the future one may only be 
able to "experience the past" through 
books and movies. While Civil War battle
field preservation would not normally be 
a topic discussed in this journal, we 
appreciate those passionate about 
Lincoln share a necessary reverence for 
this aspect of military history. As such, 
we feel it more than appropriate to share 
with our readers the CWPT list of: 

America's Most Endangered 
Battlefields: A Guide to the 
Ten Most Threatened Civil 

War Sites in the United States. 
With a goal of preserving at least 

2,000 acres of battlefield land annually, it 
is clear the Trust is fighting an uphlll bat
tle. The sites identified in the report 
range from household names to the rela
tively obscure, but all have one critical 
feature in common - each is in danger of 
be.ing lost forever. The ten sites included 
in the study were selected based on geo
graphic location, military significance, 
and the immediacy of current threats. 

LINCOLN'S ASSASSINS: THEIR TRIAL AND EXECUTION: AN ll.LUSTRATED IDSTORY 
James L. Swanson and Daniel R. Weinberg 

It was the crime of the nineteenth century, and it lead to the most notorious 
trial in American history. This impo1tant book resurrects these events by pre
senting an unprecedented visual record of almost 300 color illustrations of con
temporary photographs. documents, prints, woodcuts, newspapers, pamphlets, 
books and artifacts-many hitherto unpublished. It is the first illustrated history 
of the arrest, trial, and execution of the assassins. The authors report not only 
what happened, but also how what happened was reported to the American 
people, illustrating the events through the prism of nineteenth century 
American popular culture and society. 

Hardbound, dust jacket, 160 pages. $45.00 

Signed, First Editions are available exclusively from the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop late in October. 
Please Call, Fax. Mail or use the secure !link at www.ALincolnBookShop.com to order your copy today! 

Abraham Lincoln Book Shop, Inc .. 357 W. Chicago Ave .. Chicago, IL 60610 
312/944-3085 312/944-5549 (fax) Lincolnian@aol.com www.ALincolnBookShop.com 
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THE LIST: 

Allatoona, Georgia - October 5, 1864 
"Your communication demanding 

surrender of my command I acknowledge 
receipt of, and would respectfully reply 
that we are prepared for the 'needless 
effusion of b.lood' whenever it is agree
able to you." - Brig. Gen. John Corse, U.S.A. 

1::!i.filQr.y: After the fall of Atlanta, the 
Confederate Army of Tennessee under 
Gen. John B. Hood sought to lure Union 
Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman's much larg
er army northward by striking its supply 
line - the Western & Atlanta Railroad. 

Perhaps the best opportunity to 
break up the railroad was at Allatoona 
Pass, a cut in the mountains approxi
mately 25 miles north of Atlanta. On 
October 5, 1864, Confederate forces 
under Maj. Gen. Samuel French came tan
talizingly close to capturing the pass and 
shredding Sherman's supply line. 
However, the railroad was saved by a 
handful of Union troops holed up in 
Allatoona's Star Fort. 

French eventually demanded the sur
render of Union Brig. Gen. John Corse, 
who curtly refused. Although only 5,300 
men were involved in the battle, the fight
ing resulted in 1,600 casualties - 30 per
cent of the total engaged. 

Current Status: According to the 
American Battlefie.ld Protection Program 
(ABPP) of the National Park Service 
(NPS), only 272 acres of the 1,297-acre 
battlefield are preserved. CWSAC classi
fies Allatoona as a Priority I, Class B site. 
CWPT is concerned about the threat of 
commercial development at AUatoona. 
The population of Bartow County, where 
Allatoona is located, has doubled in the 
past two decades. A nearby interchange 
for 1-75 also puts the battlefield at risk. 
CWPT is currently seeking to preserve 
eight acres at the site, including the 
unpreserved balf of the famous Star Fort. 

Brice's Cross Rds. Mississippi - June 1 D, 1864 
" ... Forrest is the very devil, and I 

think he has some of our troops under 
cower." - Major General WiUiam T. 
Sherman, U.S.A. 

Hi.s.t.Qry: While the principal armies 
in the western theatre were embraced in 
a deadly dance along the Western & 
Atlantic Railroad, a cavalry battle was 
brewing in northwestern Mississippi. 1t 

was a battle that would make 
Confederate cavalry chieftain Nathan 
Bedford Forrest a legend. 

Described in the Historical Times 
Encyclopedia of the Civil War as "one of 
the most humiliating defeats in the histo
ry of the U.S. Army," Brice's Cross Roads 
pitted Forrest's butternut cavalry against 
a combined force of Union infantry and 
cavalry under the command of Brig. Gen. 
Samuel 0. Sturgis. With 8,100 men, Sturgis 
outnumbered Forrest's 3,500 troopers 
more than two to one. 

Despite the odds, Forrest was able to 
defeat Sturgis in detail by pouncing oa 
hls cavalry units before the slower-mov
ing blue infantry arrived at the cross
roads. In the ensuing battle and retreat, 
Sturgis lost 2,600 men, 250 wagons, 18 
cannons and approximately 5,000 stands 
of smal.l arms. The only bright spot for 
Sturgis was the heroic eUort of two regi
ments of United States Colored Troops 
(USCT) under Col. Edward Bouton. They 
held Forrest off long enough for the rest 
of the army to escape capture. 

Current Status: 837 acres of this 
2,085-acre site are protected, including 
836 acres preserved by CWPT. Brice's 
Cross Roads is ranked as a Priority l, Class 
B site by CWSAC. The principal threat Is 
increasing traffic and possible roadway 
expansion along Routes 45 and 370. 

Fort Fisher, North Carolina - December 7 - 27, 
1864 and January 13 -15, 1865 

"It was the most terrible storm of 
l.ron and lead that I have ever seen during 
the war ... shells explodlng so fast that It 
would seem to be one roaring sound." -
Confederate artilleryman stationed at 
Fort Fisher. 

Hi..s.tQ.o'.: Throughout the Civil War, 
the blockaded South had to depend on a 
mere handful of seaports for vital 
imports from abroad. Among these, 
Wilmington, NC was perhaps the most 
important. By late 1864, Wilmington had 
became the last major port of entry into 
the beleaguered Confederacy. 

Fort Fisher was all that kept this last 
tenuous link with the outside world open. 
Union Rear Admiral David D. Porter 
referred to the fort as "the door through 
which this rebellion is fed." In late 1864, 
the Union high command began to put 
plans in motion to capture Fort Fisher 
and close the port of Wilmington. 

The first attempt to take the fort was 
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an embarrassment. Notoriously inept 
Union Maj. Gen. Benjamin Butler cooked 
up a scheme to use a "powder boat" full 
of explosives to blow Fort Fisher o{f the 
map. Predictably, the plan failed. A sec
ond attempt, in mid-January 1865, was 
more successful. Union forces under 
Porter and Brig. Gen. Alfred H. Terry 
quickly cut Fort Fisher off from the 
Confederate forces defending Wilmington 
and forced its surrender. 

Current Status: CWSAC ranks Fort 
Fisher as a Priority IV, Class A battlefield. 
The principal threat to Fort Fisher is not 
man, but Mother Nature. Repeated hurri
canes during the past four years have 
taken a severe toll on the fragmented 
remains of the fort. However, the state 
just spent $1 mil.lion to repair the fort's 
protective revetment, potentially giving 
the site a new lease on life. 

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania - June 1 - 3, 1863 
''The terrible grandeur ol that rain ol 

missiles and that chaos of strange and ter
ror-spreading sounds ... can never be forgot
ten by those who survived it" -Col. Norman 
J. Hall, U.S.A., describing Pickett's Charge 

J:futQa: Gettysburg will always be 
synonymous in the public's mind with 
the Civil War. Not only is it the site of the 
largest and most costly battle ever fought 
in the Americas, but it was also the inspi
ration for President Abraham Lincoln's 
immortal Gettysburg Address. 

The armies were drawn to 
Gettysburg by its extensive road net
work. Even today, Gettysburg on a map 
looks much like the hub of a wagon 
wheel. Twelve major roads entered the 
town at the time of the battle. 

On the morning of July I, approxi
mately 170,000 soldiers in blue and gray 
were converging on Gettysburg. Three 
bloody days later, more than 50,000 of 
those men were casualties. The turning 
point of the war in the East had been 
reached, and Confederate Gen. Robert E. 
Lee's second invasion of the North had 
been thwarted, but at a dreadful cost. 

Current Status: 4,731 acres of this 
l 1,581-acre site are protected, including 
183 acres preserved by CWPT. 
Gettysburg is ranked as a Priority I, Class 
A battlefield by CWSAC. The principal 
threat to the site is the road network that 
once drew the armies to the town. These 
roads continue to be a magnet for sprawl. 

CWPT is also keeping an eye on the 
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Baltimore Pike corridor to ensure the new 
NPS visitors center does not attract the 
same sort of chain restaurants and stores 
that currently plague Steinwehr Avenue. 

Harpers Ferry, WV - September 12 -15, 1862 
" ... the clouds of smoke, rolling up 

from the tops of the various mountains, 
and the thunder of the guns reverberat
ing among them, gave the idea of so 
many volcanoes." - Edward A. Moore, 
Rockbridge Artillery, C.S.A. 

.l:i.i.filQa: Although most famous as 
the scene of John Brown's abortive 
attempt to arm and liberate local slaves, 
Harpers Ferry was also the site of a 
famous 1862 battle. From the heights that 
surround the sleepy village, then-Maj. 
Gen. Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson 
orchestrated one of the largest mass sur
renders in American history. 

Jackson's plan involved precise coor
dination of three separate commands split 
between two wide rivers. Even today, with 
21st century technology and communica
tions, such a plan would be difficult to 
coordinate successfully. In the early 1860s, 
only a commander of Jackson's caliber and 
confidence could have pulled it off. 

Despite the enormity of the task, 
Jackson made it look easy. He forced the 
Union commander to capitulate, along 
with 12,500 Union troops - the largest sur
render of American troops until the 
Battle of the Bulge eight decades later. In 
his biography of Jackson, author James I. 
Robertson, Jr. would write: "Harpers 
Ferry was the most complete victory in 
the history of the Southern Confederacy." 

Current Status: 2,723 acres of this 
7,199-acre site are protected, including 56 
acres preserved by CWPT. CWSAC classi
fies Harpers Ferry as a Priority I, Class B 
battlefield. Two major tracts are currently 
unprotected: the 98-acre Murphy Farm 
and 280 acres on Schoolhouse Ridge. 
Without quick action, the Murphy proper
ty is likely to become a 188-home devel
opment with a 130-foot-hlgh water tower 
that would ruin the pristine view. 

Loudoun Valley, Virginia - June 17 - 21, 1863 
•· ... the Federal bullets whirred by our 

heads and were heard striking the rocks in 
a manner neither comforting nor musical." 
- Lt. George Beale, 9th VA Cavalry, C.S.A. 

~: As the armies drifted north
ward in mid-June 1863, a series of cavalry 
battles were fought for possession of the 

Loudoun Valley - the area between the 
Bull Run and Blue Ridge Mountains. 
These battles were primarily between the 
troopers of Maj. Gen. Alfred Pleasonton 
and Maj. Gen. J. E. B. Stuart. 

For the South, the purpose of these bat
tles was dear. Stuart and his cavalry were to 
screen the Confederate anny as it moved 
through the Shenandoah Valley toward 
Pennsylvania. For their Northern counter
parts, the goal was to engage the enemy's 
vaunted cavalry and learn what mischief 
Gen. Robert E. Lee's infantry was up to. 

In the end, both sides could claim 
victory. In the battles of Aldie, Middleburg 
and Upperville, Stuart was consistently 
pushed closer and closer to the crucial 
Shenandoah Valley gaps. Pleasonton's 
troopers performed extremely well, but 
the Confederate screen was never pene
trated, and the blue cavalry returned 
without the vital information needed to 
stop Lee's invasion plans. 

Cuuent Status: Aldie, Middleburg and 
Upperville are Priodty Ill, Class C battle
fields. AU three sites are potential victims 
of the sprawl in Northern Virginia that has 
already claimed sites like Chantilly. An 
alarming study by the National Resource 
Inventory recently concluded that land in 
the area is being developed twice as last 
as the population growth. ln addition, a 
30-acre commercial development is 
planned for Gilbert's Comer, less than two 
miles east of Ald.ie on Rt. 50. 

Mansfield, Louisiana - April 8, 1864 
"Suddenly there was a rush, shot, the 

crashing of trees, and the breaking down 
of rails, the rush and scamper of men. We 
found ourselves swallowed up, as it were, 
in a hissing, seething, bubbling whirlpool 
of agitated men." - Reporter John R. Young. 

J:iis.tQ.a: Intent on wresting control of 
Louisiana and Texas from the 
Confederacy, in March 1864, Union Maj. 
Gen. Nathaniel Banks began a protracted, 
two-month campaign up the Red River 
Valley. His immediate goal was to capture 
Shreveport, collecting bales of contra
band cotton along the way. 

Unfortunately for the inept Banks, 
his opponent was Confederate Maj. Gen. 
Richard Taylor, one of the South's most 
reliable field commanders. For several 
weeks, Taylor shadowed Banks's advance 
toward Shreveport, looking for a chance 
to strike his adversary. At Mansfield, be 
found the opportunity he sought. 

Taylor drew up his small army 
astride the Old Stage Road. At first he 
took a defensive posture, hoping to 
receive additional reinforcements before 
the battle began in earnest. Eventually, 
Taylor grew impatient and struck tl1e 
Union army first with his left, and then 
with his right. Despite heavy casualties, 
the Tesult was a decisive victory that 
marked the end of Banks's invasion and 
Federal dreams of taking Louisiana out of 
the war. It was also one of the South's last 
field victories of the war . 

Current Status: Mansfield is one of 
the most Important Civil War sites in 
Louisiana. It is ranked Priority 0, Class A 
by CWSAC. According to The 
Conservation Fund, 177 acres of this site 
are protected. Of these, CWPT has pre
served 134 acres. An adjacent lignite min
ing operation and residential sprawl 
threaten the historic site. 

Raymond, Mississippi - May 12, 1863 
''For two hours, the contest raged 

furiously... The Creek was running red 
with the precious blood spilt for our 
country." - Sgt. Osborn H. Oldroyd, 
20th Oblo Infantry, U.S.A. 

1:Jiruru:: In late April 1863, then-Maj. 
Gen. U. S. Grant would launch the cam
paign that secured the Mississippi River 
for the Union cause and established his 
own place in military history. He stole a 
march on his counterpart, Lt. Gen. John 
Pemberton, and placed his troops south 
of the Confederate bastion of Vicksburg. 

By early May, Grant was well estab
lished on the east bank of the Mississippi 
and began pushing toward the Big Black 
River. On May 12, his right wing, com
manded by Maj. Gen. James B. 
McPherson, was struck near Raymond by 
a lone Rebel brigade under Brig. Gen. 
John Gregg. The result was a confused 
slugging match that went on for six 
hours, and convinced Grant that he had 
to capture the Mississippi capital at 
Jackson before proceeding to Vicksburg. 

Raymond should have been no con
test. McPherson outnumbered his oppo
nent three to one. However, battle smoke 
and thick undergrowth prevented both 
sides from discovering that Gregg's 
brigade was woefully outmatched by 
McPherson's two divisions. Although 
McPherson further exacerbated the 
problem by committing his men piece
meal, eventually Gregg was forced to 
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abandon the field. 
Current Status: Only 40 acres of the 

4,024-acre site are protected, all of them 
preserved by CWPT. CWSAC classifies 
Raymond as a Priority 1, Class B battle
field. Development pressure along 
Highway 18 (the war-time Utica Road) 
emanating from nearby Jackson is the 
principal threat to this site. 

Stones River, Tennessee December 31, 1862 -
January 2, 1863 

"I can never forget... you gave us a 
hard-earned victory, which, had there 
been a defeat instead, U1e nation could 
scarcely have lived over." -Lincoln to 
Maj. General William Rosecrans. 

.l:lifil.Qry. As 1862 came to an end, one 
last bloodletting was developing just 
north of Murfreesboro. The struggle 
would pit Gen. Braxton Bragg's Army of 
Tennessee against a Union army that 
went into the battle without a name, but 
would soon be called the Army of the 
Cumberland. The fight would decide the 
fate of middle Tennessee. 

The first day was a near disaster for 
the Federal forces, under the command 
of Maj. Gen. William S. Rosecrans. Bragg 
launched a tremendous attack against 
the Union right flank, eventually pushing 
it back in a manner similar to a closing 
pocket knife. However, the men in blue 
persevered and were able to hold their 
own for the remainder of Dec. 31. 

Bragg expected Rosecrans to retreat 
during the night and was dumbfounded 
to see him strengthening his lines on New 
Year's Day. On Jan. 2, amazed that the 
enemy was still in his front, Bragg 
launched a desperate charge that was 
doomed before it even started. That 
night Bragg retreated, leaving Rosecrans 
in command of the field. 

Current Status: 713 acres of this bat
tlefield are protected, including 24 acres 
preserved by CWPT. CWSAC ranked it 
Priority IV, Class A because of the frag
mented nature of the site. NPS has identi
fied 400 additional acres at Stones River 
that should be preserved, but the price 
tag for the property is an unreachable 
$20 million. Stones River is located in 
Rutherford County, tlie fastest-growing 
county in Tennessee. 

The Wilderness, Virginia May 5 - 6, 1864 
"ft was as though Christian man had 

turned to fiends, and hell itself had 
usurped the place of Earth." -
Lieutenant Colonel Horace Porter, U.S.A. 

~: The first clash between Civil 
War legends Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S. 
Grant took place in tlie Wilderness, a wood
ed area along the Orange Turnpike and 
Orange Plank Road west of Fredericksburg. 
William Swinton, a Northern reporter who 
would later write a history of tlie war, 
remarked that it was "impossible to con
ceive a field worse adapted to the move-

ments of a grand army." 
Poorly adapted or not, for two days a 

massive conflict ensued among the trees 
and scrub growth of the Wilderness. 
Confusion was the order of the day. Few 
officers could see more than a handful of 
their men, and regiments were lost or 
became snarled with other units. Even 
worse, tires ignited by gunpowder swept 
through the forest, burning alive many of 
those too crippled to be moved. 

Stymied by Lee, Grant finally aban
doned the Wilderness for more open 
ground further south. Lee followed, 
blocking Grant again at Spotsylvania. 
Together, they left behlnd more tlian 
25,000 dead and wounded in the 
Wilderness . 

Current Status: 2,253 acres of the 
13,181-acre battlefield are protected. The 
site is ranked Priority I, Class A by 
CWSAC. Intense residential and commer
cial development pressure along the 
Orange Turnpike and the old Orange 
Plank Road threatens the site. CWPT is 
particularly concerned about 455 acres 
near Fawn Lake that are targeted for 
development. Congress has appropriated 
$6 million to protect tliis site; however, 
tlie owner is holding out for more. ,a-, 

Those interested in learning more about the 
CWPT and their work can visit their site at: 
www.civilwar.org. They can be reached at: 
(800) 298-7878. 

Lincoln at the World's Fair We were recently shown an interest-
ing collection of fair and exposition 
ephemera. And ... while perusing a copy 
of the Visitor's Guide for the "Century of 
Progress World's Fair" held in Chicago in 
1933, we spotted three, sizable Lincoln 
exhibits. Visitors to the Fair could view 
reconstructions of the Wigwam, the 
Lincoln-Berry store from New Salem, 
and Lincoln's birthplace log cabin. 
Unlike the New York World's Fair of 1939 
which highlighted scientific achieve- ,---.-,,,..-..--,,....-----------, 
ment and tlie promise of the future, the 
"Century of Progress" celebrated the 
achievements of the past century while 
continuing to look forward. Given that 
the exposition was hosted in Illinois, it 
also stood to reason that Lincoln would 
be featured prominently. It is doubtful 
whether such exhibits would draw 
much of a crowd today; however, that 
wouldn't deter us from buying tickets! 
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T 
rompe L'Oeil, the "art of deception," is among the oldest styles of painting. 
French for "trick the eye," trompe l'oeil panels, when viewed Crom the correct 
position, confuse the spectator into thinking objects in it are real and not mere
ly represented. To successfully fool the viewer, artists choose items and com
positional devices with as little depth as possible. A !lat surface stops the eye 
at the picture plane, while objects placed upon this surface seem to protrude, 

slightly. into the viewer's space. Archetypical trompe l'oeil paintings are still-lites deal
ing with objects small enough to be represented in their natural size. 

Art historians tell us the trompe l'oeil Lradition is rooted in antiquity with ref
erences back to Pliny the Eider's allusion to a deceivingly lifelike painting in Athens in the 
5th century B.C. It is also recorded that Rembrandt's students delighted themselves by 
painting coins on the iloor of his studio just to watch him bend down to pick them up. 
Trompe l'oeil painting of paper currency, fostered by the 19th century American infatua-
tion with wealth, was, and remains, a characteristically American art fonn. Such works were extremely popular in 
the years immediately following Lincoln ·s death - several utilized Lincoln-related ephemera as subject material. We 
have also encountered Victorian-era studies that used Confederate money in additional to standard, U.S. currency. 

The work of several contemporary artists Indicates a continuing fidelity to this tradition of "illusionis
tic" American art. One of the most accomplished, young, regional artists working today, Francis R. Curran, 
recently made Lincoln his theme for several wonderful oils on canvas. 

Frank Curran (1958-) was raised in Kinderhook, New York. He continues to live in this idyllic region that 
has been a well-spring for artists for more than 200 years - up along the Hudson ruver some thirty miles south of 
Albany. Classically trained as a woodworking artisan, Curran was heavily influenced by the Arts and Crafts move
ment. Although primarily known as a master woodworker, his wood engravings, etchings, and oils on canvas have 
been exhibited at several galleries in the Northeast over the past twenty years. 

Although difficult to appreciate in the monochrome lom1at herein, lhe study presented above -vibrant and 
lilelike in natural colors - ties together Llncoln in postage and currency depictions. We were recently made aware of 
these new studies and are grateful to the Isabelle, Philip, Anna Guild for permission to share this with our readers. 

The artist at his upstate 
New York studio. 

[The works of Frank Curran are currently representedl by The Peel Gallery of Fine Art, Rt. 7, Danby, VT Ph.: 802-293-5230.) 

In the next issue of The Rall Splitter, editor Martin C. Carlino will explore the immense straggle 
of The Union League of Phlladelphia during the Civil War and the intimate relationship Lincoln 

enjoyed with the League and its members - as well as his historic visit to the Club in 1864! 
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